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JOINT LWDP / WORLD BANK
ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM!ME (ESMAP)

PURPOSE

The Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Management Assistance Programme (ESMAP) was
launched in 1983 to complement the Energy Assessment Programme, established three years
earlier. ESMAP's original purpose was to implement key recommendations of the Energy
Assessment reports and ensure that proposed investments in the energy sector represented the most
efficient use of scarce domestic and external resources. In 1990, an international Commission
addressed ESMAP's role for the 1990s and, noting the vital role of adequate and affordable energy
in economic growth, concluded that the Programme should intensify its efforts to assist developing
countries to manage their energy sectors more effectively. The Commission also recommended
that ESMAP concentrate on making long-term efforts in a smaller number of countries. The
Commission's report was endorsed at ESMAP's November 1990 Annual Meeting and prompted
an extensive reorganization and reorientation of the Programme. Today, ESMAP is conducting
Energy Assessments, performing preinvestment and prefeasibility work, and providing institutional
and policy advice in selected developing countries. Ibrough these efforts, ESMAP aims to assist
governments, donors, and potential investors in identifying, funding, and implementing
economically and environmentally sound energy strategies.

GOVERNANCE AND OPERATIONS

ESMAP is governed by a Consultathie Group (ESMAP CG), composed of representatives of the
UNDP and World Bank, the governments and institutions providing financial support, and
representatives of the recipients of ESMAP's assistance. The ESMAP CG is chaired by the World
Bank's Vice President, Finance and Private Sector Development, and advised by a Technical
Advisory Group (TAG) of independent energy experts that reviews the Programme's strategic
agenda, its work program, and other issues. ESMAP is staffed by a cadre of engineers, energy
planners and economists from the Industry and Energy Department of the World Bank. The
Director of this Department is also the MvIanager of ESMAP, responsible for administering the
Programme.

FUNDING

ESMAP is a cooperative effort supported by the World Bank, UNDP and other United Nations
agencies, the European Community, Organization of American States (OAS), Latin American
Energy CLrganization (OLADE), and countries including Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
Germany, Finland, France, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
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Washington, D.C. 20433
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PREFACE

Many developing countries and formerly centrally planned economies are considering efforts to
restructure public enterprises as part of their overall economic transformation. In most of these
countries, the energy sector comprises the largest group of public entities operating as vertically
integrated monopolies. This is generally true in the Eastern and Central European countries,
where interest in large-scale restructuring along open-market lines and, in some cases, in
privatization programs with the promise of greater efficiency, has burgeoned with the dissolution
of the command economic systems. This summary report and the four companion volumes on
the specific energy subsectors (coal, natural gas, lignite and electricity, and district heating)
presents the results of a series of restructuing studies undertaken by the World Bank/UNDP
Energy Sector Management Assistance Programme (ESMAP) in Poland during 1990 and 1991.
This report and companion volumes provide a significant opportunity to bring the analysis of the
restructuring issues and lessons learned into a wider perspective. The purpose of the report is
to disseminate the knowledge gained from the Polish experience, thus assisting other countries
that are pursuing similar objectives of economic transformation and restructuring.

Among the Easten and Central European countries, Poland has been a pioneer in studying
the comprehensive restructuing of energy sector enterprises. Poland recognized early on that
restructuring could not proceed in the absence of an established legal framework, functioning
banks, exchanges to reallocate capital, and-perhaps most important-a thorough understanding
of the principles and processes involved. In addition, Poland's energy sector, the largest in
Eastern and Central Europe, accounted for more than 10 percent of GDP, S percent of the
working population, and 10 percent of export eamings (1990 figures; Poland was also the worid's
fourth largest coal exporter). It was in this context, in late 1989, that the Polish Government
requested the World Bank and E&MAP to undertake a full-scale restructring study of the energy
sector.

The study involved the collaboration of different groups, including the Polish Government,
enterprise mangers, and unions; the Polish Academy of Sciences; and international as well as
Polish consultants. These groups met regularly to discuss the progress and results of the studies.
In fact, apart from the end product, the consltaftons and cooperation were particularly useful,
at a time of rapid economic transformation in Poland, in facilitating communication and
cross-fertilization of ideas and approaches among the participants. The restructuing study was
completed in late 1990 and presented in two Ministerial meetings. The next stage was to ensure
that the recommendations for the various subsectors were consistent and operational. A short
follow-up was undertaken by EMAP, together with World Bank Operations and the Polish
experts, to turn the recommendations into a blueprint that could be more easily implemented.

The results of the study and its implementation phase were also discussed in a seminar
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that included the management of the energy enterprises, the Ministry of Energy and Industty, the
Bank of Poland and Ministry of Finance, the Privatization Plenipotentiary's office, unions, Polish
experts, consultants, and the World Bank and ESMAP. Because the study was undertaken jointly
with the relevant Polish authorities, a sense of collective ownership of the work emerged that
proved highly productive in the implementation phase. The Energy Resoura Development Loan
in fiscal year 1991-which supported the gas subsector-noted the importance of the studies for
the proper transformation of !he energy sector. The implementation phase of these studies was
also closely tied to a Bank project (Heat Supply Restructuring and Conservation Project) in fiscal
year 1992.

This work was completed by ESMAP and World Bank staff, with support from Polish
experts and authorities and international consultants. The study program was managed by
Afsaneh Mashayekhi and Alastair McKechnie (ES&AP). Charles McPherson and Jayme Porto-
Carreiro (ESMAP) were task managers for the subsector studies, assisted by a core team
consisting of David Craig and Henk Busz (EC31E), Christopher Brierly (ESMAP), and Robert
Bacon (Consultant). Michael Levitsky (EMP) was responsible for the follow-up phase from
September 1991 to June 1992, assisted by John Homer (ESA4P). The present task manager of
the Energy Sector Restructuring Program in Poland, Luis E. Gutidrrez (ESMP), took over in
July 1992 and was responsible for drafting the five volumes comprising this report. The report
benefited considerably not only from the comments and suggestions of the above mentioned staff
but also from the comments of peer reviewers within and outside the World Bank: Rachid
Benmessaoud and Helmut Schreiber (EC2EE), Gary Stuggins (EC3EE), Howard Ash (EC3IV),
Alvaro Covarrubias (LATJE), Robin Bates (ENVPR), Petter Nore (ESMAP), John Besant-Jones
(ENED), Heinz Hendriks (ASTEG), and Michael Block (Consultant). The members of the
Energy Restructuring Group (ERG) also provided valuable comments and suggestions.

Funding for the work was provided by the United Kingdom's Know-How Fund and by
UTNDP through bilateral contributions to ESMAP. The United States has also provided funding
for :MAPs follow-up work since 1991.

EA4AP wishes to express its appreciation to the Government of Poland and the many
enterprises and organizations in the energy sector for the cooperation and assistance rendered to
ESMAP staff and consultants during the preparation of the studies.
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CUJRRENC EQ-UIVALENTS

Currency Unit= Zloty (Zi)
Caleadgr 1991 US$1 = Zi 10,559 (Average)

Weights and Measures = Metric System

ACRONYMS

AMO Anti Monopoly Office
BST Bulk Supply Tariff
CMEA Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
CHP Combined Heat and Power
DHE Ditrict Heating Enterprise
EAP Exploration and Production
EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
EC European Community
ERA National Energy Regulatory Agency
ERDL Energy Resource Development Loan
ERG Energy Restructuring Group
ETP Economic Transformation Program
FGD Fire Gas Desulphurisation
Gmina Polish Local Government (municipality)
GDP Gross Domestic Product
GFS Government Financial Statistics
GEF Global Environmental Facility
GOP Government of Poland
GUS Central Statistical Office
oW Giga Watt (106 Watts)
HOB Heat Only Boiler
IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
IDA Industrial Development Agency
IMF International Monetary Fund
IRB Intercommunal Regulatory Body
LV Low Voltage
MoF Ministry of Finance
MoI Ministry of Industry and Trade
MoP Ministry of Privatization
mtoe Million tons of oil equivalent
MV Medium Voltage
OECD Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
PGNG Polish Oil and Gas Company
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PPA Power Purchasing Agreement
PSENN Polish Grid Company
SAL Structural Adjustment Loan
SOE Stat-Owned Enterprise
toe Ton of oil equivalent
VAT Value Added Tax
Voivodship Prefecture, regional administrative body of central Government
Weglobek bland (domestic) Coal Distribution Organization
Weglokoks Coal Export Organization
WE`WB Power and Lignite Board
WWK Hard Coal Board
ZE Zalad Energetyczne (electricity distribution companies)
Zi Zloty

Polish Fiscal Year

Januazy 1 to December 31
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INTRODUCTION

1. As part of its profound, on-going movomet fiom a centrlized, plned sociist economic
system toward a marketoriented economy, Poland has had to confront the need for insitutional and
regulatoy reforms of its energy sedor. Tlat need is eompounded by decling outp of ca -the major,
traditional, domestic nergy source as well as an eport earner- and by environmental and other pressures
that dictate a significant expnon in the use of gas, much of which will proWbably have to be imported.
The highly integrated structure of the energy sector, developed in the contet of a command economy,
has perpated ngidities and inefficiencies that impede needed hag. As part of its broader process of
radical economic reform, Poland needs to prvide a new firmewosk for its energy sectr, one that
encourages competion and market formes and harnesses economic principles and commercial incentives
along with effectide regulation to the development of an economic, reliable and environmentally sound
energy supply.

2. The first volume of this rport presents a comprehensive summay and synthesis of the key
recomnmendations of a sedes of detailed rstructring studies undertaken by World Bank/UNDP Energy
Sector Maagement Assistance Programme (h4P) in 1990-91 on the Polish energy sector. lhese
stdies stem from a request by the Govenmment of Poland in 1989 to EMiP for advice in defining a
resrucurng progm for the energy sector. his lreques led ESAMP to begin examining the Polish
energy sector with the intent of identifying the resrucuing measues appropriate for each of the major
subsectws involved, namely:

haitscoal

* gas and indigenous oil exploration and production

* electricity and lignite

* district heating.

3. The studies examined the structural problems of fte sector in detil, assesed the options for
reform to achieve greater efficiency and market orientaion, and recommended detailed, concrete
rstructuing proposals for the key subs'ector enterprises. These propos3ls were discussed at several
seminars with key Polish energy sector officials in 1991, and were accpted by the Government. The
proposals were a major input into the enrgy restucMring policy adopted by the Polish Council of
Ministers in June 1991. The essence of this policy was expressed in a Letter on Sector Development
Policy from the Govemment of Poland to the World Bank. (See Annex I.)

4. The restrucing proposals oudined in the veious volumes represented a challenging progrm
of action for the GOP and the enteipises concemed. Based on these, the Govermenat of Poland has now
approved a refinm progm, the details of which are being wotied out It is clear that the emerging
structure will influence the scope for joint venures in the enery sector and the degree of privatzation.
A considerable commitment of time and resources is being engaged in this effoit Nevertheless, the long-
tetm rewards in terms of an efficient energy sector will be fwidamental for regaing and sustining the
conditions for growth in the Polish economy.
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Energy and the Economy

S. With primy energy supply in 1990 apprcing 101 mtoe, Poland's energy sector is the
laest in Central and Eastem 3Europe. Overall, the energy sector plays a crucial role in the Polish
economy, being one of the largest. In 1990 it accounted for about 10 percent of gross domestic product,
and provided employment for 850,000 people -5% of the woiking population. Ener sector investment
during 1986-90 amounted to 12 percent of total investment, and about 30 percent of investment in
industry. Tbe sector also plays an important part in Poland's balance oftrade. Poland is the world's fourth
largest (and Europe's largest) exporter of hard coal; exports of 27 million tones provided 10% of export
eamings in 1990. Conversely, imported oil and natural gas were in the order ef 15% of total import
expediture in the same year. (Figure 2 presents the composition of primany energy supply in 1990.)

6. Figure 1 presen the
sucth of gross energy supply in
1990 (domestic production plus Eupota14._-
import and exports). In net energy 1m 2% ______*
terms, Poland is a net imporer of o .
energy, importing most hydrbons
.quiament and exporng basically

coal. Domestic energy production is
domied by coal, accounting for up Figure 1: Energy Supply and Trade (1990)
to 93% of domestic supply.

7. Coal plays a predominant role in the Polish energy economy. Coal is the country's leading
export product. In 1990 coal accounted for neady 40 percent of final energy consumption, which is high
by intemraional standards. Coal is used mainly in heavy industry, but the light industrial, commercia and
household sectors are also major consumers. Over 90 percent of electricity generation is from solid fuels.
There is a small contribution from hydropower but no nuclear power. In net terms Poland produces over
96 percent of the energy consumed. Inports of oil and gas exceed coal exports. Over one third of the
gas consumed, and a negligible amount of oil, is produced in Poland. Although net energy impors meet
less than 5 percent of total requirements, nearly 100 percent of petoleum and 60 to 70 percent of natual
gas consumed in Poland are imported, largely or entirely (for natura gas) from the former Soviet Union.

8. The Polish energy sector is closely linked to that of the former Soviet Union. All imports
of gas and neary all imports of oil come fiom that county and a significant proportion of coal exports
go to it. Unil January 1991, oil supplies fiom the former Soviet Union were priced according to die so-
called Buchamest formula, which related pries to the moving aveMge of world prices for the past five
yrs, and were paid for under specdal arrvagements which included commodity exchanges. From 1
January 1991 Russian oil has been priced at world marlet prices, and paid for in hard currency. The
border pnie of gas is now related to world prices for crude oil. Barter agements, however, will in
essence continue through 1992 with the US dollar, instead of the transferable ruble, used as the unit of
exchange.
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9. lhe suctur of production in Poland is highly energy intensive, and energy use has been
highly ineffiient. Coption in 1989 amounted to 1,740 toe per US$1 million of GDP, which is thiee
to five times higher me it consumption pvailing in OECD countries. Low energy pices and soft
budget constain have been th pnacipal reasons for low energy efficiency, aggavated by outdted
tchnology, poor management, and lack of incentives to improve efficiency. lhis has compounded the
effeots of the engyiteive industries and the inefficient production methods of the last 40 yea".

10. The aenegy sector is itself a major source of conumption or transformation of primary
energy: 32% of toW primary energy is used by the sector itself, rather than by final consumers. This
feature is illustated in Figue 2, which summarz h¢eenergy bance in Poland in 1990. Jhus 60
million tons of hard coal and 68 million tons of lignite ar used as the main fuels for electricity
generation, and 24 million toms of hoal are used in the district heating subsector.

11. lbe electricity subsector has an installed generating capacity of about 32 0W, and energy
is mainly genered fiom bard coal (66%) and lignite (27%), with hydropower making up the balance.
Oil is used only for sta-up and &-ame stabilization in coal and lignite burig stations. Domestic
production and consumption of electricq is broadly in balmce, although Poland derives significant benefit
from its interconnection to the wider CMEA network. Industrial consumers account for the bulk of
electricity consumption, although this proportion (62% in 1989) has fallen with the contrcion in
ndustial production (particularly in energy-intensive sectors) in recent years, and is projected to diminish
further.

12. With inalled capacity of around 42 GW thmal, the district heating subsector supplies heat
and hot water to raidential and indus consumers, as well as process steam to industry, with the
heaviest emd for heat coming during the sven coldest months of the year. Distict Heating Enterprises
(DHEs) generat heat fim a varity of sourmes - lae combined heat and power/heat only boiler
(CHPMHOB) complexes owned by eeprises formerly part of the electricity industry 61%, industrul
enterprIss 1I%, and heating entozse own HOB capacity 28%. Most het is distrbuted by S0 DHEs
to conmes via networks of pipes in larger towns and ciis; in more isolated and less densely populated
aeas consumes are served by small, dedicated boilers operaed by DHs. Ihe prmary fuel for
CRHPHOB complexs, HOB stions and snall boilers is low grade hard coal.

Energ Sector sues

13. The en sector in Poland is still plagued by many iwiented problems, legacies of the
command-and-contro ¢ economic manament of the centrally planned socialist model. It is also probable
that other isues, not presendy foreseen, will emere as the restrucuring process advances. However, the
most relevant issues at this stage that need to be addressed -if the sctor is to contribute to the success
of Poland!s refonn policies and to the achievement of competitive market corditions- are:

* low efficiency of energy production, tnsfonnation and end-use, resulting fiom
inadequate energy pricing, rigid dired allocations, managerial wealmesses and
outmoded and badly mainained equipment;

in onal rigidities and weaknese at the policy level; and

* serious envi dame caused by ey operations.
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14. The ennmetl problems are especially grave. The most polluted country in Centrl and
Eastem Europe, Poland is probably the world's eighth-laest producer of carbon dioxide, lagely because
of high emissions fiom coal-fired power staions, especially in the district-heating subsector. Additionally,
saline water discharges L-sm coal mines into nvers and toxic solid wastes from mdusty put major burdens
on the environment. The DHEs use coal as their primary energy source, consuming 24 million tons of
coal products -13% of the county's output- in 1989 and cating 11% of aional sulfur dioxide
emissions, 10% of particulate fallout and 8% of nitrous oxide emissions. Because so many of the sources
of that pollution are low-s , small boilers in urb areas, te subsector has a disproportdonate impact
on local air quality.

15. The inefficiencies and deficiencies in the subsector range fiom te maintenance liabilities on
the many small boilers that supply individual buildings to the network water losses th are sometimes
three times as high as those for comparable Westem European systems. Reported heat losses vary from
zero to 170%, a nge that reflects the shorfldWl in metening equipment that would enable distrbutors to
ideti cooded and poody insulaed mains that leak both heat and waer. Govemment subsidies to
houing cooperatives meani that ev after 1990 price increases, domestic consumers who pay fat-rate
charges for heir heat actually cover only 15% of its cost.

16. There is considerable
scope for imp efficiency in the Jap
energy sector. As previously Denmak
mentioned, the Polish economy is ruIW
very energy intensive. Energy aexm __y

consumption per GDP is almost twice Au,:
the average for OECD countries (see
Figure 1, Figure 4). _

Restructuring Issues

17. The Polish Govemment
intnds that te restrucuing of the Turke
energy sector should contribute to the 0.4
achievement of three main goals: Uni: toepet 1000 of GDP a 1985 prices

* increased economic Piure 4: Estimated Energy/GDP Ratios (1989)
efficiency and
reliability of enery supply;

* inaed finacial viabilitp, of sector entprises; and

* developmet of economic supply of indigenous energy.

18. However, the inherited institutional set-up of the energy sector, overly centalized and poorly
organized, is not conducive to achieving these objectives. The sector, whose orgnization before the start-
up of restructuring is depicted in Figure 2, is managed and controlled at a national level. To the extet
that its organization still reflects the priorities and functioning of a centrally planned economy, the sectors
structure remains inappropate to a maket economy, especially in terms of
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* the distoited structure of energy prices, with consequent negative effects on allocative
efficiency, financial viability and incentives for expansion;

* cost-plus intemal t ations which provide no incentives for efficiency;

* in particular, very low intemal transfer prices for indigenous coal and gas production,
which provide litfle incentive to expand output;

O the lack of an appropnate legal and regulstoxy fiamework necessary for the proper
operation of energy markets and for establishing the "nles of the game" to prospective
investors in the eney sector,

* the complexity of the institutional fiamework, with multiple Govemment relations and
decision-making levels.

* several key commercial decisions (including purchasing of fuel imports, setting of wage
and salary levels and the domestic price levels of fuels) which are largely outside the
control of the enewrgy enteprises;

a time consuming and unwieldy procedures for approval of investment and finacing
plans;

m the bluning of distinctions between enterprise management and national instiutions,
which tends to erode managen.ent accountability and initiative.

19. Ene# Prkces. Despite recent large increases, energy prices mostly remain below their
onomic costs, and relative prices are distorted in comparison with those prevailing in maket economies.

Prices fir gas, electricity and district heating need to be raised to levels ihat enable the enterprises to
become fully viable and to attract the additiona capital needed for iefurbishment and developmet
Furthemore, he strucue of these prces needs improvement to achieve economic equity among uers,
so at thie pices users pay reflect more closely the costs to the industries of supplying them. Indusil
prces of electricity and gas have been raised regulady, and the most senous distortions remaing in the
pcing sucture aise from subsidies to residential consmers of network-supplied energy. Prees for
naal ga and eleetrici to residential consumers are around one-hird to one-half of those prevailing in
Westem Europe. Prices for heat to residentdal ctomers meet only a fraction of actua costs. Subsidies
are financed either through the budget (for district heat) or fiom crossubsidizaion within the energy
supply nterpises (electricity and gas). For al three, the prices to households are controlled, "official
price". h the oal sector, although pnces have been sub tlly fred, the dninion of prices by
mket forces cannot be efflctive until competng fuels are also propedy pnced.

20. Energy Law andRegulatory Framework. Ihe move from a command economy has left the
energy sector without a legal and regulatoxy fiamework conducive to the effective operaion of the enery
makets. Hence, the prime requirements are, filrst, to fonnulate an Energy Law that clarifies the duties
and powers of the Ministry, tie regulatory agency and the energy companies, so that they can work
together smoothly and in a way which balances the inteests of the vaious parties; and, second, to
establish a set of supporting reguations and licenses administered by a duly authorized Energy Regulatory
Agency.
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21. Strdure and Satus of Enteprises. Coal mines, power generatols, tnsission and
distribution companies must be set up on sound commercial bases to enable them to ay out their energy
supply obligations, according to the law, as commercially viable enties. These compan:es need to be
transfomied into properly incorporated entities with a clear legal status and with the power to decide their
own plans and policies and to carly them out efficiently. The establishment of commercial structus,
where the companies are headed by competent Boards accountable to the owner -whether State or
privat- is fimdamental for their continued existence as commercially viable entities and to atract
prospective investors.

22. Prhvadzadon of Companies. There are two categories of companies -for core activities and
for ancillaiy ones. Decisions will need to be made about which of these ame suitable for privatiztion, the
form of capital structure in each case and the method and timing of privatization. If any part of the equity
is to remain in State hands, tnen arangements will need to be made for he appropriate State behavior in
relation thereto.

23. Industry Spedfic Issues. Some issues have to be dealt in ad hoc manner despite
estuctuing. These may require intense attention eadly during the rstrucng proces, or they may be
issues that will continue for some years to come. They include:

e the likely shrinking of the coal market and the consequeial reduction in mine output,
leading to pit closures;

* the need to exploit more fully the country's limited gas reserves, probably involving the
attraction of intemational companies to participate in the industy. Coal bed methane
reserves are also important and may need specia structural gemes;

X the dependence on naural gas imports fiom te east and he desirability and cost of
diversifying the sources of supply, and

* the need in many areas to upgrade the energy infiswith the consequent need
for access to new capital.

24. The upward movement of energy prices toward intational madlet levls, reinforced by
progssively tighter enforcement of environmental standards, should shift energy consumption away fiom
coal toward naual gas and petroleum and require major invements in gas transmission. GOP
projectons anticipate that restructuring of the hard coal subsector will stabilize outp not for below 1990
levels, but even with oil and gas replacing coal on the domestic madlet, coal exports by the year 2000 will
be cut nway in half.

25. The GOP's Eiconomic Transformaton Program, sed in ealy 1990, caue a major
economic conaction, including a fall of about 23 percent in industrial output, a significant decine in real
household incomes and a parallel drop in industrial and residental energy consumption. Although al parts
of the eney sector had suffered from under-investment in the 1980s, te sharp economic recession and
the major energy price hikes in 1990 reduced demand for primary energy by 1104 leaving supply duwing
a relatively mild winter more than adequate. The Polish Govemment believes ta this situation is likely
to continue until the mid 1990's.
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National Energy Strategy

26. Energy strategy in Poland is set in the contex of the macreconomic refonn progrm. lhe
GOP is seeking ways to develop new ways of fomulating energy policy conducive to a market economy.
This involves not only the creation of a new instional set-up and admn ions in the energy sector,
but also changing the attitudes of workers, who have so far little incentive to increase productivity, and
of managers, who inherently distrust makets after decades of planned economy, and who are
unacustomed to take initiatives and responsibilities.

27. The objectives of Polish energy policy are to reduce dependence on coal by increasing the
use of oil and gas, diversify gas imports, improve efficiency in eneW use and supply and reduce energy
pollution. The GOP considers an open, markQt orened energy sector the best means to achieve these
objectives. Pricing, restructuring and regulatory reforms are seen as the staring points. Price reforms
have already begun, increasing prices both in absolute and in relative terms. The effectiveness of the
pricing reforms will depend on the success of the GOP in creating a sound regulatory framework which
provides enterprises, prospective investors and consumers the incentives to respond to price signals.

28. A sound regulatory regime in the energy sector is required to prevent a misallocation of the
major investments needed -especially for expanding the use of natural gas- and to mobilize additional
(private) resources effectively. The Government has, thus, decided to bring Poland's regulatory system
into line with those prevailing in OECD countries. The GOP has developed with ESMP assistance some
resuctung options for the energy subsectors, and has begun mang some of the most needed sategic
changes in the sector. The three basic types of rgulatory approaches-tose oriented toward promoting
efficient exploitation of natua resourees competitive behavior and compliance with environmental and
saety stadards-already exist in Poland to some extent. The Govemment plans to strengthen the overall
rgulatory firmework and to assist the energy supply industry in complying with the existing
environmental regulations.

29. The Polish retuctuing program is a key part of an adjusent programn initiated in 1990
to restore the economy's creditworthiness and potential for sustanable growth. To make the energy sector
more competitive and viable, the GOP plans to demonopolize the various subsectors through verical
and-to a lesser extent-horizontal don. Demonopolizaion has alhady taken place to a large
degree in the coal/lignite and electricity subsectors. Following restrucring, the Govemment plans to
commerciaLze energy enterprises by incasg managerial autonomy and accountability and subsequeny
to corporatize them through conversion int joint-stock or limited-liability companies. Privatization of
certain enterprises or assets, such as hydrocarbon exploration, production and ancillary companies, and
later of selected core companies in other subsectors, would follow as soon as feasible. The GOP also
plans to put an appropriate regulatory fiamework into place between "networ" sectors, to avoid abuses
of monopoly/monopsony and distortions in investment decisions. In addition, a suitable basic tariff
structue for all network energy will be introduced, and other energy prices will be deregulated as soon
as feasible. Successful implementation of the last two componrents of the Govenmuent's energy sector
stwategy will have important implications for private sector participation in developing the energy sector.
All these measures will be accompanied by significant improvements in efficiency in production and end
use, which will result in the energy sector's improved envionmental performance.
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Objectives and Purpose of Restructuring

30. The stuctu rcommendations have been developed against the backond of the policy
objecives of the Govemment of Poland, and within these, the objecfives for the energy sector, which plays
a crucial role in Poland's economy. Inutional change in the energy sector must be seen within hie
context of the fa-reaching changes being wrought in the wider economy. Ihese are designed to move
Poland rapidly fiom a centally planned to a mailcet economy, open to trade at world prices and to capital
flows. In addition, however, existing policies are also designed to restore stability to a macroeconomic
environment which had reached serious disequilibrium by the end of 1989. Finally, previous economic
decisions produced unacceptable social consequences -with, for exa*Nn, serious pollution dhra_jing
public health- and the Govemment is now concerned to put in place effective measures to improve the
environment in Poland.

|Te modern economic history ofPoland begins in Januay 1990, when the Government started to impmen Its stabitl2Son.ousref
plai the Economwic Tranfomation Program (P), a fiidamental break with the CnwratPlawning pproach ofthe pa Compltet
price liberalWation a radical opening up ofdie cowr's borders toforeign tradi a¶xed exchange rate afara sharp devason and
budget reform were designed to not only stop the hJperiVfrfon of 1989 but also to mvocabv st Poland on aee mna*et coars
In its broad deignm the program can cam many acomplshments HypelaUon was hoted The sheiw areill in the shop qwsu
he disappeared and many serWices c now be obtained for the first time since Jsa The ivte sor has respnded Wgorouwt
to the nw set of incets andforeign rad*, in pift of the turmoil In the former Soviet Unio, Is developing safaotorqy.

Howwr, theMAPThas notyet lrgrowk (DPfeU byabout 2 percentIn 1990and byafuhr 7percent fn 1991. 1990was
for may reasons a kdktt year even without the hardsp unavoda*b asoiated with a sWent anwi-liUon progm ThAe
jfncreasing ecowomic d1nteatnon of theformerfSoet Union dipt enss 'I*e requring Ineing reliane on much higher
pricd Westr impoft

What is wo me that the prosfor a resum on ofgrowth in 1992 are ecertaliL In tm of growth and Improved ltving
tdars emfo tds of the population. the reform paage ha not detewred as much and asquilashad benf nitialVec

The ongoing dclne in oua and employment mt be areostes lst a deepenng reoson owvnwel he poloal wIl to pwe the
strucural rform that are the foundaton for futurs prosprity.

Ubwatet, the succ of st refornms Iing the retrucftng of the ene w,or dnd vwey mch on whether a
macreconomi pacage can be designed that mtigatew the short-run drop In GD without leadfng to unsutainable debt or renwed

Sour: Wold Be [1992,PgIand Econoi Tnsformation at a Crosn. ReportNo. 10305-POL

Box 1: There is a strong link between economic prospects and restructuring

31. Efficient resource allocation in the wider economy will be facilitated by energy stenu
which promote efficiency in both the supply and use of energy. Furthermore, as substantial public
investment funds and operating subsidies are at present devoted to the sector, sucres which facilitate
the mobilizaion of private and self-generated funds in the sector would release subsantial public fiunds
for ohr uses, or enable the GOP to cut taxes.

32. However, achieving economic efficiency in the sector will inevitably necessitate substantial
fiurer increases in the prices of energy products, which are genemaly stil well below their real costs to
the Polish economy. Given lhe short-erm impact these increases would have on inflaion (the reduction
of which remains a crucial macroeconomic objective), ffie Govemen needs to manage enery prie
increases in order to minimize the advere consequences on longer tenr infltion levels, through reducing
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inflationary exectatios in the economy. The suggested transition process includes energy prie
objecves for the nex fw years.

33. Th new structs must
also be capable of ensuring that lbe World Bank, in cooperation with Polish experts, is cayi ig
enteprise. take proper account of the out a study of altnaive policy insumnts for the control of
environmental and other extera costs air pollution in Poland. One of the main objecfives of the study
of their activities, while acting is to compare the costs of acbieving ghen emissions and air
commercialy within a market quality standards through conventional tegulatory inuments
environment. Continued ("comand and control or C&C) and through economic

environmental problems in . incentives (eg. emissiontues, fuel axes and emissions taduig).
Iaurnmenm blrowem in mancet Mme first stage of the stdy is well under way and the initial

economies demonstrate that this is not redlt show that, for Poland as a whoie, air pollution is liely to
an easy objective. However, it is of deca in the futue, even without specal environmenltal
vital importance to the Polish energy initiatives, as a rsut of the gradual intduction of better
sector given its significant impact on economy-wide policies, including industial restr rng and
overall pollution levels. enexa pricing reforms; and also due to technological progress.

However, the decrease would not be adequate to meet the goals
34. The key macroeconomic of Polish environmental policy. TMe application of C&C
objectives affcting energy sector measures can reduce air pollution furter, by substantial
restructuring can therefore be amounts, but economic incentves, such as emissions taxes and
summarzed as: emissions tadin could produce the same relts at lower total

economic costs. Fuel taxes alone are UnlikelY to present a
* provide an.ecient feasible solution and would almost certaiy need to be

pandreliabeleanew wcombined with other instuments, in order to attain likely
andreliable enegy environmental objectves. The problems of local air pollution

supply; are to be stdied in a second stage, which will look specificaLly
at the krakow region, with financial support from the UK.

* promote efficient Know-How Fund.
energy use,
pmaiy through
the proper Bol2 : EconomiciucentivesarebetterthanC&Cmeasures
operation of the to reduce air pollution
price mechanism;

* manage the transition process of energy prices, from administered prices to market
prices, considering the GOP's wider anti-inflation objective;

• establish autonomous, viable commercial enterprises free of direct Govemment control
and (where possible) ownership;

• mobilize int and external capital resources to reitalize the economic infistructure;
and

* enue the proper conideration of the etemal costs -environmental and other social
costs- associated with enery production and use.

35. Box 1 amines fte question of why the success of the structurl reforms in the energy
seotr, as weli as in the rest of the economy, lagely depend on a sound short-em macreconomic
pa ge. WNhile te recommended chges to institutional stmctures will not of hmselves be sufficient
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to secure these objectives, economic prwges will be made easier if the energy sector is reorganized on
thie more commercial basis recommended. llle-thmst of dl reomendations is to hitroduce and =Mopte
compoWon -and efficient commercial bdlator in thg sector wherever 2=sibla, while rowgnizing that the
radical changes implied will need to be celly managed to avoid unnecessay hardship and disruption
during the transition. Consistent with this line of economic and institutional philosophy, Box 2 infonns
about the preliminary findings of a Bank study curarntly under way on the efficiency of altemative policy
instruments for the contol of air pollution in Poland.

Implications for Subsec(ors

36. Although the recommended strucal changes appropriate to the various energy subsectors
vary considerably, the common objectives of rstrucring -increased efficiency, realistic prcing,
commerial management and other detailed above (Par h 34- lead as well to considerations that
apply to all subsectors. The most important of these objectives and their implications for restructuring
are:

e maximizing intemal efficiency and cost control while securing adequate supplies of
energy. Hartd budgetr consaints on companies' financing, including the threat of
insolvency, is a negative incentive toward this goal. The promise of profitability is a
positive counterpart;

* as much competition as possible, supplemented by regulation where competitive
pressures, because of natural monopoly features, are either absent or too weak to insure
financial discipline;

* realistic prices as the most effective guides to efficient energy use. To achieve such
prncing in subsectors now lackg it the GOP will need to ensure that wage rates,
capital costs, pnmary fuel costs and other mjor factors of production are comparable
among the subsectors. At the same time, to encourage appropnate substiution
decisions and, where feible, to smulae consumer choice, the GOP needs to allow
the subsectors to establish pice relativities based on opportunity costs among the
different nrgy product. Tbut policy goal can best be attained by ensuring that pnces
reflect interational prce le%els (adjusted for transport costs) for energy tradeables and
marinal costs for non-trdeables;

9 minimizing inflmtion and social costs as eney prices move upward. The smoother the
structural changes are, the fewer short-term fluctuions they will set in motion. New
structus, therefre, should draw on and reinfrce the stegths of existing enterpnses,
and the process of tansition should ensure that the new bodies can respond efftively
to changes in the commercial environment;

o mobilizing investment capital with minimum Govenmment support. To meet this
objective -an important goal in a sector which has been charerized by inconsistent
and inadequate match-ups between capital costs and financing and by either under- or
over-investment in exisfing assets- ihe new enterprises need to be lae enough to be
credible, independent and crditworthy entities. Since they also need to be atrctive
to pota invesors, the transition process should ensure "ease of entry" int the
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subsectors where competitive supply is feasible and there is a clear and secure financial,
regulatory and operating environment;

0 improving environmental perfomance. The very low fees for permits to emit specific
levels of pollution and penalties for exceeding those limits long in effect have not
reflected the costs of environmental damage done in the energy sector. Whether those
fees and penalties ar raised or more flexible, market-based mechanisms to reduce
pollution are introduced, the effict will be to increase the direct costs of energy
production. Restructring must therefore permit the new enterprises to fctor those
higher pollution taxes into their economic decisions and those of their consumers to
ensure that e producers will be able to comply with more demanding
enlvirnmental standards,

* compensating for the depletion of non-renewable resources. Because Polands use of
its reserves of fossil fuels needs to be optimized, the Govemment, as owner of these
resources should use royalty and/or taxation measures to recover for the nation these
fuels' unique economic rent, the difference between the cost of extracting hard coal,
gas, oil and lignite and their true maket value.

37. In practice, these common objectives can only be realized by tailoring the restructuring
process to fit the inherently differing characteristics of the various subsectors. Thus,

it will be necessay to permit, with effective reglation, the continuation of integmated
tansport and distibution networks for such hard-tostore energy sources as gas,
electricity and heat;

* for district heating networks, however, integration is mled out by the very localized
nauire of such systems. Restucturing, instead, will need to accommodate the wide
range of local variants of systm tes, most of them with trn=smission networks
limited to the densely populatd areas they serve;

* similady, the ties that bind lignite mines to the nearby power stations they supply
camot be sensibly broken. Lignite is too prone to spontaneous combustion to be
Ian-poted far from its source and too low in calorific value to be used efficiently
except in power stations built for the purpose. With few prospets for futue
competitors to the currnt limited number of lae lignite producers, structuring in the
subsector should aim at capuring the benefits of close mine/station coordination in
lignite output and consumption and emphasize the gains to be won from economies of
scale and horizotl cooperation;

* where monopolies are to be commercialized, as in the gas, electricity and heating
subsectors, a sound regulatory regime must be put in place as part of the restuctning
to insure against abuses that single, profit-oriented suppliers could otherwise inflict on
producers and consumers.

38. The objectives for retucturng outlined above are ambitious and no single institional
fiwevodc for the sector woulA j capable of meeting them all. The detailed studies in this report focused
on objectves appropiate to eah subsector and sought to define structures appropriate to these specific
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objectives. Hence, for example, the stuctures recommended for the hant coal sector are pnmarily
competitive while those for district heating acknowledge the existence of local network monopolies. Both
the gas and electricity subsectors studies concluded that a mixure of competiton in production/generation
and network monopoly in transmission and distribution were appropriate to these industries.

Background of World Bank and ESMAP Involvement

39. The World Bank and ESMP have supported the development of th resucturing efforts of
Poland through the major studies of the specific eney subsectors presented here. Ihese studies were
curried out in 1990 and 1991. The restructuring progran has also been included in the conditionality of
World Bank lending to Poland.

40. The Bank has been actively assising in the restructuring process. In addition to the studies
already discused, the Energy Resource Development Loan (No.3215-POL) signed in July 1990 provides
$250 million of project lending to the gas subsector, with the primay objective of incteasing domestic
gas producdon. In the district heating subsector a loan for $340 million was granted to several major
district heating enterprises (Loan No.5418-POL), as part of the Heat Supply Restucituing and
Conservation Project, in June 1991. Lending to other subsectors, notably in the area of energy
conservation and efficiency, is under active consideration.

41. In addition, the Bank approved a $300 million Strucual Adjustment Loan (SAL) to the
Republic of Poland in July 1990, to assist with the more general macroeconomic restuctuing initiatives
being taken. Inter alfa, this loan agreement includes covenanted undertakings on the part of the GOP to
remove direct subsidies (e.g., to the hawd coal and district heating subsectors).

42. As part of a sategy to identify ways to lower greenhouse gas emissions and to piggyback
envIrIental improvements onto investments that are economic in their own rght, the Goverment
reuestd World Bank assistance to prpe proposals for using concessional financing from the Global
Enment Facility to accelerate coalto-gas conversions in medium-sized boilers (US$25 million), with
a view to staing implementation of this program before the end of 1992. The U.S. Govemment also
assisted with a preliminary review -completed in 1991- of metae emissions (vent gas) from
u Snderroud coal mines, seeking ways to increas economic recovety and utilization of vent gas. The
Polish Government will seek support to continue this evaluation and to start a demonstaion progrm.
lhe new commercial mining companies are expected to include vent gas recovery in their production and

madkting stategies. Where the environmental-abatement options are economically marginal, the GOP
plans to seek support from concessional resources such as the Global Environment Facility.

43. The Bank has also supported the restrucring process with specific studies. In 1988, the
Bank examined the potential economic impact of Poland's policy refonn programs in the energy sector
(oland -Energ LInvestment: The transition from central planning to =gated mariets Green Cover
Report No. 7427-POL). During 1991 and 1992 four related studies on Poland were issued by the Bank.
The first one, provided prctcal suggestions about the sequencing of reforms in the energy sector,
recommending that: (a) energy reforms should swt with demonopolization of coal production and
distribution, followed by releasing the pricing of coal to the market, and (b) during the transition period,
the GOP should actively regulate other energy prces to ensure they remain in a maket-orented
relatonship with the benchnmk price of coal (Poland -Ener Market Development, Report N.). 8224-
POL). ohe second report reviewed Polandsindusial restructuring experience, finding the principal
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aons for th higher ta anticipated fail in mdusti output (Homi J. Kharas 11991], in g
Socilist IndustMy: Poland e n nM World Bank Discusion Paper 142). lbe third report is
te Wodd Bankls Country Economic Memorandum, _lad -Ecnoic Trnf 1ain a a Crsrod
(RepoRt No. 10305-POL, May 29, 1992). It proides a critica anysis of ecnomic developments and
policies over he last two years in Poland and explors policy options to adapt the ongoing economic
rfom progm to a changed environment, so as to mainain economic stability and to acceleate the
proce of modenization of the economy and the stato. Mme lat eport, Pold -D ntaization and
BeAonn o£Uhe SMOte(Report No. 10446-POL, July 2, 1992), reviews Poland's progess in decentralization
to local goverments within the conext of the GOP transition progrm and makes eommendations on
how deetlization can best support Polad's tnsition to a maket economy.

44. E5tW has been closely involved in assisting the Govemnment of Poland in its refom effort
for the last two yea. ESAMP coordinaed and supervised major restuctring stidies for te hard coal,
naral gas, power and lignite and district heatng subsectors --4he summies of which are presented in
this five volume report. Based on ESMAP's studies and the Wodd Bank's recommendations, te policies
on energy lendig by the World Bank and other intemnational finacial institutions were substantally
broadened to include compehesive sector resrucung; commereializion, corporatization and
privaization; introduction of a consistent regulatory fiumework between the 'network" energy subsectors
(natural gas, electric power and district heat); and fiuther improvements in energy pricing policies.

45. Since then, E&SP has enhanced the dialogue of the GOP and the World Bank by helping
the Ministy of Industry and Trade, which has overall responsibility for the restructuring program, achieve
the key restructuring and rglatory policy objectives in the, energy sector. Meeting these objectives is
pat of the lending conditionality for Wodd Bank loans to Poland's energy sector. ESW has also
provided follow-up advice on enery restuctuing, and, since September 1991, has been helping the
Government esablish the Enery Retucturing Group (ERG).

46. E£SMP and the World Bank proposed the fonnation of the ERG to advise on the whole
18nge of problems which will take place during te iplementation of the restructuring proposals. ESMAP
asisted h Ministry of Industry and Trade in producing the Tems of Reference for the ERG members,
helped to coordinate the structure and finacing of the ERG among the donors and to launch the "kick-
o9 meetn of Decmber 1992. The ERG consists of nine foreign members (funded by the EC, US and
UK) including a manager and speaialists in coal, natural gas, electicity, district heating, regulation, energy
law, privatization and corporate planing. Each of the foreign ERG members will be complemented by
a local 'twin" (also funded by the same donors). Angement have been made to form a Counterpart
Group from the energy entepries to work with the ERG. 'he ERG members will work closely with the
coordinaing groups established in each subsector and headed by high ranking staff of the energy utlities
to cary out the specific rsuctudring proposals. (Annex 3 presents a detailed description of the ERG.)

47. In addition to the work on restructring and the ERG, ESVI4P has undertaken additional
studies on the naual gas subsector and has provided extensive technical assistance to the GOP on the
Legal and Contracual Framework for Petleum Exploration and Production, including preparaion of the
model contract used in negotiations with foreign companies.



L. RECOMMENDED STRUCTURES

Introduction

1.1 Tis Chapter presents the ecommended oval longem st of the Polish ener
setor, followed by the recommended strucus in ec subsector. he time requiud to resuctue the
individual sbsectors will detrmine the speet at which the tanstion to this new srucur can be
achieved.

1.2 It is possible that as tnsition procods, detils of h final stuct will evolve in ways
differnt fiom those oudined here. Ifthes adaptaions ar prompted by genuine matbet forces they should
not be discouaged. The restructuing proposals should not be inteprted as unduly proscriptive. It may
well be approprate to encourage certin "mket led" developments evn if they confict with some details
of the structures described in this chapter. A degr of plunalism is dele. It is expected, however,
that the fundamentas of the new structures will be essentialy those set out in this chapter.

1.3 Compared to the previous orgization of the sector, where most actvities were controlled
by three large state organizations (WWK in hard coal, WEWB in electricity and ligite, and PONG in oil
and gas), the recommended stuctures are generally mome dised, with compeing companies
envisaged wherever prcticable.

Sector Structures

1.4 As described in Box I-1 and Figure 3, most of Poland's energy sector was confid in a
highy cetlized institutional suctur chaacried by "command and control" (or C&C) mechanisms
of decision making before 1990. Te Mnistries of hJdusty and Fmance, and, to a lesser exent,
Environmentl Proteon and Naura Resources, alo played significan roles in the management and
control of the sector. In addition to appointg directors of the public uility sta entepes, they
determined sector prices and set production tget. Since formal abandonnt of the previous
economic system at the end of 1989, institionad stuctu wihin the sctor hae been undegoing
significat change.

15 In contrast te distrct heaing sub or is almost complety decentuid and comprses
50 independeDs distict heatig enpses (DHEs). For the most palt teDy are operated as state
enterprises under the control of the voivods with veiy loose overall spervision xrcised by the Mitstiy
of Physical Planning and Construction.

Overview of Recommended Sector Structures

1.6 Tbere are many differences between the proposed long-term strUCtue presented in Figure 1-1
and the previous structure (see Figure 3). The recommended s8tuct is significantly more'
vertically and, to a lesser extent, more horizontally than the prvious strcbtu. This

* *agoz:I aims to increase competition i energy spply (for eaample by establihng a number of
oompeig geneaorsnd mine companies), to ica price tbans cy and fciite rgulaion while

rtining the benefits of network coordination and leas o opeation of the into e system (for
example, sngle entities would be responsible for the national dispatch and tnsmission of electricity and
gas).

1.7 The initial esfimate of the number of companis neoded in each ubsectr to cea a
competive enviomet rflect the belief tat each company needs to be of a minimum size in order to
retain economies of scale, including fte compaes' financial dce and m ea strngth d,
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therefore, autonomy. Since this requirement
needs to be set against the need for a r "o'a watiowls of the Poish ev sector ato te
minimum number of companies in order to eid of 989 wat doinad thby *w % vwetcaly Integrated
encourge competitve supply where possible, n
the appropriate number of companies in each 0 Hard ow Be_d(M ) - which ws r nsible for t 48
subsector varies according to its histoiy and state enteipuses dwpodmaedm ditrbutd hard coaL and

provided anlllaiy sewie to the nde enepses. The msmt
inherent enactelistles. sign#cant entps that used to be operad by WWK were:

1.8 T'he Bank therefore recmmends *five iwmnprodualon enteprises which owne a tootl of
71 mines; andthat some entrprises be merged (for example e Weg and WegAkck which prchawed (and

the existing generating enterprises and ZEs) contme to pchase) idne output and distbute to the
while otheen are split up (for example PONG). Polish and epot maea r#Vwv*.
In practice, since the actual number of 0 PemdBro Col B_ d(WEWIB) - rponsiblefor 108
companies in each subsector may vaiy as a ewes which prodmce4 tranad anwd distrbuted
result of issues which arise during transition, e do' in aoDaPws I propdd lgnite andprovided
the estmates of the number of companies in wwilwy Wcest to The enetry substr. T mos.ignifcant of these were:
each subsector should be regarded as * 28 generaton entepses (ofwhich 2 were statons under
indicative. constncuion);

* 33 electricIty distribution enterprises (Zaad
_ ~~~~Energetym -ZEs)

1.9 In general, the exsfting s1 * 4 lIgnte mining enterprisea;
nprises would be established as (or o 43 anciliy seceenterpvvse&

usfonnetd into) joint stock companies. This O d G C..,, P - a sngl enteprie

will help ensure, inter alia, that he new r*VIdbl (Wogh i openga tngunts) for allV,p Ofgas
companies ame finacially autonomous and e*krdo, producto trmdissn and dsrbutn as welu
subject to '%ard" budget constaint. as the producton of oI and a range of reltd and uppos

series for th IndMsy.

1.10 Under the recommended -
structure, where a company r ns monopoly Bx I-1_ The overal institutional structure of the
control over an area and where, therefore, Polish energy sector was highly centralized
there is a risk tat commercial pressures could
lead to monopoly abuses, spedfic economic
regulation would be necessaly.

1.11 As a reslt of the continuing interdependence of the energy subsectors, both their restructuing
and their eventual economic regulation will need to be coordinated across the sector as a whole, to
minimize the introduction of distortions and inefficiencies. IThis implies a coordinating or guidance role
for the Govenmment during the transition.

1.12 In genera, the recommended apprach for nearly all the ancillary enterprises in the energy
sector falls into one of the following four categories:
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* whew th services of th ancillary enterprise can be supplied competitively, and the
enterpri already has good prospects for a profitable fiture in such a competitive
envirnen, btmnsform the enterprs into a joint tock company and privatize it as
soon as is practicable;

* whbretbe sevices of de nterpwise amdidnct fiom the core industy and could be
ktamied elsewher, but further i al resucturing is likely to be necessary before the
entcrprise has a profitable and independent futre, maintain its state enterprise status,
but subject it to the commercial disciplines of ard budget" constraints. A decision
on the subsequent liquidation or privatization of the enterprise can then be taken in the
light of the success of ructuing and commercial performance;

* where oompetition to provide a service is inapproprate, and all core companies may
benefit fiwm its provision (for example reseh into new technology), create a common
services orgnization or company firom existing ancilry companies; and

* wher the prosects for domestic or iterational competition in providing the sereces
(for example mai an) ae limited, rintegmte essential funetions curently
undertaen by a indepndent entepre into the core industry.

1.13 he application ofthese catgozations to enerprises in each subsector is discussed below.

Hard Coal Subsetor - Key Features

1.14 Fguro 1-2 p n the rcommended structur of the coal subsector. In what follows, each
of th stes of te production-distribution nare examined in tum.

Production

1.15 CompeWtion in the substor should be increased by forming independent, fimancially %iable
mining companies. Poviding th sufficient mines with a viable futue can be identified, there should be
approximtely 10-13 mining companies (each owning 4-6 mines). To ensure these companies are
financially scue, an ial set of mines itified as likluy to be uneconomic should be excluded fiom
the newly fnned mine groups and closed. Nevertheless, in the longer term, increased production costs
could also r¢nder some of the mines ownde by the new companies non-viable. Ihis is likely to prompt
futher tonali-ztion and coomny nergega in the sbctor. It is reommended that such longer term

spone be detemined solely by the ompanies conmed (subject to the general competition law),
implying no frther involvement by the Had Coal Aey in ese ommcial decisions once the new
companies hav been established.

1.16 Subject to meaer criteria established b the Govemment, mine merges would be voluntary
withi a specified tme limit. The criria would for example prohibit a single mine company fiom
doming the out in a madket sector, _qur each compay to educe its financial nsks by owning
a potolio of mines (potentally producing oad of moe than one type) and require companies to be of
a minumum size.
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Wane Comphs (10 to 13)
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1.17 Competition in wholesae domaesi disttibution should be increased by splitting Weglobeks
into at least 6 competing distribution comnpanies. Ther should be no restrctions on new enitrants or
company mergers (subject to the approval of th Anui Monopoly Office (AMO) under genral competition
law), and to ensure that theme are no institutonal barriers to enty, all asset vest in the companies (for
exaple coa wagons, handing facilties) should be valued and prced at their opportunty cost to the
shareholder. In general, as such assets are tradeable, fths woul imply values close or equal to fth market
resae values.

1.18 Ther should not be any prohibition of direc sales between mining companies and final
consumers (for example power stations). In pmctice, most consmumer are likely to find it beneficia to
use coa distribution companies for at leas part of their supply, to provide competitive pressure on mine
and ensure that the receive the fuel quality they requir. Henc economies of scope (for example
blending coals fiom difibenat sources) should secur a commercial fuftur for coal wholesaers.

1.19 Weglokoks should be transfiormed into a joint stock tradin company, conducting export
business possibly under a license issued by the Ministr of Industy. In prnceiple, Weglokoks would be
one of a number of licensed traders where the function of such a licens wvould be to provide protecton
from possible damage to Poland's position in the world coa export markets by deatictve trading activity
(for example price cutting below the full value of Polish coa to gain market share). Th. need for such
licenses to control atraig activity and hence potentaly protect coal exort revenues should be assessed
by the Government in the light of practical experienc of competition in export trading. Privatization of
Weglokoks should, however, be defered until such policy decisons on the structure and potentia need
for reglaton of export tradng haoe been made.
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1.20 The coal handling and port facilities curendy owned by Weglokoks should remain intact,
but the assts concemed should be valued at market levels when vested in the new company. This will
reduce the potential barriers to entry for new traders (if these were considered to be desirable), who should
be given access to any monopoly facilities operaed by Weglokoks under the terms of its license.

Retail Distribution

1.21 A more thorough study of the retail distribution market is required before recommendations
can be made as to the need for specific restructuring initiatives. As trnsport and eail distribution costs
can compnse up to half of the delivered cost of til coal used extensively in small boiler and stoves for
heating in Poland, it will be important to identify whether there is scope for added efficiency in retil coal
distribution and the means by which it could be achieved. This is an important issue in the context of
energy pricing policy and in evaluating the economic viability of schemes to replace coal-fired enery
sources with gas-fired altematives.

Ancillary CompanieslCommon Bodies

1.22 The activities of the 41 existing ancillary enteprises should be reviewed to establish which
ones, if any, provide essential (non-contractible) serices to mines and which ones may therefore be
appropriate to integrate into the new mining companies. This teview should be completed before the
mining companies are formed.

1.23 Where the enterprises should not be reintegrted, and where there is a reasonable expectation
of their being financially viable, they should be transformed into joint stock companies and privatized.

Gs Subsector - Key Features

124 Figure I-3 presents the recommended structure of the natural gas subsector. In what follows,
each of the stages of the production-distrbution chain is examined.

Exploration and Production

1.25 Two integrated oil and gas exploration and production (E&P) companies should be created
fiom various parts of PGNG including the three existng production units curendy within PGNG. An
important feature of this rtructuring proposal of upstram activities is the merging of the two separate
exploration and production functions. It is recommended that the number of E&P companies is reduced
fiom three to two as it is unlikely that one of the existing production units (Krosno) will be financially
viable as an independent company. The two new companies would be vested with operatng and
production licenses for the areas in which they aumny operate, while all new licenses would be open
to competitve tender. Legislation curendy in ppation, it should be noted, requires successfil foreign
tendeirs to take one of the new Polish E&P companies as a parner, thus providing the Polish companies
with the means to gai access to foreign expertise and echnology through participation in new field
developments.
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Trnmisdon

1A26 It8 recMIended thatEa 2 H[ydroarbon Exploration and Production1.26 It isu9 neonded 1hat a . 2 i oopW
single joint stock tasmission - Fro enty (icene required)
company be created to own the high
pressUlre gas network and to act (at
least initially) as the sole buyer and
seller of gas transported on the high
pressure transmission network. This Gas Transmission Company
new structure will retain the benefits 5 b toonua of n e
of network coordination and dispatch - Sells to resioral dstibunrsa lrwe usms
and ease the bansition to fully
commercia gas trading, including the
possibility of open access to the
tranmission network. To ensure Gas Distribution Companis
the company does not abuse its -6 ; e s 
monopoly position, its activities - Regional frahiss
would be subject to regulatozy - S_U to final u_ _
supemson. In the longer tenn, when
the necessmy e tse in bulk gas rwe 1-3: Recommended Structure of the Gas Subsector
purcai and sales has developed
sufficiently in Polad, other companies could be permitted to negotiate for bulk supplies and to sell them
to lge consumer, paying the tranmission company dcarges for the use of its high pressure gnd.

Distibution

127 As in the electricity subsector, it is recommended that regional gas distribution be handled
by joint stock companies that would take over the fixed local transmission and distrbution networks. Out
of the existing businesses owned by PONG, six such companies with local monopolies should be formed,
compared to at least 15 in the electrcity subsector. The difference in the number of monopoly gas and
electricity distributors reflects a number of faictos, in pam1icular.

* the need to coordinte regional gas tamison networks acmss large geographical
areas;

* the projected major expansion in gas sales which is likely to require the new gas
distibution companies to make significant investments. It is possible that companies
smaller ta those proposed could not generate sufficient fimds, get the necessary loans,
and/or attract new investment to finnce thes projects; and

* there are like.y to be significant benefits fiom retining the six regional companies in
terms of continuity and ease of implem on.

Tbe final decsion to ptoeed with six regional companies will need to be supported by more detailed
p.:jections of their future financial perfomunce.
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Electicity and Lignite Subsectors
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_Igure 114: Recommended Structure of Electricity Sub-sec t
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which it may therefor be approriate to integrat into the new gas companies. Thiis is only likely to be
an issue with cosrutonatvity; there is a strog cas for establishing the mnfcrigunits as

inepndntcompanies. Wher the enterprise are not rentegrated and wher they can be reasonably
epected to attain financial viabilit, the should be transfrmed intojoint stock companes and privatizd.

Electriity and Lignite Subsectons - Key Features

1.29 Figure 1-4 preents the recommended structure of the electricity supply industry. In what
follows, each of the stages of the. production-distribution chain is examined in turn.
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Lignkite Mines and Lignite Power Stations

1.30 Ih existing lignite mines anid lignite power satons should be separe subsidiaiy entities
owned by the holding companies: (1) Belchatow, (2) Turow, and (3) Panow, Adamow and Konin.
Since about 40 peret of the Grid power purchas come fiom lignieower producers, the three
companies would be strong by any stndas. This structure would foster competition and facilitate
financial autonomy among lignite mines and stations, while capuing the economies of scale and
coordination film the vertical integration of the power station and its assocated lignite mines.

Other Power Stations

1.31 Some of the exisn state entpres generting electicity should be merged to create a
smaller number of independent competing companies. Tbis structure fects a conclusion that generating
companies need to be a minimum size in order for them to be able to attract investment fimds for the
refurbishment and improvement of the existing asset base and to be able to compete effeively with each
other and potential foreign investors to supply new capacity. It is envisaged that the groupings will be
voluntmy, subject to a set of criteria which each potential generating company would have to satify. An
illustratve set of criteria applied in one detailed subsector study to the existing stations, yielded the
following groupings:

a four or five geneaing companies owmng the exising coal fired generation statons
plus Opole (when completed) and three CHP saions (which are either located on sites
sAed with electricity-only power sions, or are primaily power and not heat
producers).

* ne companies specializing i he production of heat and power owning 25 existng
CP stations.

132 Of the remang six C}DP sttions three should be transfered to the local DHEs (due to their
small size and/or dommance of heat supplies i the area), and three should remain with the ZEs.

1.33 All remaining stations, which are generally small and cuneny owned either by ZEs or
idustrial entepse, should remain with thei present owners.

Transmission

1.34 The recent fomtion of the Polish Grid Company (PSENN) will help to rain the benefits
of network coordination and dispatch. It should own both the asst comprising the transmission netwodc
and the pumped stowage generation capacity (with the later vested in a separate subsidiary company).
Under the tenns of its license conditions it would also have the obligation to supply power, and it would
need to demonstrae (to the rgulaor) that this had been done at leat cost. In respct to new capacity
requiremen, it is envisaged that this obligato would be discharged by PSENN idenfyg the generic
type and ttics of the least cost incremenal plant (as guidance to prospecive bidders) and inviting
companes to tnder to build, own and operae ftis cpacity under the teWms of a power purchasing
agreement (PPA). Given there is no u need for signficn now capcity, compeitive biddig could
be defered until the new insuonal structures were in full opeation to mwaxmi the chances of
mccessfhl tndeing. Neverdxeless, the Goverment would need to be ppaWed to put in place "fall back"
anIngements -including the possible equity finding of a proect- in the evat of unsuccessful bidding.
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Distribution

1.35 At least some of the existing 33 distribution enterprises (ZEs) should be merged with one
another to form larger, better balanced, joint stock distribution companies. Their actual number will
depend on the merger cnteria adopted (for example the extent to which the criteria aim to create well-
balanced companies.) While illustrive work suggests that an appropriate degree of balance could be
achieved roughly by halving the number of distibution companies, that conclusion needs to be confirmed
by finanial analysis based on a stable outlook for demand. In any event, the merger decisions should
rest primarly with the industry as guided by the crtera and time-scales laid down.

Ancilary Companies/Common Bodies

1.36 Of the existing 43 ancillary enterprises (37 in the elect-icity subsector and 6 in the lignite
subsector) it is recommended that:

* elements of up to 19 of the electricity ancillary enterprises and 2 of the lignite ancillary
enterprises providing essential maintenance services to the subsectors should be partally
itgrated into the Uansmission, generation, distribution and mining companies
espectively, with the remaining activities (geneally mancin and construction)
being conducted by the existing enteprise or by a company formed simultaeousy
within this process of asset transfer. Ihese latter activities could be supplied
competitively to the subsector, and the companies concerned would in general be able
to expand their markets outside the domestic subsectors;

* 9 of the electricity ancillary enterprises (generally providing research and technical
support) should be owned jointly by the tansmission, generation or distribution
companies (for example through a service company);

* a farther 9 of the electricity ancillary enterprises (including equipment producers) and
4 of the lignite ancillary enterprises should temain as state enterprises or be privatized.
These are in additon to the man ing and construction elements of the 21
enterprises discussed above.

Dstrict Heating Subsector - Key Features

1.37 In contr to the other subsectors distict heating is already subsally decentralized,
reflectig the essentally local nature of the distict heatng networks. ITis local emphasis should be
pmserved in restructrng. Fgure I-S presents te recommended structure of the district heating subsector.

1.38 District Heafing Entprises (DHEs) can have widely varyg chactenstics, reflecting the
difernt sizes, sources of heat supply and volume of sales to the local networks concemed. The
differences between DHEs mean that a single structural model is unlikely to be appropriate for the
subsector. Broad strucual models have therefore been developed for three categories of heating
enterprise.
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District Heatig Subsedor
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etm I-S.: Recommended Structure of the District Heating Subsector

1.39 Category A systems are chaaterized by lage main heat distibution networks and a
trnsmission network supplied by a diversity of heat sources with the majonrty of heat supplied by
CWP0OB complexes and industial plans. These enterpnses also generaly operate a number of smaller
isolated netorks supplied from heat only boilers (HOBs) owned by the DHE itself and HOBs supplying
individual buildings or groups of buildings. Warsaw and Katowice are examples of cities with Categoty
A DHEs.

1.40 Tbis type of system lends itself to vertical disaggegation along the lines of some systems
supplying lage cities in Westem Europe. It permits the introduction of competition both in the production
of heat by independent compani- and in producing additional heat capacity in a way similar to that
described for the electricity su .- 'or. Disagegation also offers greater scope for flexibility and
competition i the final supply oi t to customers, although distribution companies connected to the
tanmission network would rtain a local franchise.

1.41 Category B systems are presently sericed by medium sized DHEs that get the majority of
their heat firom a single CHP/HOB complex. The enterprises will generally also operate a number of small
network and a large number of local boilers supplying individual buildings or groups of buildings.
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1.42 The tramission and distibution activities of Category B systems should be undertaken by
a si;Dle oompany, and in geneal heat should be purdhased fiom CHP/HOB or generating entepnrses,
aldiough supplemented by heat produced by he company's own HOBs. In some cases it may be more
appropriate for a heai company to continue to own exsting CHP stations, although such decisions will
need to be made on a case by case basis.

1.43 In both new strucures proposed for Category A and B enterpdses, the tnmission company
would be rssponsible for contracting for additional heat capacity requirements. It is envisaed that this
would be achieved via a competitive tender, similar to that proposed in the electricity subsector.

1.44 Category C systems are operated by small DHEs with a compact main network supplied
fiom the enterprise's own HOB and/or CHPIHOB plant. In addition the enterprise may operate a number
of smaller isolated networks, supplied by smaller HOBs owned by the DHE, and local boilers. A filly
integmted production, trasmission and distibution company is the appropriate structure for such small
systems, as there are unlikely to be any significant net benefits from disaggregation. In particular, the
scope for competitive he4, production and supply is limited in such systems.

Additional Considerations

1.43 Neither the efinery nor the downstream distrbuion elemen of the oil subsectors are part
of PGNG and accodingy have not been examined in the relevant subsector restucturing study, or any
of the ote reports which form th basis of this summay. However, the restrucuring of this subsector
is part of the Govemments overall energy sector reform prom. Te oil downstream industry has been
the subject of sepaae restuctuing studies not included within E:tP work.

1.46 While many oil pnces have now been moved close to world levels, some delivered product
prices do not reflect the relative costs of refinery production and tnsport or their opportunity costs to
the economy. In addition, it is likely that some oil products could play an increasingly importn role
within the energy sector as a whole and it will be appropriate to encourage increased participation by the
private sector in this respect. It wil therefore be necessay to examine the need for initiatives in these
areas within the wider context of eney sector ructwmg.

1.47 Finally, the rail tansport system in Poland is curently a major network monopoly, the price
of which will affect the relative prices in a njmber of energy subsectors given its cnial role in the
tiansport of hard coal. If rail transport sector prces are not cost reflective, the pattem of fuel usage in
Poland will continue to be distorted despite efforts to achieve efficiencies within the sector through
restructuring.

EnerV Sector - Main Features

Corporate Form and Ownersip

1.48 Most of the enterprises i the eney sector ae publicy owned, operating as autonomous
units under the provisions of the State Entese law of 1981. Within this legal framework there are two
broad categories of enterprise:
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* public utilities, with manement reporting direcy to the founding body (generally the
Ministry of Industry, but in the cae of D s more typically the local voivod); and

* otber state eaterpis, where management teports to an Employees' Council and the
founding body fulfills only an advisory role in formulating the policy of the enteipri.
This fom of organization is applicable to the bard coal and lignite mines, and most of
the ancillary enterprises in the sector.

1.49 All the subsctor studies have concluded that bo types of state enterprise are inappropdate
corpoate foms for highly capital-intensive industies operating in a market environment. In particular:

* the ownership and costs of capital are not clearly defined and undertood by
management; and

* access to capital markets is inhibited and the relevant legal frmework is inflexible.

1.30 The sandard corporate form for businesses in the energy sector should be the joint stock
company, operting under the provisions of eidsig legislaion. Tbis form possesses a number of clear
advantage compared to the state enrprims which currendy undertake most activity in the sector, and
the formation of companis is viewed as an essenal step in the restructuring process. Some of the
advant of the joint stock company are:

* it facilitates multiple share ownership, and hence acoess to equity capital markets;

3 it allows a flrm to opert at "ams' length from Govemment, even while some or all
of the share remain in public ownership. The Govemment can set a company clear
financial target as shareholder, and hence separae its functions as owner of assets from
its responsibilities for regulation and policy formulation (although in some cases
Govemment ownership may still allow a measure of non-fincial strategic control to
be exerted, to complement reguion);

* it facilitates financial management on a fully commercial basis. Accounts can be
prepared and extemally audited according to appropiate standards. Financial
disciplines encourage all purcases and sales to be conducted on the basis of
commercial conacts, with clear assignment of liability under commercial law. ard"
budgets can be enforced more readily, as borowing is not effectively guaranteed by the
Govenmment, and companies thus have responsibility for their own financial positions;

* it enables the formation of ficially discrete subsUiawy and associe companies to
undertake specfic activities, and hence facilitates diversification, mergers and other
forms of business expansion and development, as well as economic regulation of
specfic business activities;

* it permits privatzation of state enterpiises through sales of shares, without disrupting
or liquidating the buiness concemed.

1.31 While it would also be appropriate to privatiz much of the sector, this step should be judged
in light of the short-un macroeconomic needs and, if need be, defennd until, (a) no importa energy
supply ris and disrupons wtin the economic recovery process am ikely to ae ple, and (b) the
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companies wholly owned by the Goverment are opemtig within a sre and stable commercial
environment Tb scale of change ncessy i the energy sector thus suggess that ea;ly pivatization of
many companes would not be approprate. However, in some areas, profitable companies could be
established within months, and an eady start to privatization would be appropriate in these cases.
Candidates would include hard coal miing companies, eletricity generation companies and a range of
companies providing services to the sector.

1.52 In the longer term, there are no inherent reasons why the Govemment could not gradually
sell all of its shares in companies throughout the sector. However, in some strategic companies (e.g., the
electicity and gas tsmission companies) the Government may wish to rctain some ownership
involvement, or at least rin a "golden share". In any event, it would be unwise to allow sbare sales
in certain monopoly companies to proced until a strong regulatory fiamework to protect consumers was
properly established, and its success demonstated through satisfactory operation..

Regulation and Pricing

1.53 The suctures oudined for the energy sector above envisage the replacement of large
conalized entites and state enterpdses under close Govemment supervion with independent commercW
ompanies, each seeking to maximize profits for their shareholders, many in direct competition with one
another. Overal, therefore, the public sector will relinquish a substantial amount of economic aecision
making to the market, significantly reducing direct Goverment involvement in the sector. However, the
strategic and economic importance of the sector and the existence of specific areas where free markets are
unlily to operate imply the need for a degree of Government oversight and direct regulation of
companie' activities.

1.54 In the envisaged reguatory stucre recommended for te ener sector, five key minsties
would exert influence over the sector

* the M1nLy of Induty and Trade (providing energy policy guidance).

* the M-Liry of Enlironmnuat Protection and Naturd Resources (coordiatig the
national system of environmental regulation and issuing licenses and collecting royalties
for fossil fuel exploration and extraction).

° the M1nLty of Finance (owning the Govemments shares in companies, appointing
directors and setting financil targets).

* the Minity of Local Govenment (overseeing local Govemment ownership and
regulation of heating companies).

* the MinLty of PIvatizaon (advising on the sale of cental or local Govenment
share).

155 In addition a specialst regulatory body for eergy - the National Energy Regulatory
Agency, ERA- is recommended to be established by law, to provide a more continuous oversight of the
monopoly companies supplying consumers (in electricity, gas, coal and heating), to issue licenses for
ene suppliers and monitor the compliance with license conditions. For district heatng, this rgulatory
funmcion would best be dischmed by local bodies, with the national regulatory agency being ued to
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provide coordinating guidelines for regulatory activity. Other specific fonns of regulation for the
environment and health and safety, would be undertaken by sepanate agencies as already envisaged by the
Govemment

1.36 A key function of ERA wil be to ens that te pdces set by companies providing
monopoly services to consumers were fair and cost-reflective. No regulation of coal prices is envisaged
(although the Hard Coal Agency would suporvise the removal of subsidies). Similary, competition in the
production (and, eventually, import) of oil and gas will obviate the need for long-teWm regulation in this
aeam The continuing transmission and distbution monopolies in electricity, gas and district heating will,
however, imply regulatory ovenight of the prices set by the companies concemed.

Financial Structure of Companies

1.57 In order to place the finmcing of companies in the energy sector on a sound commercial
footing there is a general need to revalue the assets of the existing entepises to reflect their fill value
to the businesses concemed. To date, assets have been seriously undervalued in state enterprises in two
respects:

* new assets have not been capitlised at their full costs (with for example, some being
transferred to entetprise balance sheets at construction costs excluding interest chages);

X histonc asset values have not been sufficiently adjusted to reflect the impact of
inflation, despite large nominal revaluations undertaken at a national level in 1983,
1988, 1990 and 1991.

1.58 It is recommended that asset revaluations be undertaken for each enterprise prior to company
fomuaion so as to ensure that the valuo of the capitl employed in each company is properly reflected in
the opening balance shbeets. The Privatization Act then provides for the transformaion docuentation
down up in connection with the company formation to stipulate which of tie funds of an enterprise would
form share capital and which, reserves in the new company's total equity capital.

1.59 In addition, however, the Govemment would have the option of replacing reserves with debt
in companies at the time of their formation. The appropriate level of debt in each company would be
primarily determined by the nature of the company's business. For example joint ventures formed as
investment vehicles could be highly geared, with project finance secued against fiture eamings.
However, geanng could also vary according to a number of specific factors, including:

* the extent to which the company required cash flow to finance capital expenditure. A
self-financing ratio of around 30% would typically be appropriate; in some instances
the Govemment may wish to ensure adequate investment funding through a high level
of retined earnings and low geanng durng a penod when revenues were affected by
low price levels; wd

* the Govemment's privatizaton stategy for the company. Incrased debt in a company
could reduce the amount of equity which needed to be sold on privatization, and,
depending on the maiket for equity at the time, this could increase the total proceeds
from privatizaton.
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1.60 In any ovent, as inflation has eroded the existing level of debt in most enterprises in the
s¢otor to negligible levels, the Govemment should be able to sew some (non cash) debt injection to
most companies.



I1. REGULATION AND CONTROL

Introduction and Overview

2.1 The recommendations for eney sector estrctuing pmviously outlined ae intendod to
introduce competiton where possible and foster commercia vior by independent companies in all
subsectos with a um of Govement control. (Figure II-1 preset th recommeaded latory
sot-up of the energy sector.) However, there will be remaning areas where ma*tet form alone will not
ensre economic efficiency and protect consume. hesw include the monopoly netwodrs, relatively
oligopolistic gas production and electricity generation at the begnning -as the number of producers and
gerators increase, the need for regulation will deline (se Pa bgaph 3.4)-, exloitation of fossil fuel
reseves and the extemal environmental and socal costs reated by the sector. Where these market
failures are likely to occur, sound and finn economic regulation of the subseors will be needed to
complement and supplement the forces of competition and mariet operation.

2.2 A basic feature of efficient restuctring is clear, concise and distinct roles for the
Govemment, the regulatory agency and the energy enterprises. The enterprises in the sector should
conduct their business under certain principles associated with the efficient operation of open market
systems. The sector legislation -i.e., the Energy Law- should lay out these principles, and the toles,
duties and powers of the sector entities in a trans t mmner to enable the diffent paties to
concentrte on the pursuing of their objectives and responsibilities. Ihe Energy Law is a vital element
for successful restrucuing of the energy sector. The Law should provide a sense of directon and
rnparent "rules of the game" to existing and prospective participants in the sector, it should also

establishe the Agency in charge of building and operating the regulatory fivnoik in line with the
principle set out in the Law. (Box 1f1- provides some of the recommended principles.)

2.3 Bank experience suggests to ensue efficiency in opeation and sedor development the
policy, regulatory and ownership functions should be separ and not concentrated in any one body.
Thus, policy making would be the ponsibility of Mot, setor rgulton by ERA, and ownership by the
Ministry of Finance (or Privatization).

2.4 The Government has the essential responsibility of enuing tdat the national interest is served
in the best possible manner. This srategic role does not entil the detailed control of the sector, and is
more efficienfly undertaken by a Goverment which is not involved in the detailed activities of either the
energy enterprises or the Regulatory Agency. An importat concept is hat te eney enteiprise should
be directed and managed by skilled professionals competent to run and develop their enterprises in a
business manner -investng wisely, improving efficiency, sering consumen well, developing the sills
and motivation of their employees, etc. As far as possible, the Govemment should stand apart fiom this
activity and not seek to interfere with good business conduct.

25 The Regulatory Agency should ensure that the fiamework in which the enterprises work is
balanced and serves the interests of both te suppliers and the consumers in a fiir manner. The Agency
should behave objectively and without due influence fiom a paticular supplier or consumer, or fiom
political groups. Tlus, the Agency should not be subject to detail supvision by a Goverment
department, nor should its policies be subject to alteration by a Miser, prvided the Agency act
properly within the requrements of the Energy Law. T Enr Law should establish an adequate
balance of form and a proper insiuonal envment A ce element is th way i which the
Regulatoy Agency is envisaged -it should be:
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O independent of pres fiom supplierm, consumes, political interests and Goverment
so that it is file to amwv at the fairest and most balamced judgments;

* objecve in its assesments through (1) observnmce of tie basic principles established
in tfih Law, and (2) te application of a carefilly drwn fiamework which requirs
objective examination of the facts and leads to decisions based on fctual infonmation;
and

O transparent in its operation and deliberation so that there is full visibility of its work
and as much undeding as possible of its judgmen"t.

2.6 Mb longer team institutional framework for regulation approprate for the sector should focus
on each ama of maket failure and provide solutions appropriate to the subsector stmuctu recommended.
Hence:

* separate subsector departments within the National Energy Regulatory Agency
mentioned in Paragrh 1.S5 should regulae the network monopolies. Given the need
for more detailed monitorng of prie and quality performance, an autonomous
egulatoy body with powers and duties confenred by the Energy Law will minimize

dayto-day Govemment involvement in the sector,

* environmental regulation should be the ultimate respondbility of the Ministry of
Environment and Natual Resoures, which would be able to develop policy and set
standans and peadties at a nationa level. Ad tation of specific regulations is,
however, more appopriely devolved to a local level where the voivods or other
regional bodies would oversee most emissions, and the new regional water authorities
would regulae water emissions (notably by the hard coal subsector);

* health and safety in all industral activity should be the rgatory responsibility of a
specialized autonomous body or agency. Mine and oil and gas production safety would
be included within the purview of this body, although it is likely that a sepate
depatment within this agency would need to be dedicated to the supervision of mining
activity;

* issues related to general levels of competition in the sector -such as proposed mergers
and the number of companies in any subsector- would be egulated within the
framework of existng competition law by the AMO which already has wide powers
to promote competition in the economy. In this regard, the explicit exceptions of
monopolies and oligopolies proposed in the energy sector would need appropriate
sanction by the AMO.
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2.7 It should be emphasid tht the
fi6mewo,k outlined above anicipstes a long 0 Te economic efficencyprinciple. governing the
tem:si dation when then would be vry ltle economicalyqppropriate assignment and use of
day-day Govermemnt control of d P rsrces through ecnomic andlor competitive
commercial oompanies operating in the sector. pries
i the interim, during the nsition pwnod, 0 The qualityprinciple, whereby services shall be

there would be a need for a greatr degree of a spplied with predetermined quality standardsintervention (foruexple beoa nued cora do of o The continuityprinciple, whereby services shallintervention (for example continued corol of be pennanently supplied at an agreed price,
ta electrdity, gas and heating pGoces and Independently of the adopted mode of

the active involvement of central Government organization, exceptforinterruptionsoriginating
Mnistries in initating and guiding the In technical or major causes
restrcturing proes). In the remander of 0 The financal sfficency principle, whereby
his captier the longer tem regulatoy roles supplfiers shall be expected to charge cost
envisged for exitig and new bodies ae recovwy tarlffs
outined in more de'ail. 0 The free entry principle whereby all economic

agents, priOate andpublic. national andforeign,
Central Government Minsties shall be free to enter Into any area of energy

supply, generaton, processing, storage,
2.8 Five key ministries are lily to tIrnsMson, distribution, markefing and use of
have an involvement in the energy setor, ene and fuels within a freely competitive[-ve X ilvent in X enew sedor.contx
IheMinim of,y4m would continu to o Th competition prinpk, whereby competiton
have oveal ponbilit for the coordinated shall be encourage in all the areas of energy
development of eney policy, providing supply where it is feasible
broad guidan as to Dte respetive roles and O The efficent reulation principle, whereby
interrela diosps with each subsector. In regulation will be light in those areas subject to
pracce this would not extend to a dirt competition and heavier In those areas where
involvement in the comerial dcisions of competition is lessfeasible
companies in the sector, but rater would 0 The neutrality principle, whereby users with
entail providing the strategic fimewolk similr characterstics shall be treated in similar
within which he regulatory auhorities and conditions
companies would operat. For example, . 0 The environmental principle, whereby
Ministry woud determine level of fuel and environmental impacts are taken into account
energy serity required by ftie county and wiin plans tha may have impacts on nature or
ensue y vere propery rflected fin sociey
regulation of he sector. SiilaY, nationl va of these principles is demanding and an
polices rsgag the use of indigenous or Imor~trequlrementforeffidcentsectoroperationand
imported fels woul be rfleded in advice on deveopm -ey will ide the management of the
myalte, taaion and ups_n deveopmnt sector enterprises and the reguaon of the sector.
iening givn to th Mistry of
Enivirnet and Naual Resource

Dub I1-: Principles which must be tansparent
2.9 lMe iWft of Fmm would to all players in the sector
provli thde foc for the Govemes role as
owner of companies in the sectoD. t is
- mended dtat all shars held by the centra Govement be owned by this Mistry. hI this respect

the M hinty*s pimary objective could be maximizin te financial mus from these snareholdings, in
contast to he objective of te Miistry of Idustry, which would be cocned with opfimizing the wider
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nomic development of the sector. Hence the Govemmenes dual roles as owner and ulimate regultor
in h sector could be separated.

2.10 As shareholder, the rsibilites of the Ministy of Finace would include appointing
directors of Govment owned ompanies (in conslion with other Ministries as appropriate). Dirctors
would probably include repreentives fim the M y of Fance, but would also include appointments
from other relevant orgtions/ara including pivate indusry and e tade unions. Toe Ministy of
Fiance would also set financial tagets for the companies. Thes would include profitabiity, liquidity,
self-financing and dividend targets.

2.11 The Minisr of PLivatization would act as tie primay advisor to the Ministry of Finance
(and local Govemment where gminas were shareholders) on matters conceming the sale of shares. This
role would commence at an eady stage, in discussions over finacial suctre and capitaliaion prior to
company fomation. Ibus the Ministay of Pivatization would take a leading role in drwing up an outline
program for share sales for each company at its inception and would subsequently advise the Ministy of
Fnance on detailed dispos tactics.

2.12 7be Minui:of Eavi 1menW 1t = and Nturad Resom would have two key roles
in the energy sector. First4 it would act as the ultimate gulaty authonity in mattes conceming the
envomnentr drwig up national st=anr and, where applicable, settg fes and penalties. It would
also consider the case for new regulatory instmets, for emple the possbility of setting global
emission limits for te new eating companies' existing plat

2.13 The Ministry would also fimction as the economic rgulaor ofnatal resouae development
Jn this regard, the Ministay (or a semi-autonomous body repoeting to it) would isue licemes to companies
wishing to explore or to exploit resmour (such as oil, gas, had coal and lignie); th production licenses
would contain royalty and/or ttion povisions spec:ifiC to tie deposit concerned, aimed at ens
extrton of th economic rent associded with the resour.

2.14 Royalties and taxation would thus be resource-specific and based on the difference between
the oppormity costs of the resource (in ery, typically related to the market price of an interaioly
traded substitute) and the extraction costs concered. In this regard, operating license (development
approval) applications by companies would need to include details of field/deposit caatr .s d
anticipated costs (although the Ministy would also rely on extermal rence indicators in setting
royalties). The rates established would be linked to some market indicator and fixed for a number of
years (to allow licensees incentives to exploit the resourm efficiently and profitably), but with penodic
reviews to take account of chang geological crAditions and opportit costs (e4., real market prices
of substitute fieis).

2.15 Fimally te Minis ofl Govmmm1 would be responsible for ensung that gminas (and
intercommunal bodies of _mina) discharged their r bilities as to the efficient provision of distuict
heatng. In practice, once devolved rgulato sty ues wae in place, this would entail monitoring
gen regulatory perfommce, holding resre power of intervenion in the event of serious
shcings in the devolved structures. e Ministry of Physical Plnning and Developmeat would cease
to have specific involvement in the disrict heatin subsctor following e transfer of rsponsibilities to
the gminas.
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2.16 The long-term roles described above would, however, need to be augmented by more active
pardcipaion by the central Govenmment during the restructuring process. In particular:

* the Msinitry of Industry would take a proactive role in steering the process, specifically
in ensuring that commercial companies and the regulatory structure necessay to
administer their operations evolved at the sane times;

* the Minitry of Finance would mainta its direct control over key retail prices in the
sector until companies (operaing under licenses where necessary) were established; and

* the Ministry of Local Government would need to take an active role in the intensive
process of ansfering responsibility for district heating to gminas. This will include
coordinating the establishment of appropriate intercommunal bodies and assisting in
providing the central regulaory guidelines and resources.

Role of Specialized Centra Bodies

2.17 Specialized aspects of the regulaion of the sector should be delegated to separae bodies
established by legislation. These bodies would be chaged with the implementation of the Government's
energy policies and the enactment of some aspects of the Energy Law. Three aspects are relevant:
oversight of the transition process in the hard coal subsector, economic regulation of the network in the
sector and regulation of health and safety.

2.18 7be dis structure of the hard-coal subsector and the significant changes implied
by the restructuring process suggest a need for a temporay cental body of exertise to oversee the
tsformation The Govenmment has recognized this in rgting the Hard Coal Agency as a company,
although the detailed study on the subsector recommented this Agency be modified to a Coal Commission
which should have ter different and more defined transitional responsibilities. At present and in
confict widi the disa and ompetitive stucture recommended, there is a danger that the Coal
Agency could evolve ito a long-tgem inuon, like WWK, acting as a holding company for both
prfitable and unprofitable mines.

2.19 To obviate this danger it is reommended that the pfimawy roles of this body should be as
an agent of chmge in the subsector:

* to asistthe Ministry of Indstry in identifing mines capable of meger and
privaizaton and mines which should be closed;

* to administer the payment of production subsidies from the Ministry of Finance until
these are removed at the end of 1992 and advise the Ministry of Environmental
Protection and Natural Resources on appropriate royalty levels;

* to oversee sales and closures of unprofitable mines in the most cost-effective way. In
some cases this could mean a closure pgram (and hence a role for the Coal Agency)
pesisting beyond 1992, although wih a defined time limit.
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2.20 It is not recommended that the Coal Agency should be involved in profitable pans of the
industry once these have been established on a commercial basis (profitable mining companies, Weglokoks
and wholesae and retail distibution companies). After the trasition period is over and the coal sector
is operating along maket lines, the Coal Agency would disappear and any regulatory finctions should be
absorbed by ERA, the Energy Regulatory Agency.

2.21 Whereas economic regulation of fossil fuel extraction primarily requires the establishment
of long-erm royalty and/or taxation rates (and could if necessary be administered directly by the Ministry
of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources), the networks in the energy sector will require more
detailed, specialist and continuous regulatory oversight. It is therefore appropriate that this day-to-day
responsibility should not be bome by the Ministry of Industry but by ERA with powers and duties
confered by legislation.

2.22 Tbree subsectors own networks -electricity, gas and distict beating. The detailed studies
for these subsetors have each recommended autonomous regultory bodies. While each possesses distinct

racteristics (and enforcement of the regulation of district heating is to be devolved to local Govemment
under cuvrent legislation), there are substantial common featres to the economic regulation of these
subsectors. In addition there will be a particular need to coordinate network reguation over the
restructurg period, when regulaory provisions will need to take explicit account of transitional factors
and hence their impact on other subsectors. Further, during the net few years (which will be critical to
the longer tern success of the procss), there is likely to be a shortage of the necessary speialist
regulatory expertise in Poland.

2.23 For these reasons, it is recommended that, on the one hand, a single Energy Law be issued,
and, on the other, a single regulatory body be established. ERA would have at least three divisions,
specifically:

O an electricity division, responsible for the regulation of the electricity subsector
(generation, transmission and distribution);

* a gas division, rsponsible for regulating the trnsmission and distribution of gas; and

* a heating division, responsible for providing centmal regulatory adice to the local
bodies chaged with the regulation of heaing companies.

2.24 In fitre, as the need for close coordination of regulatory activity diminishes, these divisions
could be tansformed into separte bodies, leaving coordination among the subsectors to the policy level
of the Ministry of Industry. In addition, positive benefits may aise fiom having separate regulators; they
will be able to focus expertise on the industry concerned, and yet the potental power of the regulatory
bodies to influence competitive interactions between subsectors will decine.

2.25 Ihe scope of ERA's responsibilities could include the following:

* protect consumers' interests

* produce in conjunction with Mol rgulations relative to the generation, processing,
storage, transmission, distribution, marketing and use of energy and fuels
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* issue energy suppliers licenses

* monitor licensees' adherence to specified service qualit stndards and their fWlfiliment
of obligations to supply and connect con*wimers;

* specify standards for quality of service

* define the methodology for calculate economic supply costs and tariff options in
regulated market

* approve network and storage tolls and charges

o indicate the maximum tariff levels for distribution enterises

* estabLish regulafions at impede discriminatory practices

O authorize the access of large conmers to bulk suppliers

* rglate the treatment to be given to generaos, and cogenetors.

* otier tasks provided for under the present Act

* monitor the netwoik exansion plans prepared by netwoik opertors, to check their
compliance wi license conditions; and

* approve and monitor price levels in the subsectors.

2.26 Similar activities would be undertaken by the district heating division of ERA, but on an
advisory basis. In particular, this division could fcilitate onitency of relauion at te national level
and allow local regulators access to comparative data and standards for the subsector.

2.27 At the heart of the economic regulation of these subsectors will be the mechanisms by which
EA controls the prices of the monopoly elements. Ihe detiled sudies for the electricity and heatng
subetors and the tariff study for the gas subsetor, have all recommended this be through restriction of
the pnce levels chaed by companies for their networks, radter than the more interventionist approach
of conollintg companies' profits. Mhis would be augmented by oversight of the prices paid by the
networks to suppliers for bulk energy.

228 Ibe reglation of idustW heath and saoty has been the subject of sqeate discussion in
Poland, a it is undstood that the curnt intention of the Govemment is to establish an auonmous
regulatory body to oversee these aspects. This is a particular isue for hard coal and lignite mining but
also dct or areas of the sec. The eising proposas for th crefion of a dedicated heath and
saty reulatory body absorbing, for example, the existn Mning Inspectorate merit support.
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Regulation at the Loal Level

2.29 A number of aspects of the regultion of the energy sector should be devolved to the local
level. These concem environena guion and the economic regulation of the district heating
subsector.

230 As noted above, it is envisaged that voivods would have pmary responsibility for the
administation of the environmental r aory fimmewoik established by the Govemment, although there
may be a case for more specialized local offices of the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Naual
Resources. Ihese bodies would have significant flexibility in discharging this obligation, with individual
voivods reflecting local conditions in locaion-spedfic emission limits and the levels of fees and penalties
established. In fiture, this coud also facilitate more marketbased mechanisms for environmental control,
such as tmdeable permits for a particular area or zone; pilot schemes of this nature are already being
explored.

2.31 in the longer term, the voivods would no longer have a role in owning or managing state
enterprises in the sector, allowing a clearer focus on their regulatory responsibilities.

2.32 In some specific areas of environmental protecion, a more specalized regulatory
responsibility will be appropriate. Most importandy in the eney sector, water quality should be
spervised by the new Regional Water authorities now being established in Poland. Inter alfa this
supevision would include regulatng the saline water discharges in the hard coal sector with a focus on
te spedfic impact of the discharge levels of a mine an the river basin system affected. Similarly, land
ue protecion should be the esponsibility of the _minas concemed.

2.33 More generally, however, there is a need for a review of the detailed responsibilities of other
organizAtions presenty responsible for the monitoring and enforcement of ennmental standards in
Poland; it is likely that heir number and ovrapping roles bave contributed to a lack of regulatory
effictiveness in the pat. Hence for example, tes epidemiological and sanitary stations should probably
report to the new health and safrty body in future, while the natue of a sepamte cetal inspection role
(via the State Environmental Protection Inspectorate) should be questioned, given the active involvement
of the voivods.

234 The detiled study into the district heating subsector bas recommended that enforcement of
the economic reglation of heating networks be undertaken by loca regulatory bodies. These would report
to the intercommunal unions envisaged in recent stutes and would be responsible for regulating the
heatng network in their areas, which typically extend over a number ofgminas. T regulatoy provisions
established would follow a centalized frmework established by tlie heating division of ERA, but specific
details (for example, price conditions) would reflect tie network concemed.

2.35 These bodies would also provide broad guidelines to the local land use planning authonties
as to apprprie areas for dirt types of network development ad easion for heatig purposes.
Once n these guidelines would be preparedi line with cet prnciples established by ERA.

2.36 Individual gmi would both elect tho intemtmmunal assembly chared with (Inter alfa)
ing the regulation of heating at a local level and be the initial shareholdem in heating companies.

in principle, however, there need in fiute be no resiction an the ownership of heating companies
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(subject to regulation), implying that some gminas could choose to withdiaw from financial involvement
in the subsector.

Legislation and Enforcement

2.37 Given the Government's role as owner of the stte enterprises in the sector, it is possible that
it will be unnecessary for Parliament to pass specific legislation to efect the processes of restructuring
and company formation, and that these could occur under the provisions of the State Enterprise and
Privatization laws. It is, however, likely that the establishment of ERA and the local district heating
rgulatory bodies and the establishment of a system of royaltiesetaxation for fossil fuel extraction will
reqire specific legislation.

2.38 Ibis legislation would set out how the regulatory bodies would be established and confer the
necessy powers and responsibilities on them. This would also entail defining the relationships between
these energy sector bodies and the AMO. The actual establishment of the local regulatory bodies would
be a responsibility of the gminas; the enabling legislation would supplement existing Local Govemment
law by obliging gminas to institute regulatory bodies and confernng powers and obligations on the latter.
These would include obligations to consult with the heating division of ERA over regulatory fiameworks.

2.39 Until ERA has been formally established, it would be advisable to allow its staff identified
to work on regulation to operate in a separate section within the Ministy of Industry to assist in the
prparation of the regulatory fiamework they will ultimately be required to administer. In particular, the
primary regulatory instrument recommended for companies in the sector would be a license, and the role
of ERA would be to monitor companies' compliance with their licenses.

2.40 These licenses would be issued to each company by the Minister of Industry and would
confer the right to operate within the subsector concemed (and, for network monopolies, provide a
finchise for the supply of specified consumers). LAcenses would be effective for a fixed number of years
and capable of periodic review and renewal.

2.41 The conditions of the license would, in general, specify limits within which companies would
be required to operate; providing companies met these conditions they would be free to act to maximize
profits for their shareholders. The limits would vay according to the company concemed -and in
particular as to whether there was a measure of competition in the activity being licensed to the company.
They would include the following obligations:

* to maintain price rises below specified limits;

* to cooperate with odter companies where such coordination was essential to the
efficiency of the subsector. Ihis is of particular relevance to the electricity subsector,

* to not discriminate among consumers;

* to meet minimum standards of quality of supply; and

O obligations to prepare and/or observe technical codes and standards.
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2.42 lhe rgulaory bodies would genersily seek to satisfy themselves tOat companies met
onditions and could not in general intervene in commercial activity unless a breach of license conditions

was supet or where action was required m pursuit of their wider responsibilities under legislation.
Typically companies would simply fiurish the necessaxy informaion to the regulator concerned zad
proceed without interference unless the regulator lodged objections.

2.43 Nevertheless, te rapidly changing chamacter of the sector may require a more interventionist
approach by regulators in the early years of the new structures. This could take the form of regular
reviews of certain license conditions (e.g., price control conditions) in the light of experience and the
status of the sector.

2.44 The key means of reguatory enforcement would be the theat of loss of license to companies
although less severe sanctions could be imposed at the regulator's discreton. Tis would trigger the
companes exposure to existng competition laws and the far-reaching powers of the AMO.



IIL PRICING STRUCTURES

3.1 A key objective of eg sedor restucunng is to promote efficient rasource allocation
tihough the operation of the market mechanisms of free prices and competition. Where there ax a large
number of competing suppliers and customes, pnces will reflect the marginal cost of supplying eah
customer (including an adequae rtum to capital), and this will in tun ensure that resources are allocated
efficiently (assumig there are no impotn distorions elsewhere in the economy). However, in the
eneW sector a number of companies will be network monopolies (e.g., PSENN) and in these areas the
regutor will need to be satisfied tt the prices chuged:

* an broadly reflective of maginal costs (subject to practicality of implementation);

* do not discriminate uneasonably between consumers; and

o will ensure that the company can be financially viable.

3.2 Ihis chapter sets out the long-term pricing structures in those areas of the subsector where
there are monopolies and monopsonies. In practice the new companies will be autonomous and it will
be for them to determine detailed price structures, subject only to satisfying the regulator that they meet
their license conditions which will reflect inter alia the objectives set out above. It is envisaged that the

gWulatory approval for any pnce would be assumed unless the rgulator advised to the contay.
Publication of certain chages by monopoly buyers and sellers within the sector could, however, be made
a licene condition to provide prospecive market entants with infomiation, and to provide additional
protecion against abuse of monopoly power in price negotiations. Full details of the pricing strucus
described in this Chapter can be ound in the individual subsector repots.

Primry Producers to Primary Wholesalers and Energy Conversion Companies

3.3 lnthe kud coa subsector competiion in production and demand should ensure that product
prices reflect the intenational par price and marinal costs and that regulatory supervision is
unneessry. in the small number of cases where mines have a single customer (e.g., a power station) the
customer may seek to force prices down below their competitive levels. The success with which a
customer can do this will depend on the relative stegts and motivations of the customer and the mine.
n such co a longtomaon between themine company and the customer agreed while both
companies are still owned by the Govemment may be more appropriate.

3.4 In the gas subsector, the initially limited number of suppliers to the transmission company
should increase in the longer term as compeWtion develops. As such, no pennanent regulation of upstream
gas pricing is recommended. During the relatively oligopolistic period of transition, when competition
is more limited, general oversight of pricing levels could be exerted by the Government as owner of the
companies concerned without the need for specifc regulatory mechanisms.

3.5 In the lignite subsector, where there is a monopoly/monopsony relationship between the
lignite mies and the power stations, competitive forces will not ensure that prices are cost reflective.
However, the reoommended strucue for the lignite subsector, namely three lignite holding companies
withi which the mine and generaing companies are subsidianes, should help to reduce these prie
distorons. Ihe lgite holding companies will mammize profits by minmizin production costs (both
fied and variable), as both the electrcity sales prie (which deotmines revenue) and the lignite royalties
will be exogenouly dermined. It will be in the inrest of the holding companies, therefore, to ensue
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efficiency both, in lignite mining and in electricity generation. Thus, there is no need for regulatory
supervision of lignite prices.

Energy Conversion Companies to Secondary Wholesalers

3.6 In the electricity subsector, as PSENN would be a monopsony buyer of electricity from the
electricity production companies, and the distribution companies would be monopsony buyers of electricity
from embedded generaors, regulatory overview of the prices between the generators and their customers
wiU be required.

3.7 Ihe electriity subsector report recommends that the prices bween PSENN and the
generators for existing plant, where no immediate prospect of competitive bidding to determine prices is
envisaged, be based on the standard supply costs from generic plant types. The price would be made up
of two elements, a capacity and an energy component. The fomier would be based on the annuitized
capital costs (including finance costs) and fixed operating costs d: new plant of the same generic type
and so structured that it could encourage high availability and therefore maximize contribution to meeting
demand. The energy element would be paid according to the energy actually produced and based on
aicipated short run maginal energy costs at a standard thennal efficiency fiom the same generic plant

3.8 Both the energy and capacity components would be calculated by PSENN based on data
produced by generatng companies. This system would reward efficient generators, able to produce below
the standard cost rates, while allowing PSENN to operate merit order dispatch based on their payments
for energy. It would also ensure that major differences in capacity and energy costs by plant type were
appropiiately reflected in payments. As the prices between PSENN and the generators are currently based
on similar principles, it is likely that a key advantage of this structure will be its acceptability and ease
of implementation.

3.9 Plants which are not subject to central dispatch could be paid on the basis of a purchase tariff
reflecing the marginal (avoidable) system costs at the time of generation. Similarly, distribution
companies would be obliged to pay for embedded generation at prices related to their avoidable costs.

3.10 In contrast, pnces paid for new generation capacity would be agreed between the generating
company and PSENN on the basis of the former's successfiul competitive bid. The prices would generally
be encapsulated within a long-enn contc (the PPA) between the two companies. The regulator would
ensure that prices paid to new generators were competitive by scrinising the proposed PPAs for new
capacity.

3.11 In the district heating subsector most heat producers sell heat directy (and exclusively) to
an indqependet heat transmission company or to an independent, integmted, heat transmission and
distibution company; the remainder produce and distribute heat within an integrated company. In the
latter case, heat production should be established in a separate subsidiary company selling heat at an
intemal transfer price, and it will be in the interests of the company to ensure that prices are set at an
efficient level. In the forner case, there will be a number of monopsony buyers, and regulatry
supervision of the prices will be required.

3.12 The heating subsector report recommends that heat producers (selling to heatng companies)
be paid system avoidable costs for all heat produced. This price would also have a capacity and energy
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component. The capacity element would reflect the capacity costs of HOB plant, on the basis that such
plant would probably reflect the most efficient form of peking heat capacity available in most systems.
The energy element would reflect the marginal energy costs at different times of year (for example via
a two part energy component). These stuctn should encoumge the profitable expansion of low cost
heat production (e.g., by industrial enterprises).

Wholesale Distributors to Reta"I Disributors

3.13 In the had coal subsector it is envisaged that there will be many buyers and sellers of coal,
and it is not expected, therefore, that any regulatoy supervision of the pricing strutures or levels will be
required.

3.14 In the electricity and gas subsecors and in pars of the district heating subsector where
ixdependent tansmission companies are envisaged, there will be transmission netwoik monopolies. All
the subsector reports recommend that these transmission companies should be required as part of their
lioene conditions to publish a bulk supply tariff (BST). It is likely that the following would be
components of such a tadu

* a capacity element, reflecting the long-run magnal capacity costs of production, (and
where appropriate, storage) and transmission;

* differential energy rates reflectig pooled system mainal costs at different times of
year (although such distinction may not be appropriate in gas supply);

* fixed charges reflecting metering ad customer specific costs, in addition to any non-
mainal financial costs which it was necessay for the transmission company to
recover, may also be included where necessary.

Reta Distributors

3.15 Retail distribution in the oil and hard coal subsectos have not been studied with the same
level of deil as the other parts of the industres. However, in both tese subsectors the future levels of
prices are likely to be subject to competitive pressures, and separte price rguation is unlikely to be
required. However, fiuther study of these will be necessary to draw firm conclusions on this issue.

3.16 he existence of network monopolies in the retail distibution areas of the electricity, gas and
heat subsetors will mean that the eil pnes in these areas will be subject to roy supervision.
Again, all reports recommend that distribution companies be required to publish a tariff for each main
consumer goup as a condition of their license. he published tariffs would set an upper cap on consumer
prices. Where the ownsumption ch cs ofa particular cutomer meant ta supply costs were lower
thba those implied by the published tUrift bilateral negotiaions between producers and consumers Oeading
to lower prices) would be expected and supported by the regulator.

3.17 In principle, it is likely that the structure of tariffs should rvflet that of the BST described
above, except for the inclusion of any distribution costs, which would typically be included in a capacity
charge. In practice, however, it is likely that the re tariff structures would be much simpler than the
BST for most consumer groups. Ihis is bece it is unlikely that such groups will be able to respond
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to complex pticing signals, ad, i any evet, it is unlilely to be comt effetive to inst complex, and
eatively xsive, metem for consmer with low levels of conmption.

3.18 Subject to h Wegulatory frmewos, he triWA would be set by the companies afler
fomaion, and a caucial milte in the r esng proce will be when the Misty of Finance
reliquises conrl of consumer pnices to the eglated companies.



IV. OTHER ISSUES ARISING IN RESTRUCTURING

Introduction

4.1 The business focus ofthe companies foed during he suturin ofthe ey sector will
change, paity as a result of the chmg in ownesip (inialy to td Minisy of Finance, but ultimately,
for many companies, to private individuals and institutions) and pardy as a result of the move to puely
commercial relationships between companies (subject in some areas to rgulatoiy supeision). In the nw
structure, companies will be expected to meet commercial and financial objectives such as profit
maximiation, subject to the primay conaints of Iheir budgets, makt activity and he rgulatory and
legal enviment in which they will operate.

42 This will mark a significant chge in corpote philosophy throughout the energy sector,
fiom an enviiroment where state enpises were subject to more diue control by the Goveent and
employees. Further, commercial independece will mean that compaies will need to provide statutory
infomation to the relevant extemal authorities (eg., audited accounts for taxation purposes, and operating
data for regulatoiy supervision).

43 A significant degree of internal restructuing and reorganizati is therefore likely to be
required in order to ransform the existing state enteprises into the new companies. The pefomiance and
pering practices of the eisdng enterprises in the sector were reviewed in detail in each of the subsector

studies which form the basis of this paper. These sudies identified four key areas where internal change
would be required in order for existing enterises to be capable of fomuation to companies able to
opeat in the new commercial enviroment envisaged, namely:

* operational efficiency;

* organization and mnagemet

fiSnancial systems and managemnt and accounting; and

* purchasi and inventoly magement

4A The demiled findings and for perfom e im provement in these areas, and
other aspects specific to enterprises in particular su,sectors can be found in the individual subsector
reports. In the remainder of tins chapter, general findings for the energy sector as a whole have been
summized.

Operational Efficiency

4.5 In a number of areas in the exsting enterprses, scope exists for sigficant cost reductions
fiom improveme in operational efficiency. Gened over-manming is a feature common to most
enterprss in the sector. This app to be most prevalent in the hatd coal and upstream gas industries.
For example, international comparisons suggest tha, despite diffetances in the natue of the op is,
upsream oil and gas activities are siificanty less efficient thmn comparable wesem compaiies. If these
entepdses ae to be trnsformed into efficient companies operating in competitive markets, staffing levels
will need to be reviewed once commercial stuc av bee put in place.
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4.6 The hard cod subsector study aLso identifies a number of areas in which chages in
opemoal pcics, particuladly in the coal mines are likely to lead to significant cost reductions. For
example:

* mines are cumently required to mine all seams ir excess of 0.8m thickness, inrespective
of quality, ease of mining, or profitability and to work out the seams between horizons
completely except where support is essential to protect the surfce;

* insalled equipment appears to be well in excess of needs. This could be due to
perceived back up requirements or inconect assumptions at earlier design stages. In
any event there is likely to be scope for improving the utilization of existing equipment
in many mines; and

* current underground operational practices are thought to be inefficient, and it is likely
that cost reductions can be made by improving the shifting index of longwalls.

4.7 Based on detiled studies at four mines and brief studies at seven others, consultants estimate
that improvements in operaional efficiency (of the type highlighted above and in other related areas) could
yield cost savings in the order of 25-30%. While this estimate is based on analysis undertaken at
particuar mines, and is unlikely to be generally applicable, it should provide a rough guide to the order
of magnitude of the cost savings which could arise from improved operational efficiency.

4.8 In the electicity and lignite subsectors, the review of operational practices suggested that:

* a major equipment overhal prgam could offer significant benefits, in terms of
reduced losses and improved themlal efficiency;

* investment in the control of aWxliary consumption in stations is likely to yield
significant operating savings;

* high medium- and low-voltage losses in the distribution system could be reduced
through the selective reinforcement and refurbishment of distribution networks; and

* there appears to be significant scope for improving the flexibility of plant on the system
to reduce fuel consumption costs, by introducing a "two shifting" capability to major
coal fired units.

4.9 Similarly the gas subsector report highlights key tasks that need to be accomplished, in
particular to improve the capacity and efficiency of the industry.

4.10 On district heating, there is substantial scope for operational efficiency improvements and loss
ducto through refuishment of existing networks and the instllation of system control and metering

equipmert
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Organization and Management

4.11 The existing organizational and management prctices ofenterprises in the sector will need
to be revised as part of the move to commercial structures. Key deficiencies in the existing enterprises
identified in the subsector studies include:

* the location of much decision making is generally at quite senior levels, so that
operational decisions are often refened upwards when responsibility could be delegated
to lower levels of management;

* no fonral performance management review and improvement proceses, or
development systems or incentives exist for employees;

• job descriptions, where they exist, do not focus on individual accountability and
nsponsibilities, nor are they part of an overall orgaization plan;

o salaries are often based on complex formulae, and pay diffrentials are low; and

the organi,ions are largely self supporting, with little conacting out of peripher
services. Ihis leads to the maintence of in-house capacity when it is not required
and to non-commercial proment gements.

4.12 Each of the subsector studies identified ways in which these potential inefficiencies oould be
reduced. In general, however, it is clear that the management of the companies need to be given clear,
unambiguous objectives, and all employees need to be rewarded according to their contribution and
responsibilities.

Finacial Management and Accounting

4.13 The exsng systems for financial management and accounting in the energy sector reflect
the centaly planned enviroment in which state enterprises operated in the past These systems will not
be appropriate for the management of companis operting in a commercia environment (i.e., where they
will be subject to "hard" budget constraints, and stattory external reporting requirements.)

4.14 lie general findings of the subsedor studies are that:

° there is no clear business or firncial planning within the enterprises;

o accountig systems are generally manual and do not readily produce timely infonnation
that management can use to contol the business;

° accounting policies do not conform to Intemaional Accounting Standards or to other
principles undestood by potential business investors from market economies. In
particular costs and revenues in a given period are not matched by the use of provisions
and accruals implying the financial systems can produce misleading indicators of
profitability; and
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* financia reporting is based pimanly on the andard fomns laid down by the Central
Statistical Office (GUS) which prvide limited information to Govemment as to the
value or performance of tieir investments.

4.15 Financial perffomce is fundamental to any business activity, and management needs a
regular and timely flow of appropriate fnancial information in order to monitor and improve this
performance. Tbis infonnation can only be provided by well designed and efficiently operated financial
systems. The specific requirements of each business in the sector will need to be studied in detail once
the stmictC changes have been agreed and implementation is undenvay.

Procurement and Inventory Management

4.16 ffecive procedures for the procurement of fiel, sparm parts and services, as well as the
associaed management of inventory, can have an important effict on a company's performance.
Profitabilit will be direcy improved by reducing puchase costs (e.g., by a move to competitive tenders
as a standard means to procure extenally supplied goods and services) and indirectly by reductions in
wooding capital requirements and impwved availability of prduction and control equipment.

Condsoom and Recommendadons

4.17 Ihe cation of a competitve energy sector wil involve restructu the exiing enterprises,
crating a commerial an regulaory fiamework witiin which they can operate and making significant
chnes to the intal orgmization and procedus of the eterises which will be tnsfonned into the
new compaies.

4.18 In some areas these internal chmges wil need to be made before the new structre envisaged
can be implemented fully; they are necessary conditions if the rstructring is to be successful. In
paticular, establishing sound financial practices and developing financial and management information
systems is likely to be crucia, becas:

* al new companies will be required to produce audited finacial accounts fiom the time
they are formed;

O lces conditions will place reportig rqrements on the new companies, which will
be difficult to meet withou suitable management information systems; and

* a number of the new companies will be required under the terms of their licenses to
produce separae acoount for diffent pans of their business.

4.19 he speed with which these inmtal chges can take place will depend inter alia on two key

O the oveall speed of the tansition. Cleady it will not be practicable to implement some
of the annhe intenmal structes recommended here untl final decisions on key
element of the rstructuing bave been made; and

Q fthe process by which it is envsed X hthe new companies wil be formed. Where
the new companies will be formed from existing enterprses, it may be approprate to
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implemont canges dung the "dividing stage". Miis may be apppriae, for example
in the cases of PONG and Weglokoks whr thie new ¢ompanies will be fomed almost
enely fimn the estiag enteps.



V. TRANSITION TO THE NEW STRUCTURES

Introduction

5.1 Previous chapters have described recommended strucures, and associated issues, for the
energy sector in the longer term. In this chapter the transition process necessary to achieve these
structures is oudined.

5.2 In this regard, it should be noted th, as the progress made in restructuring each subsector
to date vaTies, and as somewhat different long-term structures have been recommended for them, a series
of distinct implementation programts will be required. Nevertheless, the linkages between subsectors imply
the entire transition process should be carefully coordinated in order to minimize distortions and disruption
to the economy.

5.3 Ihis chapter therefore first describes the common features of restructuring across the sector
and then discusses the particular transition issues of each subsector.

Common Transition Features

5.4 In each subsector, the restucring process will entail intensive activity at three levels -by
the Govenmment, the regulatory bodies and the enterprises and companies concemed. The overall process
should be coordinated by the Ministry of Industry. The actions required at each level are described below.

Government Tasks

5.5 In each subsector, the Govemments first task must be to promulgate its restructuring
intentions to affected parties. This would best be achieved by the production of a policy paper with the
support of the ERG settng out the intended structures, and the key -milestone" dates and actions required
of those concemed. This would remove uncertainty and provide a clear framework within which
rstructring activity could be undertaken.

5.6 A key parallel element of policy dissemination will be the broad definition of price paths the
Government intends for each subsector. While some fiture price levels have already been defined in the
context of loan agreements with the Bank, there is a need for the Government to review these in the light
of recent developments and to provide an intgrted view of the movements in prices and energy
consumption expected in each subsector over the next few years.

5.7 Ihe Govemment would then need to define and publish criteria for company formaion in
each subsedor, drwving on the detailed susctor studies. In the had coal mining and electricity
subsectors these would provide a framewotk within which existng enterpnses would prepare submissions
as to proposed company groupings, formed by mergers of existg units. In the gas and hard coal
distribution subsectors the criteria would aslow PONG and Weglobeks respectively to develop proposals
for the decentralized structues envisaged.

5.8 In each case, the approach would be for the Govemment to set an appropriate time limit (say
six months) for receipt of proposals satisl*ing the citeria, after which the Govermment would consider
appropriate groupings, and announce its final decisions. Almost inevitably, this will involve a degree of
adjustmnen to the initial proposals in order to yield coherent and balanced structues.
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5.9 The criteria would be focused on the key requirements for financially viable and (where
practicable) competitve companies. Relevant aspects would include:

* minimum size and financial stength/solvency

* diversity of asset base and products

* a measure of balance between companies

o a minimum number of companies, to encourage subsequent competition in each market
segment.

5.10 Clearly in those areas where the appropriate company was already identified (for example,
the gas transmission company), this stage would not be necessary.

5.11 While enterprises are preparing proposals, the Goverment should take steps to prepare the
leglation needed to establish and empower t'he necessary regulatory bodies. In advance of assuming full
regulaory powers, key staff would be recrid into the Ministry of Industry to form the core of the fiture
ERA. These sta some of whom would be regulatory specialists and hence may rquire ecruitment from
outside Poland, could form a special unit witiin the Ministry. Tbey would initially assist in drafting the
regulatory legislation and participate in steerin its passage through Pariament. The AMO would also
have an important input to this stage. At the same time the role of the Hard Coal Agency should be
redefined to oversee the processes of mine company fomation and identification/closure of uneconomic
mines.

5.12 Once the oudines and consfituent elements of the new companies had been determined, the
Government would then proceed to formulate the detils of their financial stcte and establish their
financial objectives, particulady for the transition period to long-tem price relationships in the secor.
TIbis would involve decisions as to the value of the assets to be vested in each company, the appropriate
levels of debt, reserves and sham caital, voting nghts, any cash injections (in debt and/or equity)
equired, and levels of dividend payments anticipated. In this respect, key mputs fiom both te enterprises
(asset values and financial projections) and the fiuture rgulatory bodies (price and quality of supply
conditions in licenses, royalty and xation levels, pollution targets) would be requird, and the Ministries
of Finance and Privatization would take a leading role in the process.

5.13 The necessary asset transfers between enterprises (at the values anticipated for companies'
opening blance sheets) would then need to be effected -either by specal ourinance pior to company
formtion, or at the time of enterprise liquidation/company formation using Section 37 oftlhe Privadzation
Act

5.14 Companies would then be formed on the basis negotiated with those concemed. In general
these would initially be wholly owned by the Govemment (or gminas in the case of heating companies).
As such, the Goverment would appoint the Boards of the companies, who in tum would appoint senior
management. It should be emphasized that, as the success of estructuing will rest heavily on the quality
and competence of the Supervisory Boards and senior execdves in the new companies, it will be
important for the Govemment to appoint high-caliber Board member, combining industry kmowledge,
commercial skdlls and entrepreneural flair.
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5.13 Co1r-'any foinnation in some area (e.g, for a given tpe of electricity generation) would
generally occur an a single day, with die apprope licenses (issued by the Ministries of Industry and
Envronmenl Proteion and Natral Resources) ting effect simultaneously. Accordingly, the new
rgulatory bodies should also be officially empowered at the same time, under the enabling legislation.

5.16 Once companies had commenced commercial operations, they need to successfully operate
and eamn a profit long enough to establish a track record to attact private investors. Te Govemment (as
shareholder) would need to commission a review of privatization options for each company. This could
be initiated by the Supervisory Board of the company, but final decisions would be made by the Ministry
of Finance in consultation with the Ministry of Pdivatzation. Inital share disposals would generally
commence within the two year limit imposed by the Privatization Act.

Reglnators' Tasks

5.17 As noted, key regulatory staff should be identified pror to the fonmal establishment and
transfer of responsibility to the regultory bodies concemed. These staff would take a leading role in
prepaning standard license fonnats, which would be issued in drft form to enterprses prior to the
commencement of detailed negotiations as to company stucbures.

5.18 Ihese "shadow" egulatory staffwould also prepare other gulatory instruments and systems
in advance. These would include monitong and data collectdon procedures, interface mechanisms with
the AMO and the Ministiy of Environmental Prtction and Natural Resources and appeal procedures.

5.19 The detiled provisions of initial licenses for each company would then need to be developed.
These would include quality obligations and pronmance targets, price conditions and technical
specifications ofthe licensed activities (generting plant, coal mining and gas field delineations and so on).
Inevitably this stage would involve discussions with both the relevant Govenmment ministries and the
prospective companies concemed; the result would in general be completed licenses submited to the
Ministry of Industry for approval and issue.

Tasks of Enterprises and Companies

5.20 Te burden of detailed prparatory and reucUig activity will fall to the operating
enterprises and, subsequently, the companies in the industries concemed. This will imply the dedication
of considerable tme and resoutres, but it should be emphaszed that much of the activity wl be directed
at s ing essea improventnts in buiness and operating efficiency and profitability, not merely to
effdct a lega change in corpoate form.

521 In this respect, there would be two distinct phases to activity pror to company fonnation.
The first phase would be the responsibility of te management of idstng enterpises, while the second
phase would be coordinated by "sadow" excutive teams established to assume the management of the
new companies. In general, t latter woud be drwn and seconded fiom the exstng enterpnses,
although it is expected ta seective recitment from external sources will also be required.

5.22 The first task would be for each nterprise to undertake a comprehensive review of its
opeaions and futre investment requirements, agnst the backrop of the pnce paths discussed above
and the studies alady undertaken. To date, operations and ivestments have been constrained both by
the degree of central control previously exerted in the sector (including budget constraints) and by the
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viability of business sategies implied by prevailing price levels in the sector. Thus for examnple,
investments in rehabilitation or new machinery have not been justified by retrns from additional output.

5.23 These reviews should enable each enterprise to assess its own business prospects in the new
environment. Such an assessment will be required if enterprises are to enter into serious discussions with
each other on merger and restructuring proposals.

5.24 The review would then lead to the preparation by each enterprise of asset valuations based
on net cash flow. Given the present capacity surpluses in some sectors, and the expectation of prices
temporarily below long-tenn levels, these valuations may well be below fill depreciated replacement cost
levels m some cases. Nevertheless, the lower (discounted cash flow) basis would generally yield the
appropriate values to guide company formation, although these values are likely to increase once the
effective costs of capital for new investors have been reduced through the institution of stable commercial,
legal and regulatory fraineworks.

5.25 Using the results of these reviews and asset valuations, each enterprise should be required
to submit financial projections and outline business plans to the Government. These would be prepared,
as far as possible, on common fonnats issued by the Government and would reflect international
accounting standards. In this respect, the Govemment should give consideration to the provision of expert
advice and assistance to enterprises in the preparation of plans and projections.

5.26 Proposals submitted to the Govenmment for company fonnation would also include projections
of this nature. Indeed, they are likely to be a requirement under the Privatization Act. Individual
enterprises would thus need to cooperate and consolidate the underlying projections in preparing financial
proposals to the Government. The Goverment would then use the projections in finalizing the structures
of the companies to be formed.

5.27 Primary fuel producers in the oil and gas, hard coal and lignite subsectors would also submit
projections to the Ministry of Environment and Natral Resources, to be used as an input to the
detemination of royalty and taxation levels. As such, a greater degree of disaggregation (for example by
mine/field) would probably be appropriate for this purpose.

5.28 Once the Govemment had decided on the broad composition of companies, "shadow"
Supenisory Boards and senior executive teams would need to be identified for each prospective company.
These would assume the responsibiity for detailed negotiations with the Government, regulators, and other
industry participants over start-up arangements. The arangements would include:

* intemal organization structures and staffing requirements;

* key intemal systems (such as basic accounting and information systems necessary to
provide data to egulatory and tax authorities);

o the structure and content of opening balance sheets, in discussion with the Ministry of
Finance, including any cash injection requirements;

* details of license provisions and royalty levels proposed by the relevant regulators; and
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O the content of internal and extemal commercial contracts with suppliers and customers.
Ihese would include details oftariff structures and levels, technical and customer codes
and procedures and payment and credit arrangements. In a number of areas, these
would require the oversight of the regulatory authority concerned.

5.29 Following the commencement of operations, each company would then need to undertake a
more fundamental review of its business stategy and of the intemal resources and systens required to
support it within the framework of the commercial and regulatory environment established.

5.30 These reviews would lead to prioritized management actions, to implement commercial
systems and proce4u- es, to invest in the necessary assets and to evolve the stafing levels and skills mix
appropriate to eao. ousiness. Significant changes to manning levels will in many cases need to be made
within the context of the new environment and may often need to be deferred until commercialization
ana,ur company fonnation in areas where restructring will imply major changes to the business activities
of existing institutions.

5.31 As shareholder, the Government should require each company to submit a more
comprehensive business plan to its Board within a year of company formation, which would encapsulate
the company's planw sad prospects based on the actions discussed above. This would fonn the basis of
discussions between the Board and the Govemment as to the appropriate strategy for privatization. While
share sales will need to be coordinated within a subsector (with advice on timing and tactics from the
Ministry of Privatization), the timing appropriate for individual companies will be in part determined by

eir particularcircumstances. Hence, the time-scale outlined above should not preclude some companies
(e.g., profitable hard coal companies and some of the existing ancillary enterprises) from being privatized
shordy after company formation. Indeed, it would be valuable to target selected upstream and ancillary
srices companies for such early privatization, in order to demonstate the Governmenfs longer term
commitment to ownership transfer and to provide experience on which to draw when underaing more
complex privatization.

Transition in the Hard Coal Subsector

5.32 The Hard Coal Agency should be the main instrument for restructuring in the hard coal
subsector. The Government therefore, needs to amended the Agency's statute to incorporate clear, newly
defined terms of reference that focus on the task of moving the mines to commercial autonomy as quickly
as possible.

5.33 The first task for the Agency must be to develop a comprehensive methodology for
determining individual mines' future profitability, building on the work already undertaken in the
rstructuting study for the subsector. For exanple, the impact of operating efficiency improvements and
quiqt diffleentis for different types of coal need to be carefilly considered in determining the future
financial position of particular mines. It should be emphasized that the focus of such analysis must be
t fonn a view as to the prices likely to be achieved by Polish mines in the new maket environment as
it will be these price levcls which will detennine mines' commercial viability in practice.

5.34 Applying such a methodology, the Agency should seek to determine:

0 which mines have a reasonable chance of futue profitability;
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O9 which mines were definitly likely to be unprofitable and, for such mines, the least cost
means and time-scales for closure; and

Q which mines, though potentially unprofitable, were likely to be more expensive to close
than keep open.

5.35 For mines in the first category, the Agency would need to estimate applicable royalties and
taues in each case and advise the Ministiy of Environmental Protecon and Natural Resources accordingly.
The Agency would also develop merBer citeria for approval by the Ministry of Industry approval, which
would issue them and seek company proposals on the basis outlined above. The Agency would
subsequently provide technical advice to both Ministries during the negotiations with mining enterprises
leading to company formation and issue of mining licenses.

5.36 For mines in the second category, the primary task for the Agency would be to develop and
cost detailed closure and/or disposal plans for each mine. Given the significant potential for operating cost
vings identfied in the subsector study, firm closure decisions should be deferred until the scope for

productivity improvements through cost-cutting at each mine had been examined.

5.37 Mines in the third categoty (if any) could pose the most difficulties for the Government.
While they may have a negative net value (and hence be inapproprate to include vithin the initial
formation of profitable companies), their contin-d opetion or staged closure would imply a proacted
role forth3 Agency and threaten theprocess of ommerclizing the subsector. A possible solution would
be to invite tenders from minin companies to a.uire the mines -nd for the Govenmment to be prepared
to accept a tender implying payment to the mining company. Prior to such a tender, the fill value of
the mines should be detenrined (including identfyi the scope for cost savings) and competitive
companies (as prospective tenderers) established.

5.38 The other key role for the Agency would be to continue to administer production subsidies
to selected mines. Ihese are expected to be trminatd by the end of 1992, by which time firm decisions
on the future of each mine (as discussed above) should have been made. Nevertheless some further
expenditumes on unprofitable mines are likely to be necessary after this date, until the closure and disposal
program is completed. This implies a continued, though diminished, role for the Agency during this final
stage.

.39 As previously noted, the case for estictig exort trdig to licensed companies needs
fiurther review in the light of experence following removal of Weglobeks monopoly. Export trading
performance could be monitored by the Agency. Policy decisions by the Govenmment on this issue should
be en -and any appropiate licesg regime developed- before the pmcess of prnvatig Weglokoks
begins.

5.40 he formation of wholesale distribution companies fiom Weglobeks would follow the general
stp outined at the beginning of the chapter. The Agency should examine the exact number of
companies to be fotmed and advise the Minitry of Inuy accordingly: a munimum will be required
to ensure adequate competition in trading, but the number should not be so large as to dilute the
economies of scope and scale inhmet in wholesale tdng. For ample, distribuion companies should
have coal mtuover of least compable scale to the mining companies.
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Transition In the Gas Subsector

5.41 Given the prest role of PGNG and the long4term structures recommended for the gas
subsctor, the tansition proes will ievitably be initially focused on intemal restructuring initiatives
within PONG. Tbe detiled subsector study has recommended that the process have four components:

0 establisg the fundamentals of the new structures, including taking account of the
recommendations of the gas development and gas tariff studies undertaken in parallel
with the subsector mrstucuring study and form-lating detailed structures and
implementation plans;

O developing coiamercial structures within PONG, by organizing sta assets and
management into separate divisions and instituting intemal tading agements
between them. This would entail each division planning its business on an autonomous
basis and would initiate considerable intemal change in some areas where present
activities are not organized on a profitable basis;

* trazsforming each division into a joint-stock company owned by upstream and
downstream holding companies. This step would only occur once the necessary legal
and regulatory fiameworks were in place (upstream legislation is, however, expected
at an eadier date.) Intemal "contracts" between divisions would be replaced by
conventional commerial contracts, and companies would be licensed on the basis
outined;

* privatization of selected companies by the holding companies, over time; once most
companies had been sold, the holding companies would be liquidated with remaining
shares in individual companies owned by the Govemment and held by the Ministy of
Finance.

5.42 Mme tsion process for PONG is ditffe because it involves dividing an existing
antrprise ather than consolidating small enterprises into larger groups. Despite this, gas companies
should still only be fonmed when they are capable of operating commercially and autonomously.
Dstibution companies will encounter a particular difficulty in this respect if confronted with a BST for
bulk gas set at full cost levels. As household il tariffs could remain below world price levels for some
year (through interim price conditions in companies' licenses) and would constitute a major source of
menue for distribution companies, it is unlikely that distribution companies would be financially viable
in eady year without some subsidy of the BST (potentally applied selectively to each distribution
company.) This would best be administered by the transmission company (on an interim basis), possibly
channelling the Goverment's royalty and tax revenue from upstream production back into the subsector.

5.43 Such anrangements would provide appropriate price signals for upsteam exploration and
development in the tansition pedod and permit distibution companies to be financially viable. Since they
imply distorted downstram prices in the subsector, they should be removed as soon as possible.
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Transition in the Electicity and Lignite Subsectors

5.44 The process of generation company fomion would follow the steps already described. A
paticular feature of the process would be the negotiation of purchase prices for electricity output with
PSENN, which would be stuctued around stndard cost measures. Ihese would need to be carefully
coordinated across the subsector, to ensure that PSENN commenced dispatch in the new strucure with
a cost-reflecdve merit order of plant. As such, it is envisaged that the competitive generation companies
would be formed and commence operations on the same day, under licenses issued by ERA.

5.45 Formation ofthe lignite holding companies and subsidiaries should also ideally coincide with
the hard coal based generating companies for the same reason. Here, a working group drawn from
existing enterprises should be formed to develop detaWled proposals for each holding company; some of
the woddng group members could subsequently belong to the "shadow" exectve of the holding
companies, to fcilitate continuity.

5.46 The mining enterprises should submit financial projections to the Ministry of Environmental
Protection and Natural Resources in order for appropriate lignite royalty/taxation levels to be determined.
These should be related to the economic value of lignite generation (relative to hard coal-fired
altematives), decisions on which the Ministry and ERA would need to consult closely in setting
royalty/Aaxation rates and approving lignite generation prices. It is envisaged that draft mining licenses,
generation licenses and electricity purchase contracts (fiom PSENN) would be issued for negotiation with
the "shadow" executive pror to company fomation.

5.47 On the basis of these extemal arangements, the "shadow" team would prepare appropriate
ial contracts for the sale of lignite, between mine and generating subsidiaries. These would be drafted
with a view to optimizing the benefits of minelpower station coordination. Details of the subsidiaries'
aset values and financial structures should ideally be developed aginst this conactual framework.

5.48 The company formation processes for CHP/HOB enteprises would be similar to those for
generation-ly companies. However, given the desirability of coordinating their formation with the
rtuucuring of the district heating subsector (see below), it is suggested that company formation in this
area be delayed until after the generation-only stations. This sequence would also ease the administrative
burden in ERA, PSENN and the Ministries concemed; given the position of CBP generation at the top
of the merit order, delay is unlikely to create operating problems in dispatch for PSENN.

5.49 The structuml changes implied for PSENN, an established company, are less fundamental.
Organizationally, it should be divided into financially separate units responsible for the transmission (high
voLage) grid and for electricity dispatch and trading to facilitate economic regulaion of its monopoly
activities. A separate subsidiary should be formed to take ownership of the pumped stowrage generating
stations.

5.50 Ihe most urgent task for PSENN will be to prepat a revised system investment plan based
on the restructuring policy and prce path guidance given by the Ministry of Industry. Together with data
submitted by enterprises, ftis would be an input to the formulation of electricity purchase prices based on
stDadtd costs, which should be issued in dft form to assist in the genetation company formation process.
Some negotation over specific details of these prices is likely with individual "shadow" executives.
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5.51 PSENN would also play a key role in establishing the regulatory structure under which
commercial generation and trnsmission would operate. As well as commenting on the daft licenses
produced by ERA, PSENN would be required to drft techical codes govemig connecfions to and
operation of the grid.

5.52 Given its central role in the subsec.r, it would be appropriate for PSENN to prepare
consultative proposals for the creation ofjointly owned companies undertaking activities (such as technical
research) of common benefit to the industry. These proposals could be discussed by all enterprises, and
PSENN could as a result develop specific proposals for company formation.

5.53 PSENN would also play a key part in the process leading to merger of ZEs and distribution
company fonnation. The final steps in this process should be deferred until after commercial genertion
structures were in operation, mainly to allow for significant rises in retail electricity prices and permit the
new companies to operate commercially with flly revalued assets and no Govenmment subsidies. Such
ficial autonomy would otherwise be difficult to achieve, as it is recommended that distribution
companies purchase their bulk electricity at a cost-reflective BST published by PSENN.

5.54 This implies two main tasks for PSENN before distribution company formation. Fis it will
need to negotiate the transfer of (mvalued) transmission grid assets from the ZEs concemed. It is
suggcsted this is best achieved at the time of distribution company formation to minimize successive
disruption to the ZEs. Until then PSENN is likely to want to put suitable maintenance contract
arngements nm place with the new companies along with its own recommended core of maintenance
capability.

5.55 The other main task will be the preparation of the BST itself on the basis previously
smmanized. As with payments for generation, PSENN should publish draft proposals in advance to allow
proper evaluation of the financial implications for distribution companies.

5.56 Following distribution company formation, PSENN should be required to initiate a review
of the potential for replacing standard cost based payments for the energy element of generation payments
with a diry competitive bidding system. This is a possible longer term development ofthe competitive
supply of electricity.

5.57 PSENN should also consider, with the Minisby of Privafizaton, the options for introducing
private share capitl following the full commercialization of the subsector and the acquisition of the
tianmission assets on the basis already described.

5.58 The process of distribution company formation would parallel that for generation in that
mergers according to set criteria would be instituted by the Ministry of Industiy. Prior to formation,
"shadow" teams would need to comment on draft licenses and BST proposals (prepared by ERA and
PSENN respectively) and reflect them in the final asset valuation and financial structures negotiated with
the Government. Selected reintegration of core maintenance capability from the ZWSEs is also
ecommended at this stage.

5.59 Given their interfce with retail consumers, the tariffis and codes of practice required under
distribution cumpanies' license should ideally be published by the "shadow" teams in advance of company
fomfation.
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5.60 Once the companies had commenced operations, they would be expected to undertake reviews
of intemal efficiency and pdatizaon options as discussed above.

Transition in the District Heating Subsedor

5.61 The paicular aacterstics of he district heaing subsector also imply some variations to
the genera procss of retucuring. In padailar, the Govermment must put in place a consistent structure
on a coonlinted basis acrs the subsector, while at the same time effecting a transfer of both owneship
and regulatory responsibility to the local level.

5.62 Under existing local Goverment legislation, the gminas have until the end of 1991 to decide
on the detiled legal and structual argements for administering distict heating in their areas. Guidance
by the central Govenmuent would be appropriate in this process. A number of Ministries would be
mivolved: Local Government (responsible for issuing and implementing regulations), Physical Planning
and Construction (with supervisory responsibility for the subsector), Industry (with energy policy
oversight) and Finance and Privatization. Accordingly, the establishment of an interministerial committee
is recommended to guide the transition.

5.63 The first task of this committee would be to establish a model form for the statutes of the
intercommunal bodies (i.e., unions of gminas), to be responsible for the provision of heating at the local
level. Ihis model statute would be issued to gminas to guide them in devising specific institutional
stuctu for their a . It would include:

* provisions on the constitution of intercommunal bodies, including voting powers m
their Assemblies and procedurs for dispute resolution between gmninas, and the
reirement to establish interommunal regulatory bodies (IRBs) with permanent
professison staff to dischag regulatory responsibilities;

* obligations to ensure efficient heat supply within the areas concemed; and

* provisions to pass these obligations on to heating enterprises or companies through the
issue of licenses by IRBs.

5.64 At the same time, the heating division of the ERA should be established in "shadow" form
and ste by technical, economic and legal experts in the subsector. Ihese staff would prepare model
licenses for heating companies and begin to establish the necessary support infrastructure and systems
necessary to coordinate the activities of the IRBs.

5.65 Once the intercommunal bodies and the IRBs had been established, they would need to reach
decisions on the detailed structure and owneship of heating enterprises in their area This activity should
generally take place agnst the bacground of heating master plans to provide a fiamework of the likely
fite development of te local network. Master plans for the largest networks are already being prepared.

5.66 The process of company formation and licensing could then proceed on a similar basis to that
descibed for other subsector, with "shadow" management teams and IRBs negotiating license and
commeial proions in the context of the model fonnats prepared by ERA and approved by the
intministeial committee. Asset trs and disposals would occur prior to, or at the time ot company
fomlation.
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5.67 Unlike the gas subsector, the financial autonomy of heating companies will not be directdy
dependent on the speed with which final rsidential taffi ae incresed, as most direct subsidies (which
detemline residental consumer pnic levels) are ot paid to DHEs.



VL. AGENDA FOR FURTHER ACTION

Introducdon

6.1 In this final chaptr the actions need to give fuher impetu to the processes preously
outline and rerms ady agred are bnefly described. Te complex interrelationships in the energy
sedor and the scale of change envisaged imply tat resucturing will not be a quick or easy task if it is
to be accomplished successfiuly. Yet there are clear danger in contemplaing a protracted process; much
has already been achieved, ad it is therefr imporat that e momentum of change be maintained.

Action Status

6.2 Ihe first step in the restructuring process was for the Govenmuent to issue guidance on its
broad policy intentions to those affected in the sector. This was done withe issuane of a
oomprehensive Policy Leter by the Ministry of Finance to the Wodd Bank describing the energy sector
saegy and development intentions (see Annex 1). Ibis Policy Leter circulated to senior executives in
the sector prested both the longer term vision for stmctures in each subsector and the ransition proces.
It also included broad guidance on price paths (for both prmary fuels and wholesale and retail tariff
levels), underpinning the timing of the restructuring process. This Policy Letter was accompanied by an
ageed Policy Maix (Annex 2) describing the objectives and timing of each of the required steps. Both
documents were included in the loan document ofthe Heat Suxh g a _
in June 1991, whereby a $340 million loan was granted to several major district heaing enterprises.

63 The e restructung process is the responsibility of te Minity of Industry and Trade
(Mol). Ihe Ene,rg R ing Group (ERG) was formed in December 1992 to advice MoI on
restrctuing issues and assist in e implemenation of the resucturing proposals under the Policy Letter
guidelines. The ERG consist of a team of itmtional and Polish expers, fimded jointly by the
Euopea Commumity, the USA)D and the UK Know-How Fund, and actively supported by E P. The
ERG has established an office in Wars and widl have a confinuous presence there for approximaely
eighteen months. (Annex 3 describes in more detail the ERG.) The main task of the ERG is to assist the
Ministy in the following areas:

Q prpation of a draft Energy Law for submission to the Sejm (Pariament);

* preparaion of drift secondary legislation for promulgation once the Energy Law has
been passed;

* establishment of the State Energy Agency to regulate the sector,

* groupang or division of enterprses to fonn viable and competitive companies te
incorporat them as independent companies under the law, with licenses fiom the State
Energy Agency to ciuny on their defined businsses;

* assisting the management of these companies to commerialize their operaions,
behavior and decision-making;

O idenifying pivatization opportnities in both the ancillary and core activities and
saisting with specific privatizaion actions; and
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0 establiig coum geme betwen the companies to ensure continuity of
supply and fair treatment of the paities and of the end consumers.Govemment begun
foming (September 1991) an Energy Rltu gGup (ERG) omposed of foreign
and domesic expeat who advise on the whole rage of restructuring problems. The
nine forign membets of the ERG are fumded by the EC, US and UK. Tle ERG will
be at the core of restucturing procs.

6.4 he Govenment has now asg the Ohighest priority to (1) the dfting and submission to
ParliHat of he Eey Law, and (2) he establismnlt of ERA. The Energy Law will need to define
the respeive obligaions and powes of MoI, ERA and the eny eterpises. After completion of the
Law, the priorty will be to drft and promulgate new lt_ons covering deled requirements for the
conduct of eny setor acivities eg., for safety, fiel quality, land matte, utlity operations,
maintnance of fuel reves, etc. ERA will ten need to prepae suitable licenses for energy enterprises
so tha their activites are propedy authofized and subject to suitable conditions, once the new LPw is
enated.

6.5 Work with pote envim ef has to be properly coordinaed with tie existing
and developing fimewors under the contol of the Minisby of Envonment and Natual Resources. This
applies to te egulation of th ming indty and the oil and gas exploration, production and twnsport
activities.

6.6 l he complexities of euring a cootd_ transfer of responsibility for district heating
indicate that the com ine committee for guiding i transr be given the necessary
sppost and fieedom of action, with a view to prparng model stes for the intcommunal unions.
hes should ideally be iued to _min im a timely fashian.

6.7 t is vit do th e Govwnt conols the ovel sucg process and ensues tha
muor dedsioaring en runincpo ion and pivatzation are (1) caried out in
n aceptable way, and (2) cnsis with the inos of the Policy Letter. Nevertheless, much of the
dtailed impletio work will need to be eared out by the e rises themselves. lTus, the
esablihment and continu opato of th coordat groups in eah sbsctor is important to ensure
that he work is well managd and that liaison with Govemment on myjor isse is satisfictory.

Hard Coal Subsector

6.8 me st task in this bsc was to redefine and clrf the responsibilities of the Hard
Coal Agency on the basis recommend in view of the uncertity in the indust as to the Agency's
iture role. The Agency needs to oinpl its renew and refinement of the profitability analysis
coductd in the susecor study in order to den which mines ae suitable for inclusion in the new
commeci companies envisaged. At the same time, it is recommended that mining enpries be invited
to fom workdig ptu to nne comments on te detailed natwu of and criteria for the new companies
to the Ageny and the Minisy of Industry. In t meanime, however, he gra removal of subsidies
to the had oa ad disct heatng bector should be pursued, and sted price increase continued in
ln with the Poicy LOWter g ns.

6.9 On do baos of its ayss, the subsector study and the comments received, the Agency
should cmmnend a set of me-er criteria to the Miisty of Ibustry, setti out which mines would be
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involved and consuinu such as the minimum size of company, prevention of regional dominance and
product mix requirements. These citeria should be issued by the Ministry of Industiy, and enterprses
should be required to submit proposals for company formation. Similar criteria would be issued to
Weglobeks.

6.10 Ihese invitations lead to a penod of intensive activity within the mines and to a proper focus
valuing assets, preparing investment plans and hence formulaing oudine financial projections. The results
of the analysis are used to discuss and formulate proposals for viable, competitive companies and outline
ownership/privatizatio recommendations to the Govenument. Companies should be formed as soon as
possible. The Agency wo-ld then focus its analytical efforts on identifying least cost closure sraegies
for non-viable mines.

Lignite Subsector

6.11 Providing the recommendation for three lignite holding companies is accepted, the
implications for restructring are that a woking group from the mines and power stations be established
and invited to submit detailed proposals for subsidiary companies and each holding company to the
Govemment. lhis would involve similar review activity for the enterprises as outlined above for the hard
coal subsector.

Power Subsector

6.12 Following issue of the policy paper, the Electricity Coordinain Group should submit
proposed merger criteria to the Mnistiy of Industiy. Tese critera would be issued by the Ministry
followig consideration of the comments and, again, would seek to ensure the fomwation of competitive,
financially viable companies.

6.13 ITe mining enteprises, the genetig enteprises should then be invited to submit proposals
for companies by a specfied date. The deadline set should consider the period needed for the preparation
of the financial projections based on the revised ma*et forecast based on the revised tariffs, the revalued
assets and the investment requirements.

6.14 The Govenmment would then consider the detailed proposals and announce the composition
of the new companies. Prior to this, shadow executives of the companies would need to be appointed and
devote themselves to negotiating the necessary detailed agements includig licenses with ERA,
electricity contracts with PSENN and financial strucures with the Goverment

Other Actions in the Power Subsector

6.15 An early task for PSENN must be to commence the preparation of a revised system
(generation and t=ansmission) investment plan, which should be completed and published as soon as
reasonably possible. This would take account of boti the price path and the stuctural guidance issued
by the Govemment and provide a key elemet to the insitutiona and commereial fimework within which
exstng enterprises prepared their own plans. For example, PSENN would indicate when tenders for new
capacity of different ty were likely to be sout.

6.16 PSENN should also commence the process of itB own Inte restructi on the basis
tocommended, placing its commercial ansmission grid actvities into a financially separate unit fiom its
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bulk electicity trading activities. Pumped storage assets shoud be acquired by the Govemment by
tzansfbming ithe relevant enterprises into a single company and vesting this as a subsidiary of PSENN.
It will also be necessaiy to ensure that PSENN owns all the assets which form the national transmission
system and which are indispensable to carry out its obligations.

6.17 PSENN would also need to commence work on prepang standard cost-based payment rates
for purhasing electricity fiom the new companies and on drawing up appropriate model contracts (power
purchase agreements) to give legal effict to these purchases. lhese proposed prces and contracts would
need to be issued in draft form to the shadow teams for the new companies to enable detailed negotiations
to take place. Before finalization, they should be reviewed and approved by ERA.

6.18 Finally, PSENN will be required to operate under the provisions of a transmission license
issued by ERA. It would therefore need to begin discussing with ERA a draft license and its obligations
under it, such as the preparation of technical codes.

District Heating Subsector

6.19 In the district heating subsector, intensive restructuring activity would be defered until the
intercommunal bodies are formed, but efforts to extend the concept of Master Plan preparation from the

exisig studies to other DHEs should be encouraged, both to fcilitate the identification of urgent
investment and funding needs and to provide an environment conducive to the formulation of specific
restructung proposals.

Gas Subsector

620 In PGNG, provided the broad thust of the detailed stmctural recommendations was endorsed
by the Govemment, which could confirm this through the issue of stmctural criteia, intemal work will
need to begin immediately on formulating specific proposals for the commercialization and
decentaliztion of the enterprise. This would best be achieved by two identified task forces within
PONG, who would form the nucleus of the two holding companies recommended. Some Govemment
representation on these task force teams is recommended.

6.21 These task forces would be required to present their proposals coverng such issues as the
number and size of divisions (and hence future companies), early candidates for divestiture and
privatization and detailed transitional time-scales to the Govenmment by a specific date, after which the
Govemment would give authority to PGNG management to begin the intemal restructunng proposed. It
should be emphasized that in this early phase, extemal legal and commercial relationships (such as
con6tcts with exnal suppliers, sales to consumers and payment of taxes and royalties) would still be
conucted by PGNG.

Resource Requirements

6.22 The initial esbuuring activity outined above will equie a considerable commitment of
msources on the part of both the Govenument and the enterprses in te subsectors. The recommended
sted activity (with for example, intensive rstructuring of district heating, CHP/HOB enterprses and
electricity distribution being defered for a time) is in part a rcgnition of the likely limits to the
resourc available to undertake restructuring effctively.
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623 Neveitheless, it should be recognized that even the narrower range of initial activities outlined
in this Chapter could strain the Govemment's ability to manage the process, particulady in areas such as
economic guion where little eWerise exists at present in Poland. The implied need for extemal
assistamce will need to be considered by the Govemment and sufficient resources identified before
commitment to particular progams of action is made.
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Annex 1: Letter of Sector Development Policy

Warsaw, Poland
June 17, 1991

lSe World Bank
1818 H Street NW
Washington, DC 20433
USA

Dear Sirs:

1. Within the fiamework of the Economic Trwansformation Program, and with the support of the
Bank and the Inteational Monetaiy Fund, the Govemment of Poland has been pursuing a series of
economic reforms. In the productive sectors, the fimdamental thrust of these refonns is to liberalize
domestic prices and reduce subsidies, promote competition and free entry into the productive sectors, and
transform the govemame and ownership of state-owned enterprises as rapidly as possible. The spirit of
these refonns is embodied in the recent privatization and anti-monopoi laws.

2. Much of the Govemments effort to date has focused on the general enabling framework for
privatization and restuctring, particulady in the industral sector. This effort now needs to be
complemented by special purpose progrms in other key sectors. Given the importance of energy
production and exports in the national economy, the Government has decided to launch a special program
for restrucuring, privatization and regulatory reform in the energy s&tor.

3. The Energy Sector Restructuring, Privatization and Reiuatory Reform program will take into
account the lare, mmaining distortions in eney pries, the unusually high degree of vertical and
horizona integration in present energy sector stuctr, the additional institutional support needed to
foster competition and privatzation in "nal monopoly" energy supply networks, and the major
envmental responsibilities of the energy supply industiy.

4. Stat-ownd entprises will pass through a progmm of commercialization -preceded by
demonopolization or restctring where necessay- and privatization. At the same time, investor-driven
pnvaization of individual state-owned energy enterprises will be facilitated. And the anti-monopoly
_rgatory framework will be strengthened to guantee free entry into the energy supply industry by new,
private participants. Ihe time-scale for commercialization and pdvatization will be shorter in some energy
sectors than in others. For the assets which remain under state control in the medium term, the
Government will strive to maintain an effective and commercially oriented system of management.

5. The Government is seeking assistance from the World Bank to support this progm of
rstructuing, privatization and tegulatory reform in the energy sector. This Policy Letter and the
accompanying matrix have been prepared to describe the objectives of the program, the achievements to
date, and the actions the Goverment intends to take. The Government understands that the Bank will
review with the Govenmment the implementation of the program and agrees that release of the second
tradche of the policy component of the proposed Wodd Bank loan will be conditional on continued
satisactory implementaion of the progmm.
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I. Energy Policy Framework

A. Strategy

6. The Govemment has two ovemding objectives in the enery sector. to improve economic
efficiency in the supply and use of energy, and to mobilize additional domestic and foreign private capital
for investment. Less distorted domestic energy pnices are an essential pre-condition for both:

a. In a first swp, the Goverment wili phase out budget subsidies to energy consumers and
eliminate cross-subsidies between industrial and household energy consumers.

b. In a second step (or in parallel for some fuels), the Govenmment will ensure that energy
pnces rach economic levels, either by decontrolling them completely or by setting
appropdate pricing ules for the gulatory system.

7. The energy supply industry will also have to undergo major changes in structure, govemance
and ownership before competition will become a reality and before private investors will be willing to
become partners in its fitmre development:

a. Ihe Govenmment will first M=ctuM and demonopolize the sector. In some parts of
the sector, vertical and horizontal integration will be reduced to levels found in OECD
countries with competitive energy sectors. In other parts of the sector, restructung will
involve combining single-plant enteprises (eg. individual coal mines or power stations)
which are individually too small to survive in a maret economy.

b. In parallel, the Goverment will donto1 the potally competitive segments of the
industry (mainly had coal) and edlate the core "aum monopoly" networks (electniity,
S and hea) to promote competitive behavior in these sectors. Competition between

suppliers will provide the best protection for consumers against abusive priing. The main
instruments of the regulatory mechanism will be licenses (or equivalent regulatory
instruments) which specify pricing, perrmance and contactual relationships within the
sector and with consumers.

c. The net step will be to commercaim the sector, i.e. convert the restructured state-
owned enteprses to either joint stock or limited liability companies. By making provision
to encourWe prvate sector participation in the energy supply industry, the proposed
regulatory fiamework will ensure that the newly commercialized companies are exposed to
competition from new entrants.

d. Finally, the Govemment will progessively pDivatize the energy supply industry. Private
participation in petrleum exploration and production will start soon. Joint venture
agreements with foreign partners are being negotiated in several parts of the energy industry,
notably for caion of independent power and hea producers. Full privafization of state-
owned entrprises will start with the non-core ancillary activities which have almady been
divested as sepat ste enterpnses. The demonopoliztion and restructuring process will
result in further divesttures and these entpnses will also become candidates for
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pivatiratioa When the sector sucWe and relatory regime have stabilized, the
Govermeat will staut a prgm to pnvatize the remaiing core state-owned commerial
companies by selling shares and/or by ncouagng joint ventures with foreign parters.

8. ITe Govenmment is takdig steps to ensr that rstructuing and privatzation in the energy
secor ar by significant impeme in en en performance. Improvements in c
production, paration and combusdon will be the main focus of this program. The steps taken to
decontrol coal prices and e rail freight rates have already had a positive impact. Consumers are
inc gly demanding lower-ah coals. The resulting coal price stuctes now ptovide adequate m
for mines to invest profitably in coal washing. As the decontrolled coal market moves towards a better
matching of coal quality to consumer demad, air pollution is diminishing. Restructuring of the mining
inusXtry will also include meaures to reduce dischares of saline water to the Vistula and Odm river
and to reduce venting of methane (a potent greehouse gas) fiom underground coal mines.

B. Pricing

9. Coal fuels about 75% of the Polish economy. There are very few natural monopoly
constaintsin hard coal mining, domestic distibution or exort. For this reason, the Govemment has
moved rapidly towards full dereguation of the hatd coal industry. In a first step, we eliminat uniform
naioal pricing of coal and the conesponding cross-subsidies on transportation of coal. In a second step,
we eliminated te official schedle of coal prices and allowed individual mines to set their own ex-mine
piees for dtfferent qualtes and gades. Fmally, we rcenty reduced the tumover tax on coal exports
from 20%A to 11% and limited its application to a narower rage of export coals.

10. During is taiona perod, some coal consumers remain vulnerable to monopoly pricing
by paricula mines, e.g. where power plants are lid to pardclar mines by dedicated rail links. The

ovement has tained two instruments to use if monopolistic pricing becomes evident. First, coal price
incremes beyond specfied limits (cureny S% per month) still require pre-notification. Prior to the May
1991 devaluation, these limits were non-binding for the majority of mines. The Govenmment will review
the monly limits on coal price increases in the light of the devaluation. Second, coal export quotas
remain in place. These are non-binding at present and are exected to remain non-binding if current
policies are efective. In the medium tem, it is still the Govemment's intention to completely decontrol
coal prices and eliminate coal export quotas.

11. Ihe most significant distorions in PolanWs present energy pricing structues arise from
subsidies to household consumers of network fuels -electricity, gas and district heat. These subsidies
either come from the budget (for distict heat consumers) or from cross-subsidiuaion within the energy
supply entrpises (for electricity and gas). For all t network fuels, the prces to households are
controlled -official prices". Te Govemmenes stegy is, fir, to raise oicial prices to households to
parity with official prices to industry. In a second step, we will shift all electricity, gas and beat pries
fiom diret price control to indirec supervision, i.e. as part of the egulaory fiamework for energy
netwodks. A second phase of price adjustment (to full economic cost) will then take place within this
frumewoik, stig end 1992.

12. Ihe Government s implementg is sr in mid-1990 and has raised household
eneWy prices (and iustri eney prices) on several occasions since then. Most recoy, in May ofthis
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year, we raised electijcity and gas prices to households by 110% and 140%, respectvely. lhese increases
bring household prices for these two network fuels, in relation to .ndustial prices, to 106% in the case
of elecricity and to 103% in the case of gas. Tis is ntially ahead of the agreements contained
under the 1990-91 structul adjustment prom supported by the Word Bank. (Under the SAL, it was
ageed ta parity would be reached by the end of 1992, instead, for these two most important fuels, it has
already been more than achieved.) Household prices for heat will be adjusted following a slightly
different schedule, given the greaer gap between household and industrial prees in that sector The
Govenmment commits itself to raising heat prices paid by households by 58% by no later than Januaiy 1,
1992. This would raise household heating prices to about 30% of parity with industrial prices. Further,
prices for households would be raised to 60% of parity by the end of 1992. The Government expects that
heat prices paid by households would achieve parity with industrial heat prices by the end of 1993.

13. The Government has been also regul4.. y raising the official, industral prices of electricity
and gas; we are also allowing cost-based increases in producer prices of district heat. We will continue
this program, and we will review our planned increases in the light of the May 1991 devaluation.
However, the second phase of price adjustment will mainly take place when the new anti-nonopoly
rgulatory system is intrduced for electicity, heat and gas. he regulatory guidelines will require the
newly commerciaized companies involved in production, transmission and distribution of these fuels to
prce teir products compedtively, i.e. with fill cost recovery and nonnal turns to shareholders but
without exploiting their monopoly power to cross-subsidize across consumer categories. In practice, this
means:

a. The newly-formed commercial production and transmission companies may need to
raise their bulk sales pnces (to the new distribution compmies) to finance an adequate
portion of investments from net cash flow and commercial borrowing and to establish nomWal
returns to shareholders. Detailed studies of operatng efficiency and investment plans will
be undertaken before these new commercial oompanies are formed and exposed to the anti-
monopoly regulatory system.

b. The new distribution companies, in tun, will need to raise their prices to recover any
increases in bulk energy purchase costs. More importantly, the distribution companies will
need to raise household prices above industial prices to reflect their own additional costs of
delivenng energy to household consumers. For electricity the additional prie margin may
be in the range 40-70%; for gas the margin may be 70-100%; for district heating, the margin
will be much smaller than 40%.

14. Ihe Government has already started preparing for the second phase of price adjustment. With
the itane of the World Bank and the UNDP/World Bank Eney Sector Management Assistance
Program (ESAP), we ioned a Gas Tariff Study, linked with parallel studies on future gas
investme, all of which were completed earier this year. The Government will use the results of the Gas
Taiff Study to set guidelines for gas prcing stuctr and regulatory procedures when these are
introduced. With asistance from the Bank, we are seeking support fiom bilaterl donors to grant-finance
pallel stdies for Electricity Tanffs and Heat Tr , rspcively. Tbe heat study will build on the
results of an initial study of eail heat tadffi financed by Denmak as part ofthe District Heat Master Plan
Stdies in the first half of this year.
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15. As a result of our eady collaboration with tie Wodd Bank in the gas sector (the Energy
Resource Development Loa), the Govemments srgy for pnce adjustment is mom advanced for gas
ta for the other netwotk fuels (electicity and district heat). The Government is following a detailed
schedule for closing the gap between household and industrial gas prices by end 1991, and for raising
industrial gas pries to panty wivth corspondig average prices in Westem Europe by end 1992. The
May 1991 devaluation has caused a brief setback in meeting these targets. Nonetheless, the Govenmment
t_mains committed to geting back to the agreed schedule by end 1991.

C. Restructuring

16. The GovenumentXs action plans for restructuing, commercialization, privatization and
regulatory reform in each sector (hard coal, lignite, electric power, district heating and gas) are outlined
in the second part of this letter. The Govenmment is also developing a parallel program of privatization
and restuucturing for oil refining and petrochemicals. The World Bank is supporning this latter program
in the context of other loans.

17. The Governmentes action plans are the outcome of a series of major studies and consultations
beteen interested parties in Poland. With the help of the Bank/E.;4P, we recently completed
comprehensive studies of Hard Coal Resructuing Power, Lignite and District Heat Restructuring, and
Ga Res ng. Detailed consultaions at all levels took place over the peniod July 1990 to June 1991,
including a two day review by the Govemment, the Bank and representives of all the sectorWal agencies
and enterprises concemed in April of this year.

18. As a result of this process, there is a broad consensus that the Govenmment strategy outlined
in this letter is an efficient way to translate the intenfions of Poland's privatization and anti-monopoly laws
into reality in the energy sector. Tlere is also broad agreement at the technical level on the details of the
sectoral action plans. Nonetheless, much of what is proposed will be at the frontiers of Poland's present
legal fiamework and institutional capability. And in cases where restrucuing involves liquidation of
eistng stat enterprises, progress depends on œegotations with the Workers' Councils. For these reasons
the Goverment anticipates that, while the overall timetable for energy restructuring is feasible, progress
in some sectors may well be more rapid than in others. Ihese tradeoffs will need to be taken into account
when the Government and the Bank review implementation of Le program.

D. Commercialization and Privatization

19. The Govenmment is committed to progressively privatizing the energy supply industry.
Privatization will proceed by three routes: ownership transfonnation in stae-owned enterprises; joint
ventures between private companies and Polish enterprises; and start-ups by new entrants.

20. lTe most immediate opportumnities for new prvate entrants are in upsteam petroleum, i.e.
exploration/development of conventional oil and gas and coalbed metme. Private and/or foreign
paticipation can proceed within the prese legal and conbactal framework. We expect private activity
to sart in the latterpat of 1991.
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21. At present, most joint ven privatizaton initiatves in the energy sector involve some fonn
of cooperation with state-owned enterprises. Two sequencing issues arise during this transitional peniod:

a. Changes in ownership. In cases where the Polish partner in the proposed joint venture
would remain as a state-owned enterprise, the Govenmment will exercise its powers as
'founding ortg of the enterprise to nsre that the proposed contractual obligations would
be consistent with subsequent restructung and commercialization of the state enterprise, i.e.
conversion to a joint stock or limited liability company. However, in most cases, we would
expect commercialization to take place prior to participation in a joint venture.

b. Changes in the regulatory environment. As oudined below, the Government intends
to develop an antidmonopoly megulatoiy frimewoik specifically for the energy network sectors
(electricity, gas and heat). When tw new regultory fimmework is in place, new privatization
initiatives in these sectors will be guided primarily by the regulatory provisions on licensing,
pricing and contractu aangements.

22. The Govenmment will make every effort to ficilitate joint venture and privatization initiatives
dunng this tmansitional period. Our energy sector mstuct pram will remain flexible and should
be able to accommodate a wide vaiety of joint venture aangements. For example, in cases where we
intend to regroup coal mining entpises or power plant enterprises into larger, commercial companies,
we will coinue to facilitate prvate/foreign joint ventwur with individual coal mines md power plants
unfil our own restructrring operations begin. After commercialization of the state-owned enterprises is
cwoplete, restructring will continue via market-driven mergers and acquisitions under the general
surveillance of the Anti-Monopoly Office.

23. As part ofthis effort to reduce legal uncertainty during the tramnsitional period, we have sought
grn assistance from the U.S. Goe rmment to appoint legal and finanal advisors to assist us to evaluate
one or morp of the cut privatzaton offers in the energy sector and to develop a model procedure Juat
provides a smooth transition towards the fiture, restuctured energy sector.

24. The 1,overnmens proam for ownership change in the state-owned enterprises is outlined
for each sector in the second part of this letter.

E Regulation

25. The Govemment plms to make the changes needed to brng Poland's regulatory systems into
line with the systems adopted in many OECI) countries. hi the energy sector, we envision three types of
reion. These would promote: efficient exploitation of natual resources; competition in the sector,
and compliance with en enta slandards. All dree forms of regulation already exist in Poland to
some extent and apply to the energy sector. The Government plans to strengthen thtem. We also propose
to stat new programs to assist the eney supply industry to comply with the existing provisions of the
environmental regulatory system.
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26. Poland recently passed legislation (*e Geology Law and the Mining Law) that goveas the
exploitaton of natr resources, icluding eney resoures such as hard coal ligte, oil, ual gs, and
coalbed methane. These laws enable the Govenment to review the current exploitao on of eah of these
energy resources and to issue lieses for fiture operaions. In onse to madret conditions and other
strategic considerations, the Goverment also may choose the new areas to be leased via diue
negotiations and he new areas to be leased via competitive bidding. And the legion empower the
Govemment to share in the resource ren by setting txes, lvs or oyalties. lbe Government will use
the provisions of this legislation to issue new mining icOnses for all exng had coal operations and to
introduce competitive bidding for upstream petleum opeaions.

27. Poland also recently passed the anti-monopoly legislation under which the Government
established the Anti-Monopoly Office (AMO). Jn principle, the Anti-Monopoly Office has all the powers
necesary to block monopolistc practices and actively promote compebtion in the energy sector. In
practice, the legisation and te present form of the AMO both are mainly oriented towards the first half
of that mandlae, viz blocking monopostic practices. The legilation lacks specfic proxvi on
promoting competition in situaions that are inhe y monopiic, such as the "natur monopoly"
nery networks.

28. We are aware th most of dte OECD countries that have sg prvate participation in the
energy sector have found it necessary to complement he racve sai-monopoly finction with a
vigorously pro-active, po-competiton finction targeted specifically at the pricing and contactal
arrngements in the energy networks. In Poland this po.ompetition finction is needed, not only to
ensure maximum private participation in the network sectors, but also to ensure undistoned competition
between the network sectoh themselves -pariculady between natuWal gas and distict heating. Polish
and North European experience both iidicate a vey lae potential for misinvement in cases where the
rguatory regimes ae inconsistent.

29. The Govermment reognizes the need to adapt the present institutions -and possibly the
presn legislation- to establi this procompeition rgulatory ffnction for enery netwodrs in Poland.
We will thefore:

a review exstig legisation to identif legal consats on licensg of companies in the
energy network sectors (e.g. the pe exclusion of the eney secor fiom the list of
sectors in which licenses may be issued; the reoet devolution of control over distrct heaing
networks to local Govement), and options for enabling a present or fiuture adminive
unit to take on this fumction (e.g. by delegatn t AMO's powers in the energy sector to
an existing enery sector agency, or by creating a separae enery regulatory body);

b. by end 1992,eue that suitable rguatory bodies for electricity, gas and distict hea
ae in operation and fimctioning according to consste prnciples.

30. Given the present legal contea, fier reeences in this letter (and the attached Policy
Matrix) to licenses" in the network sectors mean licenses or some otier appropriate regulory instnrment
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31. The Governum has already taken a number of steps to evaluate the pricing and contractual
guidelines at could be intoduced as part of a pro-competition megulatoy package for the electricity, gas
and heat sedors. Te geneal sequence for phasing them in would be as follows: a. guaanteed third
paty acce to networkcs at regulaed anspoaion ("wheeling) charges; b. third party (i.e. idependent
producer) acoss to standby ener supplies at glated pdoes; c. compettive bidding to supply new
capaciqty; and d. competitive bidding for daily or houly output (dispach. We anticipate that
competitve bidding will be phased in more rapidly in the electricity sector ta in the gas or district
heating sectors. However, we expect to reach the final stage of competitive bidding for electricity dispatch
only after the restructuring and commercialization of the electricity sector is lagely complete, i.e. after
end 1992.

F. Environment

32. Discharges of saline water fom a group of underground coal mines in Upper Silesia into the
Visula and Odm rivers and their tributaries impose a massive economic burden on downstram water
consumets, both industri and households. The altemrave disposal techniques tsted over the last decade
(multi-stage evaporation and reverse osmosis) have proven to be uneconomic. It is unlikely that any of
this gwup of mimes would rmain finmcially viable if they were required to meet Poland's effluent
stndards using oe ofthese techniques. The Goverment is determined that the restructured coal industiy
should comply fMlly with Poland's env mental stndds. If saline water discbarges could be managed
at a sigicaly lower cost, the number of mines to be closed duing restructurng could be
correspondingly reduced.

33. he Government has sted a small scale prgram to evaluate dte geological risks and costs
of mnjecing zline water into srat at the same deptI as the coal mines or into strata at greater depths.
In order to accelenrte this program, we have decided to use funds available under the Bank-financed
Environment Management Loa to hire foreign specialists to review the progm and prepare an expanded
prgram fDor presentation to potential donoTs. If this is successful, our taget is to complext a full
feasibility study of deepwell injection by end 1992.

34. While giving first priority to natiunal and regional envirowental problems, the Goverment
is also determined to participate as filly as possible in the global abatement of greenhouse gases
-principally caibon dioxide and methane. Some estimates put Poland as the world's eighth largest
producer of ca dioxide, mainly fiom combustion of coal. Since methane vented from underground
coal mines is a myor source of metae emissions to the upper atmosphere, Poland is also a large
contributor in his category. The Govemments stategy is, fulst, to identify the greenhouse gas abatement
options which can be piggybacked onto investments that are economic in their own right, and, second,
to tap concesona resources (such as the Global Environment Facility) in cases where the investments
would brng no dirc benefits to Poland. Again, these environmental issues are closely linked with the
resgUcturing of the hard coa industy.

35. With the as ce of the U.S. Govemment, we have rcendy completed a preliminazy
review of motane emiions (vt gas) fiom underground coal mines, the current recovery and
consumption of vet gas, and the options for incrasg economic recovery and utilization. The
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Govemment will seek additional support to continue the evaluation and to stawt a program to demonstrae
ecnomic utiuzaton of vented metae. We also anticipate htb, when they are created, the new
commercial miningt companies will include vent gas recovery in their production and marketing strtegies.
In cases where this proves to be of marginal viability, the Govetnment will seek support from the Global
Environment Facility.

36. The Government and the Bank have disussed the options for reducing carbon dioxide
emissions in Poland. We have agreed that the least-cost option probably is to encounge a more rapid
tmsition from coal to gas in medium siz boilers. Coal to gs conversions are stting to occur in small
boilers for both economic reasons (to reduce ttal costs) and environmental reasons (to reduce particulate
and sufur emissions); reduced carbon dioxide emissions are an additional global benefit of these
conversions. These economic and environmental prssures to convert to gas are weaker in the medium
and larger size boilers which emit lager amounts of carbon dioxide. The Govenmment has requested
assistance from the Bank to prepare, as part of the present Heat Restuctring and Conservation Project,
proposals for using concessional financing from the Global Environment Facility to accelerate coal to gas
conversions in medium size boilers. The Govemments target is to stat implementaion of this carbon
dioxide abatement program before end 1992.

H1. Energy Sector R2structuring and Privatization Programs

A. Hard Coal

37. In line with the Governments stategy t phase out subsidies to the bard coal sector, we have
already started a program to close uneconomic coal mines. We have started the process of progrsively
closing three undergomund mines in Lower Silesia. Completion ofthe process will take several yewus. The
Government and the Hard Coal Agency, as well as outside exert, detemuned that these mines will not
become profitable even when domestic coal pnces adjust fillly to wodd madaet levels.

38. The Hard Coal Restuctunng Study identified about another seven mines that are clearly
uneconomic. The Hard Coal Agency has independently concluded that the same mines are among the
least profitable mines in the sector. On this basis, we intend to put approximately ten mines in the initial
closure program. We expect to finalize the agreed list of mines and the anticipated closure schedule by
ealy 1992 and we will advise the Bank of our plans. The Goverment will sat the closue process for
all mines othe final closure list by end 1992.

39. Ibis will leave apprxmately sixty mines that are either clealy economic or may prove to
be economic under new commercial management. By end 1992 the Govemment will phase out budget
subsidies to all mines not in the closure progam. Some subsidies to the coal miing industry may
contie after 1992. However, these slbsidies will be solely for the purpose of ensuing an orderly
closue of mines in the closure pogram.
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40. At psent, te Govement entrusts te Had Coal Agency with the task of admuinisteng
the tnsfer of budget subsidies to all col mines. As flm end 1992, the Hard Coal Agency will be
rfocused on mngi the mine closure progm. fnecesy, the Govenment will change the statutes
of th Ag:ey.

41. The Govermemat has decided to create a small number (possibly 10-15) of independent,
commercial, hard coal mining companies. Since there are approximately sixty mines not slated for closure
-all structured as individual state-owned enteipises- the average number of mines in each of die new
commercial companies will be four to six This number should assure the new companies of adequate
risk-spreadig and commerial viability. More rapid, invetor-driven privatzaton may reduce the pool
of individual state-owned coal minin entprises bere the commeralizaon progrm is complete.

42. For the ration of these new mining companies, the Government is committed to voluntaiy
and madcet trasactions to the maxmum exte posible. As a fiat step, we will issue a set of merger
cdierabased mainly on anti-monopoly consideratins (maxumum size) and financial viabiity (minimum
siz). Mm mies will then be imvitod to disc with each other and to submit aeed merger proposals
to th Govement witin a specified period of me. The Govemment will decide on the final portfolio
of mines for each of tie new, commercia companies. Eah portfolio will include some mines that are
cleady viable and some that appear magnal. If necary, we may institute a system in which the more
prfitable mine are invied o plac negative bids (i.e. to specify their subsidy requirements) for the least
profitable mine. We anticipate tuat some of the new companies may then decide to start their own
losr prnW for one or more mines in their initial portfolio. We also anticipate that the Anti-

Monopoly Office sbsequety will allow some mezte: between companies or selling of individual mine.
We thrfor se the lmn term struce of the inusty as consisdng of fewer tham ten companies
m-n fewr tn sitbdy m,m.

43. By end 1992, the Govement will complete the majority of steps needed for formation of
indepent, commercial mining ompanies covering all mines not in the closure progm. The exact
outcome will depend mainly on the speed with which the present state enterprises can be liquidated, in
cases where this route is taken. One outcome would be that, by end 1992, the majority of the 10-IS
independent, commercia companies would have been established; another outcome would be that, by end
1992, all of te pret ini enterprises would have completd the majority of legal steps towards their
establiamt in 10-15 commerl compaes.

44. Th Govement plan to resolve the quesion of had coal mining rights (licenses) and the
uarng of resource r (via taxes, ryuties tc.) at some poit paor to the formation of the new,
commeal mn companies. Th basic fwacwoik for resource ret taxation in the petroleum sector
Wa completed s pet of the 1990 study on the Legd and Contactua Framework for Petroleum
Exploa1on and Denlopmet We have now decided to use fmds avaiable under the Envionent

L1an to commisson smilar work on resource ret in hard coal and lignite mining. Terms
cf refenc have beon agred and we would expect it proposals to be ready by end 1991.

45. Dunog th brakig up of the fotmer Had Coal Board, a number of non-core ancillary
acvities w enstabisd as indpedent,at enterpises. All of these enterprses will be
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commercialized; and some could be candidates for immediate pnvatizaion. Before craing the 10-15
independent, commercial mining companies, we will also identify any additional ancilary activties to be
divested fiom the pmrent state enterprises. By eady 1992, we expect to finalize the agreed list of ancillay
enterprises to be piivatized and the anticipated schedule, and we will advise the Bank of our plans. lhe
Govemment will complete the majority of steps towards commercalization and/or privatization of
ancillary enterpt. s in the hard coal sector by end 1992.

46. The Govenment has already completed most of the steps needed to eliminate the former
monopoly in domestic coal trade. We now intend to complete the commercialization of all entities
involved in domestic or foreign coal trade. As you know, we abdlished compulsory intermediation in the
domestic coal market in 1990. Since that time, the market share of the state-owned domestic coal
wholesaling enterprise (CZW) has fallen to around 505%. Competition in domestic wholesale and retail
coal trade continues to increase. Pardy in response to increases in rail freight rates, independent, private
truckers are tacing an increasing market share. The Govemment has already conveted the specialized coal
export enterprise (Weglokoks) into a commerial company. By end 1992 at the latest, we will also
complete the majority of steps to convert CZW into a commercial company. At dia point, we consider
that Poland's coal tade will be filly competitive and in commercial hands.

B. Lignite

47. Poland's ignte mines are all designed to supply mine-mouth power stations. A negligible
part of lignite production goes to other consumes. Unlike hard coal, these lignite mines have practically
no economic altemative market for their output There is no scope fordirct competition between lignite
and hard coal; however, there is scope for direct competiton between lignite-fired power statons and coal.
fired power stations through mert order (east-cost) dispachg. The Govemment therefore has decided
to put each lignite-fired power station and its assoiated lignite mine under the same management

48. The Govemment has not yet decided whetier to combine all linte mines and lignite-fired
power stations into a single commercial company. As in the case of hard coal fied power stations, the
lignite/power company or companies must be lat enough to participate in fiture competitive bidding
for additional capacity, i.e. arge enough to bonow commercially for an investment in a new mine and
power station (or any other form of new power generation capacity), or to participate in an investment
consortium.

49. Prior to fonring the commeril lignite companies, the Goverent will: a set resoure rent
tes on lignite mining; b. issue ligite mining license to exin operators; and c. issue generation
licenses (or appropnate reglatory instments) to lignite-fired power stations. By end 1992, the
Govemment will have completed the mjority of steps fr formation of one or more commercial
companies coveing all lignite mies and lignite fired power stations.

SO. Durng he baking up of the former Power and Lignite Board, a number of non-core
ancillary activites were established as independent, state-owned enterpnses. All of these enterprses will
be commerciald; and some could be cadidates for immediate pivatztion. Before creating the new
commercia lignite compmy (or companies), we will also identify any additional ancillay activities to be
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divested fiom the present state enterprises. By ealy 1992, we expect to finaize the agreed list of adcillary
enterprises to be pnvatized and the anticipated schedule, and we will advise the Bank of our plans. The
Govermment will complete the maonty of steps towards commercialization and/or pivatization of
ancillay enterprises in the lignite sector by end 1992.

C. Electric Power

51. The Govemment has already taken several important steps towards the creation of a
competitive electricity supply industry. Firt we broke up the former Power and Lignite Board into plant-
by-plant stae-owned enterpises. This breakup should facilitate the process of regrouping power plants
into financially viable, commercial companies. Second, in 1990, we cwated a joint s -k electricity
transmission and dispatch company (PSENN) as the futre centerpiece of a restructured el;-..icity supply
industry. At present, we are taking the necessary legal steps to facilitate the ransfer of the high voltage
tranmission assets fom their present owners (the electricity distribution enterprises) to PSENN.

52. In order to give PSENN its intended role in the electricity supply industiy, the Govemment
will, by end 1992:

a issue au approprate regulatory imstme to govem PSENNs transmission activity
-including PSENNts obligation to provide tansmission services to third parties (e.g.
indendent power producers) at non-d-ciminatory rates;

b. prepare electricity purchase contacts between PSENN and the electricity generation
companies -both mdependent power producers and the state-owned generating enterprises
after they have been rsuctued and commercialized;

c. prepare electricity sales contracts between PSENN and the futumre, commerciai electricity
distribution companies;

d. tuansfr the high voltage tnmission asset and pumped storage power staions to
PSENN's ownership.

53. The Govenment has decided to create about four or five independent, commercial, electricity
genation companies coveing all generators other than lignitefired plants, pumped storage stations and
combined heatpower plants. Since there are approximately 16 maor generators in this category
-presently combined in 12 individual statowned enterprises- te average number of major power
stions in each of the new commercial companies will be thr ee to four.

54. As in the case of hard coal, the Govemment is committed to a voluntay and maket-based
meger process to dt maximm etet possible. We will issue a set of merger critera the generators will
submit aemedrge prposals; the Government will decide on the final portfolio of generators for each
of the new, commercial companies. Some of the new compvaes may then decide to start their own
program of rehilitaion or decommisioning of some of the gnemtos in their initidl portfolio. The
Anti-Monopoly Office subsequently may allow some merger between companies or selling of individual
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generators. We therefore see the long term structue of this segment of the electricity supply industry as
consisting of a small number of companies. By end 1992, the Govement will complet the majority of
steps needed for formation of independent, commercial electricity genetation companies covering all
curntly state-owned generators other than lignite-fird, pumped stoage or combined heat/power.

55. The Govemment haw decided to create about nine independent, commercial companies
covering all combined heat/power plants. By end 1992, the Govemment will complete the majority of
steps needed for fonnation of independent, commercial companies covering all currently state-owned
combined heat/power plants. Ihe number of companies will be adapted to take account of any joint
ventures or investor-driven privatization that may occur before end 1992.

36. Durng the breaking up of the former Power and Lignite Board, a number of non-core
ancillary activities were established as independent, state-owned enterprises. All of these enterprises will
be commerciaized; and some could be candiats for immediate privatization. Before crating the
independet, commercia companies for electricity generation and combined heatlpower production, we
wil also ident any additional ancillary activities to be divested from the presen state enterprses. By
eariy 1992, we expect to finalize the agreed list of ancillary enterprises to be privatized and the anticipated
schedule, and we will advise te Bank of our plans. Ibe Goverment will complete the majority of steps
towards commerciaization and/or privatization of these ancillary enterprises by end 1992.

57. The Goverment has decided to regroup the present thirty-three electicity distribution
enterpnses into about balfthat number of idependent, commetcial companies. We anticipate that various
levels of local Govemment would initially own most of the stock in the new companies. The creation of
unsbsidized commercial distribution companies requires major changes in electricity price structures and
levels. Given the wide vaiaion in local costs, the Govemment wishes to decentralize the price adjustment
process as much as possible. The Govemmenfs straegy on sequencing is as follows:

a. By end 1992, the new generator companies and the tmission company (PSENN)
vwill be operating within a regulaory famework which alows tm to sell electricity to
distibution companies at prices that recover costs and generae funds for investment.

b. By end 1992, we will rase electricity pri'-s to households to parity with prices to
industry.

c. By end 1992, we will stat a program to phase out controlled "official" prices for
electricity by end 1993.

d. As par of te phase-out of official prices, we wil introduce regulated stuctres (but
not levels) for consumer ret electicity tarif, i.e. to equire distribution companies to
eliminate cross-subsidies fiwn industrial to household consumers.

e. Duing this transitional period (1993), we will allow the supervisory boards of the local
distibution companies to raise tariffs as rapidly as they need to recover costs and stay in
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busines. Initially, most of these tariff incaes will bave to be for household consumers
-in order to comply with the strctun mraimment to eliminate cross-subsidies.

f. By end 1993, we will eliminate the Usitional regulatory meaqures and filly integrate
the electricity regulatory mechanism with that of the other two networks (gas and distict
hea).

58. Within this transitional pricing fiamewoik, we will use the voluntary merger route (as above
for other sectors) to compl:te the majoity of steps to regroup the present electricity distribution enterpwses
into a smaller number of commercial electrcity disbution compunies, by end 1992.

D. Beat

59. - Polands district heatdg sector diffe fom the other two network sectors (electricity and gas)
in bo scale and ownesip. For t ical reasons, all hat networks are local; the electricity and gas
netwotks are both national. Effctive control over heat netwodrs has typically been at the local level. Our
reet local Govnent reforms have given a legal bais to this local contol by transferrng ownership
to the local level. The Govemnments decision to restuctu the district heating sector has to be seen in
this context. he final desin of the rfims will be a slow process of consultation between different
levels Cf Govenent plementaion of he rfoms will have to leave a lae degree of flexibility to
local govemments to choose beween _6al ve solutions.

60. While the heat on/disribution etworks are controlled by local district heating
enterprises (DHEs), the combined heat/power stations and large boileas hat produce most of the heat for
the networks have traditionally belonged to the (national) elctricity sector. ITe Govemment has decided
to leave open the possibility of tnsferring some of the heat production asets into new, commercial
companies that would combine heat production and distibution. I9pically, these joint companies would
be in smaller cities where there is little prsped of competition between heat producers to supply the local
network.

61. Within the sutes that the Govremment will establish to implement energy sector
restrcuin (e.. the possible appointment of a Plenipotntiary), we will crate a special task force to
advise the Conmcil of Miniters on the specific problems of rsudcurng the heat upply industry. In tuis
foum, we will xamine he vious mechanisms recently prposed for heat resctMn e.. mergers,
acqiitions or joint ventus between combined ht/power producer compa and district heating
nework cmpanies. By end 1992, the Goverment will finaiza plan to establish a suitable pattem of
ownership of hea supply ast.

62. In the interim, there will be a lape amount of work needed to implement the recent laws
(Marsc 8, and May 10, 1990) on local Government. Te gninas (local goverments) have until end 1991
to decide o regional groupings ('uniCo" of gminas) for the ownershipof het netwodrs, and on the ,tpe
of ownesip (municipal or commercial). To aist .t process, we plan to prepae, before er 1 1991,
model statutes forunions of gminas, as well as model statutes forthe commercial heat network companies
(in cases where the union of gmma8 opts for ftis fom of ownership). As soon as the unions of gminas
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and hea network coma are established, we will start a process of consultation leading, by end 1992,
to the final, agreed heat recuring plan.

63. In the loger term, afer th mqjof adjusmnts in het prices have been completd, the
Government foresees th need for a vigorouly pr-active, pro-ompeton gulator. Ihe Govemment
favos decetaizing the heat gulaory fnction to a lewl of loca Govemment that has yet to be agreed.
Under this option, the local egultos would have access to a national heat advisory unit which would
maintain coi aparive dma on peromance, costs, dc. for all pats of the hea supply industry in Poland.
The compaive data would form dte bas of a system of idirect compeion -so-called yadstck
compeon- between diffe_n hea companis. The nationa hea advisory unit would be part of the
nationd body empowered to regulate the thee network fues (electcity, gas and heat). An alterativ
option would be for thentional rgulatoy body to ve branch offices at the local level. The
Government wil rview the options nd advise tie Bank on he sty to be adopted.

64. By and 1992, the Govement will establis some form of lo onal regulatory structures
for the heat spply industry. We will finliu model licnses (or other appropriate regulatory instruments)
which specify targets for servioe standards and financial pDmance. And we will ensue that these
anrangements are consistent with the national rglatory angements for electricity and gas.

L Gas

65. Poland now has naural resoure legaon which enables te Goverment to license private
and/or foreig companies to elore br petroleum and produce petroleum under agWee terms and
conions. De jur, the Polish Oil and Gas Company (PONG) no longer has a monopoly on peroleum
exploration and development in Polad In futiu, the main mechanism for ig petleum licenses will
be bidding rounds. The Govemmen has scheduled promotion activitis for conventional oil and gas
and, sepately, for oabed meae. We will bold bidding romunds for oil, gas and coalbed methane in
the second half of 1991. Thes wil be open to 1 tested domesti d international petroleum
companies.

66. The present liesg lisaon is desgned to cover all major nal resources in Poland.
Important national resoures such as coal and ligite are covered by the same legislation as petroleum.
We reconize that thei aonal peleum industry regrds ths approa s unusual. The Govenment
will make a mjor effirt to pepw promotional pakas which preset the substance of the legislation
in a more stadard manner. We receny used funds available under the Bank-financed Environment
Management Lon to hie an eriened intemational advisor to assist our licensg burea to prepare
bidding rounds and advise the Goverment during future neti ons with internaionl companres.

67. The Government is also awae tat some important proi of the petroleum part of the
legision could be impwroved to bring t contua and fiscal finewodi more closely into line with
interational norms. We are prepard to prset amendments to th current lw to th Sejm if this proves
necessa to stimulae adequae private sector iet i petroleum exploation and production.
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68. The Govenmment started direct discussions with a number of intemational companies
interested in 3il and gas acreage and coalbed methane acreage before the prsent licensing legislation was
passed. IThe present legislation allows both direct negotiations and bidding rounds. The Govemment is
committed to honoring past or fitre legal agrements entered into in good faith outside the proposed
bidding rounds. In this contx, we will clarify the coalbed methane rights claimed by various
intemaional companies in associaion with state-owned coal mines.

69. An important part of our petroleum development strategy will be to redefine the exploration
and production areas held by KPNG and its restructured successor. Ihe Government will ensure equality
of treatment between PONG and private companies. In order to improve productivity in the prducing
areas which PONG retains, we will also encourage production joint ventures between PONG and private
companies in those areas.

70. Restructuring PGNG will require a different approach from that adopted for the hard coal and
electric power sectons. In these latter sectors, the Govenmment had already demonopolized the industzy
by creating individual state-owned enterprises plant-by-plant. Restructuring therefore requires the
Government to regroup these plants into competing but financially viable units.

71. Tfhe Govemment will intemally restructure PONG into divisions while still holding PGNG
as a single stae-owned enterprise. We will then convert each division of the restactured enterprise into
an independent, commercial company. By end 1992, we will complete the intemal rsctuuing of PGNG
and complete the majority of steps for conversion of intemal divisions into independent, commercial
companies. The new, commercial companies will comprise: one or two upstream companies; one gas
transmission company; and approximately six regional gas distribution companies.

72. The 1990-91 Gas Res g Study identified upstram service enterprises (seismic,
drlling, etc.) as promising candidates for eary privatzaion. Durng intea restrucung of PGNG, and
before final separation of the divisions, we will also identify any additional ancillary activities to be
seprately divested fiom PONG. By early 1992, we aepect to finalize te agreed list of ancillary
eterpses to be privatzed and the anticipated schedule, and we will advise the Bank of our plans. The
Government will complete the majonty of steps towards commerialization and/or privatization of these
aclary enterprises by end 1992.

73. Ihe Govemment will follow broadly the same strategy for consumer gas price adjustment
and commercialization of gas distribution companies as we outlined for the creation of electricity
distribution companies. A merger process for gas distribution companies will not be necessary, since the
distrbution companies will replicate the present gas distribution divisions within PGNG. lhe
Government's strategy on sequencing is as follows:

a. By end 1992, the new upstream companies and the gas transmission company will be
operatig within a regulatory fiamewodc which allows them to sell gas to distrbution
companies at prices that recover the cost of imported gas.

b. By end 1991, we will ise gas prices to households to padty with prices to industry,
i.e. eadier than for electricity or hea.
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c. By end 1992, we will start a progm to phase out controlled "official" prices for pas
by end 1993.

d. As part of the phase-out of official prices, we will introduce regulated structures (but
not levels) for consumer til gas tariffs, i.e. to require distribution companies to eliminate
cross-subsidies from industrial to household consumers.

e. During this tmsitional period (1993), we will allow the supervisory boards of the local
8as distribution companies to raise tariffi ag rapidly as they need to recover costs and stay
in business. Initially, most of these tariff increases will have to be for household consumers
-in order to comply with the structural requirement to eliminate cross-subsidies.

f By end 1993, we will eliminate the transitional regulatory measures and fully intgrate
the gas regulatory mechanism with that of the other two netwotks (electricity and district
heat).

74. The Govermment's strategy for restructuring, privatzation and regulatory reform in the energy
supply industty is an ambitious undertaking, but one which is crucial for the success of the overall
utasformation of Poland's productive sectors. Rstucturing of the hard coal industry by itself is a
herculean task that will test the limits of our national solidarity and ma well place heavy demands on the
social safet mnt. Bringing household consumers of electrcity, gas and heat up to industrial price levels
without major social conflicts will be a major challenge. And translating our anti-monopoly law into an
effective, pro-competition fiamewotk for the energy sector wiU take us through a long learning proess
as in other countries. In the face of such a combination of tasks, he Govenmuent would greatly appreciate
the active participation of the World Bank in the implementation of this program.

Sincerely yours,

Miister of Finance
Ministry of Finance

for the Government of Poland
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Annex 3: Energ Restrcturing Group

Work on energy restucturing is the rponsibility of the Ministy of Indsty and Trade (Moo). Given
the complexites of sector restructui g and the importance of the er sector in the economy, an
Assistce Prgm for Enery Sector Restnucuing been designed to help MoI in this activity. The
Prgm relies on four groups: The ERG, the countrpart group, the coorinaung group and EWA4P.

When the LAr of Sector Development Policy was proposed, it was realized that significant resources
would be needed to cany out the restrucrig process and that it was import to enge itaional
specialis witi the relevt experience. It was fiuher decided approprate to involve other donor ageies
and, after discussion, the European Community, the USAID and the UK Know-low Fund were
approached by the Polish Goverment with a reques to shar in the cost of an ional/loal em.
Agreement was reached on the fimding and makeup of the team in December 1991.

Ihe work of the ERG is scheduled to last appro ely ihteen months. Should work on
implementaion of the restructuring prposals take longer, an extension to the work of the ERG would be
rviewed at that stage. However, the process has been designed with the intent a the Polish specialists
will by then be competent to take over the tabs of the foreign specialists in the ERG with a miniumur
of involvement by the ltr.

Strture of the Energ Restructuring Group

The ERG consists of a Manager and
eight intemational speciaits covering
the most relevant aspects of the work.
Figure m-1 presents the stuctue of
the ERG and th donors agencies.
Eah intenationa secalis will be L *4 1 8nd
assisted by a Polish "twin" recruited
locally in Poland and paid by the an_ IsoUri|
respectv donor agency. Tbis will
(1) enure proper un ding of U
Polish customs and conditions, (2)
provide contity of eflfrt when the
int tional specialiss leae Poland,
and (3) provide Polish laguae skills
at all times. These Polish twins will iA5
be members of the Energy .p ren-i: Structure of the ERG
Resrucring Group and will be
subject to the coordinaion and
oversight by the ERG Maager.

Two additional foreign specialists were appointed under the EC contribution (Phare program) to work
along the ERG on enery conservation and management trining. lbeso two speiaits, workng under
the ERG maager, are not part of the ERG. owever, there is a clear intention for these specialists to
work in close coordination with the ERG.
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e Mnager and all eight tatioa specialists mbld in Warsaw for the fi time from November
30 to December 4, 1992, to rcive biafings fiom AIM4 staff and bacwgound papers. They then
sWchedd their worc programs for tie firt three months in detail and for the second three months in

ObjWetvS

Me genemal objecive of the ERG is to advise Ministry of Industry and Trade on implementation
options and recommend the choice to be made; and to assist with the carying out of the implementation
process itself. The main requirment will be to assist with:

O o of a drft EnefSy Law for submission to th Seim (Parment);
o prepa of draft seconday legiation to be promulgated after the Enery Law is enacted;
o eablit of te Ste Enrg Ageny - a new body to be set up to eguat the energy

sector,
o foaiaon of he new companies m eah of h sub-sects - coal, lignite, electicity, gas and

distict heati - tdhr incoo and c elizaon;
o pinaion of ancilay activities and later of the core energy companies; and
O ablis of st y cntct laonships between the various entities involved

in the ery supply can to en coninuty of supply and reasonable faimess between
the parties and betwoe the supply indws and the ultimate cosumers of energy.

Stmdm of Fn St et-atrm

As previousy mentioned, oter goups hae been formed. To cary out rhailitation and retucting
proposals, oordinaing grups in each subsector headed by higher management have been established.
To assit the Ministry of Industry Pad Trade and the Ey Restructing Group, a Counterpart Group
halso been estblished, stadid by seondees from dte enerVy iustries themselves. This group will
assist the ERG in the collection and t of data, gaming access to industry executives as

rPWPfide and offeing commet on the implemeation optdons. he counrpat group will assist tbe
Mnsty of nduwy ad Trade by iDe impott maers for consideration and by esuring that

actions which vlvethe coordinting groups and other pua of Govenment are also
pusd in a tmely manner.

ES&fP will support the wor of the ERG though (a) the proposed atvities to be caried under the
ESAlAP program, and (b) th act involvmet in ERG actvities. h;MAP staff will visit Poland
regulary (at leas o evey two months) to ensr proper coodination of ESMPIERG work and to
pvide timey advice to h ERG and to Mol. Figure M-2 prsents te overall structure of the
Resctuing Pmoe, e groups involvd, the lonsips with ESMAP, *te number of staff involved
and growup leade.
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Join UNDP World Bank
ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSLSrANCE PROGRAMME MAP)

L1ST OF REPORTS ON COMPLEE ACTIVlI'IES

Regtoa/Counry AcflvUReport ltle Dkte Number

SUB-SAHARAN ARCA (AFR)

Africa Regional Anglophone Africa Household Eergy Workshop (English) 07/88 085/88
Regionl Power Seminar on Reducing Electric Power System

ILomes in Africa (Englsh) 08188 087/88
Insitudonl Evaluation of HOL (Enghsh) 02/89 098/89
Biomsus Mapping Regional Workshops (English - Out of Print) 05/89 -
Fnacophojne Houshold Energy Workshop (French) 08/89 103/89
bntetafrican Electrical Engineering College: Proposals for Short-

and LoOng-Term Development (Engish) 03/90 112/90
BiomAssA t and Mapping nglishI Out of Print) 03/90 -

Angola EnerW A (English and Porue) 05/89 4708-ANG
Power Rehabiitation and Technical Assistance (English) 10/91 142/91

Benin Energy Asa (1g and Prench) 06/85 5222-BEN
Botgwana Energy at (English) 09/84 4998-BT

Pump Electrification Prefeasibility Study (English) 01/86 047/86
Revie of Electricity Service Connection Policy (English) 07/87 071/87
Tuli Block Fams Electrification Study (English) 07/87 072/87
Household Energy Issues Study (English - Out of Pint) 02/88 -

Urban Household Energy Strategy Study (English) 05/91 132/91
Burkina Paso Energy Asssment (Englis and French) 01/86 5730-BU1R

Technical Assstanc Program (English) 03/86 052/86
Urban Houehold Energy Strategy Study (English and French) 06/91 134/91

Burundi Energy Assement (English) 06/82 3778-BU
Petroleum Supply Managemt (English) 01/84 012/84
Status Report (English and French) 02/84 011/84
Priestaion of Energy Projects for the Fourth Five-Year Plan

(1983-1987) (English and French) 05/85 036/85
Improved Cacoal Cookstove Strategy (English and French) 09/85 042/85
Peat Utilization Project (English) 11/85 046/85
Enegy Assessment (English and French) 01/92 9215-BU

Cape Verde Energy Assssment (English and Portuguese) 08/84 5073-CV
Household Energy Strategy Study (English) 02/90 110/90

Central African
Republic Energy Assessement (French) 08/92 9898-CAR

Comoros Energy Assessment (Engli and French) 01/88 7104-COM
Congo Energ Asement (English) 01/88 6420-COB

Power Development Plan (English and Prench) 03/90 106/90
C6te d'Ivoire Energy Assent (English and French) 04/85 5250-IVC

Improved Biomass Uetization (English and French) 04/87 069/87
Power System Efficiency Study (Out of Print) 12/87 -

Power Sector Efficiency Study (French) 02/92 140/91
Ethiopia Energy Assessment (English) 07/84 4741-ET

Power System Efficiency Study (English) 10/85 045/85



RegionfCowun Ac*l/Report flk Date Number

Ethiopia Agricultunr Residue Brqueing Pilot Project (English) 12/86 062/86
Bagasse Study (English) 12/86 063/86
Cooking Efficiey Project (English) 12/87 -

Gabon 1naV Ameut (E3ngi) 07/88 6915-GA
The Gambia Energy As t (Eglish) 11/83 4743-GM

Solar Water Heatig Rctrofit Project (English) 02/85 030/85
Solar Photovoltaic Applicadons (English) 03/85 032/85
Petroleum Supply Manigement Assistance O(Eglih) 04/85 035/85

Ghana Energy AsessmL:t (English) 11/86 6234-GH
Energy RationRzadon in the IndustW Sector (Englih) 06/88 084/88
Sawmlfl Reiadues Utilizaion Study (English) 11/88 074/87

Guinea En"g Asessnt (Ch of PrbM) 11/86 6137-GUI
Guinea-Bisau Energy A net (Engfish and Portuguse) 08/84 5083-GtUB

Recommende TechnicAl Astn Projes (ghlish &
Portuguese) 04185 033/85

Management Options for thk Electic Power and Water Supply
Subsectos (English) 02/90 100/90

Power and WaWt InstitsionalRestrcturing (French) 04/91 118/91
Kenya Energy Assessment (Engih) 05/82 3800-KB

Power System Efficiency Study (English) 03/84 014/84
Staus Report (English) 05/84 016/84
Coal Conversion Action Plan English - Out of Print; 02/87 -
Solar Vater Heating Study (English) 02/87 066/87
Pen-Urban Woodfuel Development (Engsh) 10/87 076/87
Power Master Plan (English - Out of Print) 11/87 -

Lesotho Eergy Amsent (English) 01184 4676-ISO
Liberia Energy Assessnt (English) 12/84 5279-LBR

Recommended Technical Assiste Projects (Engsh) 06185 038/85
Power Sygem Efficiency Study (English) 12/87 081/87

Madagascar Energy Ass (English) 01/87 5700-MAG
Power System Efficiency Study (English and French) 12/87 075/87

Malawi Energy Assmsmt (English) 08/82 3903-MAL
Technical Assistance to Improve the Efficiency of Puelwood

Use in the Tobacco ndustry (English) 11/83 009/83
Status Report (English) 01/84 013/84

Mali Energy Assessment (English and French) 11/91 8423-MLI
Household Energy Strategy (English and Frech) 03/92 147/92

Islamic Republic
of Mauritaia Energy Assessment (English and French) 04/85 5224-MAU

Household Energy Strategy Study (English and French) 07/90 123/90
Mauritius Energy Assment (English) 12/81 3510-MAS

Status Report (English) 10/83 008/83
Power System Efficiency Audit (English) 05/87 070/87
Bagasse Power Potential (English) 10/87 077/87

Mozambique Energy Assesment (English) 01/87 6128-MOZ
Household Electricity Utiizaon Study (English) 03/90 113/90

Niger Energy Assessment (French) 05/84 4642-NIR
Stats Report (nglish and French) 02/86 051/86
Improved Stoves Project (English and French) 12/87 080/87
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RegionfCounhy Acvly/Repou l kt DOe Number

Niger Household Energy Conservation and Substitution (English
and French) 01/88 082/88

Nigeria Ener A (English) 08/83 4440-UNI

Rwanda Energy Assessnt (English) 06/82 3779-RW
Energ Asst (English and Fnch) 07/91 8017-RW
Status Report (English and French) 05/84 G17/84
Improved Charcoal Cookstove Strategy (English and French) 08/86 059/86
Luproved Charcoal Production Techniques (English and French) 02/87 065/87
Comm iaizaton of Improved Charcoal Stoves and Carbonization
Techniques Mid-Term Progress Report (English and French) 12/91 141/91

SADCC SADCC Regional Sectorw Regional Capacity-Buildiug Program
for Energy Surveys and Policy Analysis (English) 11/91 -

Sao Tome
and Principe Ene As_ment (English) 10/85 5803-STP

Senegal Energy As t (English) 07/83 4182-SE
Stats Report (English and Prench) 10/84 025/84
Industrial EneWr Conservation Study (English) 05/85 037185
Preparatory Assistance for Donor Meetig (English and French) 04/86 056/86
Urban Houschold Energy Strategy (English) 02/89 096/89

Seychelles Energy Assessment (English) 01/84 4693-SEY
Electric Power System Efficiency Study (English) 08/84 021/84

Sierwa Leone Energy Asse6sment (En"l;Sh) 10/87 6597-SL
Somalia Energy As (English) 12/85 5796-SO
Sudan Managenent Assistance to the Ministry of Energy and Mining 05/83 003/83

Energy Assemet (BzkglSh&) 07/83 4511-SU
Power System Efficiency Study (Enish) 06/84 018/84
Stats Report (English) 11/84 026/84
Wood Energy/Forestry Feasibility (English - Out of Print) 07/87 073/87

Swaziland BEergy Asement (English) 02/87 6262-SW
'anzania Energy Asment (English) 11/84 4969-TA

Peri-Urban Woodfuels Feasibility Study (English) 08/88 086/88
Tobacco Curing Efficiency Study (English) 05/89 102/89
Remote Sensing and Mapping of Woodlands (English) 06/90 -

Industrial Energy Efficiency Technical Assistance
(English - Out of Print) 08/90 122/90

Togo Energy (English) 06/85 5221-TO
Wood Recovery in the Nangbeto Lake (English and French) 04/86 055/86
Power Efficiency Improvement (English and Prench) 12/87 073/87

Uganda Energy A _ssmnt (English) 07/83 4s53-UG
Status Report (English) 08/84 020(84
Institutional Review of the Energy Sector (English) 01/85 029/85
Energy Efficiency in Tobacco Curing Industry (English) 02/86 049/86
Fuelwood/Fcrestry Feasibility Study (English) 03/86 053/86
Power System Efficiency Study (English) 12/88 092/88
Energy Efficiency Improvement in the Brick and

Tile Industry (English) 02/89 097/89
Tobacco Curing Pilot Project (English - Out of Print) 03/89 UNDP Terninal

Report
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Region/County AclvtlsyReport Xthe Date Number

Zaire Energy Ass _ment (En8hM) 05/86 5837-ZR
Zambia nEr tV Ass (nEnt Posh) 01/83 4110-ZA

Status Report (Englih) 08/85 039/85
Energy Sector Instiutional Review (English) 11/86 060/86

Zambia Power Sabsector Efficiency Study (Eglish) 02/89 093/88
EneY Stategy Study (Eglish) 02/89 094/88
Urban Household Energy Sktategy Study (English) 08/90 121/90

Zimlibabwe 131WftV A _tSWAW (13n1g) 06/82 3765-ZIM
Power System Efficiency Study (English) 06/83 005/83
Status Report (English) 08/84 019/84
Power Sector Management Assistance Project (English) 04/85 034/85
Petroleum Managm Assistae (English) 12/89 109/89
Power Sector Management lnsituion Building

(English - Out of Print) 09/89 -
Charco' Utilization Prefeasibility Study (English) 06/90 119/90
Integrated Energy Strategy Evaluation (inglish) 01/92 8768-ZIM

EAST ASIA AND PACIFIC (CAP)

Asa Regional Pacific Household and Rural Energy Semma (Englsh) 11/90 -

Cbina County-Level Pural Energy Assessments Eglish) 05/89 101/89
Felwood Forestry Preinveatment Study (English) 12/89 105189

F1iji nergy Asssment (nglish) 06/83 4462-PU
Indonesia Energy Assessment (English) 11/81 3543-IND

Stats Report (English) 09/84 022/84
Power Generation Efficiency Study (English) 02/86 050/86
Energy Efficiency in the Brick, Tile and

Lime Industries (English) 04/87 067/87
Diesel Generating Plant Efficiency Study (English) 12/88 095/88
Urban Household Energy Strategy Study (English) 02/90 107/90
Biomass Gasifier Preinvestment Study Vols. I & II nglish) 12/90 124/90

Malaysia Sabah Power System Efficiency Study (English) 03/87 068/87
Gas Utilization Stoly (h) 09/91 9645-MA

Myanf EnergyAss _m (13ngis) 06/85 5416-BA
Papua New

Guinea Energy Assment (English) 06/82 3882-PNG
Status Report (English) 07/83 006/83
Energy Strategy Paer (English - Out of Print) - -

stional Review in the Energy Sector (English) 10/84 023/84
Power Tariff Study (English) 10/84 024/84

Solomon Islands Energy Assment (English) 06/83 4404-SOL
Energy A _InW (lnSIg ) 01/92 979/SOL

South Pacific Petroleum Transport in the South Pacific (English-ut of Print) 05/86 -

Thailand Energy Awmt (English) 09/85 5793-TH
Rural Energy Issues and Options (Bnglish - Out of Print) 09/85 044/85
Accelerated Diemination of Improved Stoves and

Charcoal Kilns (EngliSh - Out of Print) 09/87 079/87
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Thailand Northeast Region Villagp Foresty and WoodfuelL
Pndnvestment Study (English) 02188 083/88

Impact of Lower Oil Prices (Englia) 08/88 -
Coal Development and Utization Study (English) 10/89 -

Tonga Energy Aswsement (English) 06/85 5498-TON
Vanuatu E-ergy Asement (English) 06/85 5577-VA
Western Samoa Energy Asesment (English) 06/85 5497-WSO

SOUTH ASIA (SAS)

Bangladesh Energy Asscnt (English) 10/82 3873-BD
Priority investment Program 05/83 002183
Status Report (English) 04/84 015/84
Power System Efficiency Study (Englisb) 02/85 031/85
Small Scale Uses of Gas Prefeasibility Study (English -

(Out of Print) 12/88 -
India Opporiuities for Commercialiation of Nonconventiona

Energy Systems (English) 11/88 091/88
Mabarshta Bagasse Energy Efficiency Project (English) 05/91 120/91
Mini-Hydro Development on Irrigation Dams and

Cad Drops Vols. 1, I and m (English) 07/91 139/91
W'ndFarm Pre-Investmeat Study (Englis) 12/92 150/92

Nepa Enaergy A s (English) 08/83 4474-NEP
Status Report (English) 01/85 028/84

Pakdstan Household Energy Assessment (Engelsh - Out of Print) 05/88 -

Asseesment of Photovoltaic Programs, Applications, and
Markets (English) 10/89 103/89

SriTanks 13nergy As_wsment (English) 05/82 3792-CE
Power System Loss Reduction Study (English) 07/83 007/83
Status Report (English) 01/84 01084
Industal Energy Consevation Study (English) 03/86 054/86

EUROPE AND CENTRAL ASI (ECA)

hastem Europe The Future of Naual Gas in Eastem Europe (English) 08/92 149/92
Poland Energy Sectcr Restructuing Vol. I-V (inglish) 01/93 153/93
Portgal Enegy Assement (English) 04/84 4824-PO
Turkey Energy A _sment English) 03/83 3877-TU

MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA (MNA)

Morocco EnergyA _e (English and Frenh) 03/84 4157-MOR
Status Report (English and Freach) 01/86 048/86

Syria Energy Asse_ment (BagIM) 05/86 5822-SYR
Elecic Power Efficiency Study (English) 09/88 089/88
Energy Efficiency Improvement in the Cement Sector (English) 04/89 099/89
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Region/Countly Act1*yIRepa# 21 Date Nunber

Syfia Energy Efficiency Improvemet in the Fertilizer Sector(English) 06190 115190
Tunisia Fuel Substitution (Enlish and French) 03190 -

Power Efficiency Study (English and Prench) 02/92 136/91
Energy Mangement Strategy in the Residential and
Tertiary Sectors (English) 04/92 146192

Yemen Energy Asessmen (English) 12/84 4892-YAR
Enegy Investment Pioities (English - Out of Prnt) 02/87 6376-YAR
Household Energy Srrategy Study Phase 1 (English) 03/91 126/91

LATIK AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN (LAC)

LAC Regional Regional Semiar on Electric Power System Loss Reduction
in the Caribbean (English) 07/89 -

Bolivia Energy Asmt (English) 04/83 4213-BO
Nationa Eney Plan (English) 12/87 -
National Enegy Plan (Spanish) 08/91 131/91
Ia Paz Private Power Technical Asstace (nglish) 11/90 111190
Natural Gas Distribution: Economics and Reguon (English) 03/92 125/92
Prefeasibility Evaluation Rural Electrification and Demand

Asement (Engish and Spanish) 04/91 129/91
Private Power Generation and Transmission (English) 01/92 137/91

Cile Energy Sector Review (English - Out of Ptint) 08/88 7129-CH
Colombia Energy Strategy Paper (English) 12/86 -
Costa Rica Energy Asment (English and Spanish) 01/84 4655-CR

Recommended Technical Assistance Projects (English) 11/84 027/84
Forest Residues Utilization Study (English and Spanish) 02/90 108/90

Dominican
Republic Eae ment (Bngis) 05/91 8234-DO

Ecuador Energy Asrent (Spanishj 12J85 5865-BC
Ener Srategy Phase I (Spanish) 07/88 -

Energy Strategy nIS) 04/91 -

Private Minihydrpower Development Study (English) 11/92 -

Haiti Energy Assessment (English and French) 06/82 3672-HA
Status Report (English and French) 08/85 041/85
Household Energy Strategy (English and French) 12/91 143/91

Honduras ergy As_t (Englia-W 08/87 6476-HO
Petroleum Supply Management (Eglsh) )3/91 128/91

Jamaica Energy Asst (English) 04/85 5466-1M
Petroleum Pourement, Refining, and
Distribution Study (E3nglish) 11/86 061/86

Energy Efficiency Building Code Phase I (English-ut of Print) 03188 -

Energy Efficiency Stadards and
labels Phase I (English - Out of Print) 03/88 -

Management Information System Phase I (English - Out of PRint) 03/88 -

Charcoal Productdon Project (Enish) 09/88 090/88
FIDCO Sawmill Residues Utilization Study (nglish) 09/88 088/88
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Jamaica Energy Sector Strabgy an4 Ir qetmnt Planning Study (nglish) 07/92 135/92
Mexico Improved Charcoal Production Within Foreat Management for

the State of Vecruz (English and Spanish) 08/91 138/91
Panam Power Systm Efficiency Study (Eng - Out of Prnt) 06/83 004/83
Pawaay Einery AmsameEl glish) 10/84 S145-PA

Technical Asistance Projects (English-
(out of Print) 09/85 -

Stats Report (Enghsh and Spanish) 09/85 043/85
Peru Energy At sh) 01/84 4677-PE

Status Report (Engish - Out of Print) 03/85 040/85
Proposd for a Stove Dissemination Progaun in

the Siera (Englih and Spansh) 02/87 064/87
Energy Stratgy (Spanish) 12/90 -

Saint Lucia Energy Assmret (English) 09/84 5111-SLU
St. Vincent and
the Grnadines Energy Auent (English) 09/84 5103-STV

Trinidad and
Tobago Energy n t (English - Out of Print) 12/85 5930-TR

GLOBAL

Energy End Use Efficiency: Research and Strategy
(nglish - Out of Print) 11/89 -

Guidelines for Utility Cstomer Management and
Metring (Engli and Spansh) 07/91 -

Women and Energy-A Resource Guide
he nenational Netwok: Policies and Experience (English) 04/90 -

Ass_nmt of Personal Computer Models for Energy
Planning in Developing Countries (English) 10/91 -

Long-Term Gas Contracts Principles and Aplipations (English) 12/92 152/92

012993


